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From the Editor 

T his week's Special Report, "The Succession Fight in Moscow: 

What's at Stake for the West," was written by our Soviet Sector 
Editor, Rachel Douglas. It analyzes the fight for leadership in the 
upcoming post-Brezhnev era, a fight that will dominate the February 
party congress. The policy divergences go far beyond the usual 
"hard" and "soft" classifications. At issue is whether the group Mrs. 

Douglas refers to as the "builders" will continue Soviet advances in 

science and industry-and a correlative policy of cooperation 'with 

their capitalist counterparts abroad, including the potential for joint 

development of the Third World-or whether the "class war" Buk
harinites will suffocate growth at home and help foment instability 
throughout the world. 

The rest of our international coverage this week focuses 0': the 
traps that are being laid for the Reagan administration in Central 

America, in Italy, and in the Middle East, wher� our intelligence 

chiefs also identify what a positive, post-Kissinger American policy 
would look like. Featured in our economics coverage is a tally of the 
damage done to Argentina since its industrialists and military men 
allowed British liberal Economics Minister de Hoz to shut down 

manufacturing, wildly expand foreign debt, and sap the living stand
ards of a skilled, productive population. 

Our National section includes extracts from the cabinet appoint

ees' confirmation testimony not covered in the news media, and an 
exclusive interview with the new Senate Armed Forces Committee 
chairman, John Tower. I'd also like to call your attention to the 

"yellow alert" contained in the Facts Behind Terrorism column. 
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Editorial 

A legacy of treachery 
When James Earl Carter was booted out of office 
last November by a landslide that turned histori
cally Democratic constituencies against their own 
party, there was reason for optimism . Americans 
would happily bid farewell to the base morality of  
the Carter administration.  There would be an  end 
to the drug-infested White H ouse, the policy of 
destabilization against our foreign friends and al
lies, and the economic policy of controlled disinte
gration-tight credit, and collapse of basic indus
try-all paving the road to Brzezinski's postindus
trial society . 

There would be a new beginning, and a proud 
America based on support for the industrial devel
opment and growth and stability of the world's 
nation-states would replace the humiliation of the 
hostage fiasco . 

But Jimmy Carter, a creature of  the Trilateral 
Commission and the Council on Foreign Rela
tions, is determined to haunt the Reagan White 
House with the legacy of his treacherous policies . 

Just days before the Reagan inauguration, Car
ter ordered the Federal Reserve to begin transfer
ring what could add up to nearly $ 1 0  billion in gold 
and Treasury securities to Iran. 

If Carter succeeds in handing the outlaw Kho
meini regime billions of dollars in exchange for the 
hostages, the already teetering U .S .  economy may 
go through the floor just in time for Inauguration 
Day . If the payoff goes through, according to the 
Federal Reserve itself, the Iranians will probably 
take the dollars and dump them, causing a run on 
the dollar . This, together with a number of  inter
national crises being worked up by the Socialist 
International, will hand Reagan a legacy of chaos 
designed to stall any potential for putting the U .S .  
economy and foreign policy back on  the track . 

The dollar blowout is simply the leading edge 
of the oligarchical design to ensure that a Reagan 
progrowth policy doesn't have a prayer against the 
so-called postindustrial society . 

Working overtime against the new Reagan ad-
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ministration for this oligarchical design are the 
Socialist International, the London Financial com
munity ,  the Jesuit Order, the Soviet KGB,  and the 
Heritage Foundation, which has infiltrated Social
ist I nternational and KGB moles into the Reagan 
camp.  

Western Europe has  been particularly targeted, 
since the progrowth governments in France and 
West Germany could forge a formidable alliance 
with President Reagan around policies to get the 
world economy moving again .  

High-ranking Socialist International represen
tatives stated this week that Western Europe is 
soon to be put through "the most profound social 
crisis since 1 967-68 . In fact in many ways it will be 
worse and more chaotic ." 

This scenario for social convulsions in Europe 
has as its immediate aim the ouster of French 
President Giscard d' Estaing and his replacement 
with Socialist Party Secretary-General Francois 
Mitterrand; the mobilization of the left wing of the 
Social Democratic Party in West Germany-the 
postindustrial "greenie" faction-to oust or para
lyze Chancellor Helmut Schmidt; and the contin
ued terrorist destabilization of Italy leading to a 
Mussolini-style reign by Socialist Party boss Betti
no Craxi . 

Carter also has his hands in setting up U .S .  
involvement in a fighting war in E I  Salvador
another crisis waiting on the doorstep of the White 
House. 

The fact that Carter so blatantly defied the 
Congress and the incoming administration, taking 
emergency powers in his last days in office, indi
cates how much the postindustrial strategists fear 
the potential of the Reagan administration.  Amer
ica's big industries , small businesses, labor, and 
farmers are showing themselves totally unwilling 
to put up with four more years of economic devas
tation .  But it will take a well-aimed and well-edu
cated fight to quickly rid the world of the Carter 
legacy. 
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Blackmail against the 
new administration 
by David Goldman 

Federal Reserve Chairman Volcker's decision last week 
to raise short-term interest rates again ,  after a momen
tary break in the upward spiral, is a political signal 
directed at the Reagan administration.  Volcker has set a 
trap for the President, with the intent of compelling the 
White House to accept a Margaret-Thatcher-style policy 
of "economic pain" despite its intentions to the contrary . 

Thatcher's semi-official representatives in Washing
ton, the British-led Heritage Foundation, have succeeded 
in placing a few key people inside the economic decision
making bodies of the new administration .  Their objec
tive, as probable Treasury Undersecretary Norman Ture 
put it, is to let matters deteriorate until V olcker and the 
Treasury Department will have the clout to tell Reagan 
to let interest rates go through the roof  and reduce 
money supply growth to zero . 

Among Heritage economists and their Wall S\reet 
collaborators, who include former Rite-Aid chairman 
Lewis Lehrman and Bear, Stearns economist Larry Kud
low, the word is  that the 2 1  percent prime will be afloor. 
not a ceiling. for domestic interest rates . In interviews 
with EIR. Kudlow, Salomon Brothers partner Benjamin 
Rowland, and other Heritage supporters predicted that 
Fed Chairman Volcker would bring rates up to the 24 to 
25 percent level before any peak was evident.  Lehrman is 
a member of the Heritage Board of Trustees, and Kud
low has testified on behalf of Heritage before Congress .  

Why would an avowedly conservative think tank like 
the Heritage Foundation wish to destabilize the Reagan 
administration? The answer has a great deal to do with 
the fact that Heritage is intertwined with the socialist 
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British Fabian Society (see National section) . Heritage 
spokesmen in fact are threatening Reagan with leftist 
"social chaos and revolution" in the words of Lewis 
Lehrman , who is close to the Socialist International in 
Europe . Lehrman predicted this week that Reagan will 
follow Volcker's policy and be "Thatcherized ," adopting 
the austerity policy of Britain's Margaret Thatcher, and 
that the left would rise up against him . 

This group apparently has the inside track on the 
Fed's plans for the next two weeks, judging from Paul 
Volcker' s actions on the market. By the Fed's  own 
criteria-which this publication considers dubious-the 
sharp drop in the money aggregates and commercial 
bank lending during the month of December should 
have permitted some easing of  the money crunch . When 
the Fed released money supply data to this effect on Jan . 
9, most Wall Street "Fed watchers" predicted a near
term easing of interest rates. 

Of course, reading the entrails ofthe monetary system 
turned out to be a waste of time. Paul Volcker and his 
political faction are committed to wresting control of 
economic policy from Ronald Reagan, who sincerely 
wants to carry out the mandate he received from Ameri
can voters in November. The Fed's  actions stem from 
political considerations, and all ideological pronounce
ments concerning monetary aggregates and interest rates 
are so much Delphic pap . 

As matters stand, despite the l ikely appointment of 
Dr.  Ture to the new Treasury undersecretary post for tax 
policy and the selection of Friedman student Beryl Sprin
kel of Harris Trust as undersecretary for monetary af-
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fairs, Reagan does not like the monetarists' counsel . "We 
can't be certain if Reagan wi l l  tell Volcker the right 
thing . I t  remains to be seen ," said David Meiselman, 
editor of Heritage's journal ,  Policy Review. 

Jack Kemp,  who insists that "austerity is the prob
lem, not the solution," more closely reflects the Presi
dent' s personal outlook . In an interview with EIR pub
lished Jan .  20, Kemp outlined an ambitious program ,  
including both personal income and  investment-related 
tax cuts, and an agreement with the European Monetary 
System to restore the dol lar to gold convertibility. How
ever, Kemp indicated that the latter monetary proposals 
were not for immediate action.  And Kemp has not 
pers uaded the new administration that his tax proposals 
will necessarily produce an economic upswing . 

According to the Heritage scenario ,  the Federal Re
serve will tighten interest rates until the economy hurts 
and the White House demands a change-and the mo
ment of truth for Reagan will have arrived. Volcker, 
according to Salomon Brothers seer Rowland, will p rob
ably threaten to resign and destroy the "credibil ity" of 
the new administration in the monetary sphere. 

What makes the Reagan administration susceptible 
to this form of blackmail is the narrow-gauge approach 
of Reagan's most powerful subordinates . Treasury Sec
retary Donald Regan, a top-flight administrator at Mer
rill Lynch , shows no sign of having the scope of under
standing of monetary affairs to avoid the trap ahead. 
"Y ou can only bring interest rates down by one of two 
methods: either by having a recession, or by altering 
expectations about inflation," says Merrill Lynch mon
ey-market economist Donald Maude. "And you can't 
bring down in flationary expectations in a short period of 
time." Maude describes Regan as a " level-headed exec
utive" who will take orders only from the President. 

But the Merril l Lynch economist worries about the 
Fed's "credibil ity ." He told EIR, "There is always the 
possibi l ity of a real shake-out on the markets .  But it 
won't happen if the Fed can maintain its credibil ity . If 
that were damaged, then sho rt-term interest rates would 
really shoot up." 

Apparently, both the Reagan administration and 
Bonn , the all ied government that is l ikely to have the 
closest relations with the Reagan White House, are 
working under the dangerous illusion that they can take 
their time in addressing the crisis that the Volcker Fed
eral Reserve has set in motion.  What will most probably 
emerge out of the economic policy meeting with Presi
dent-elect Reagan in progress at EIR's deadline is an 
ambiguous false consensus. It is likely to include a deci
sion to continue the congressional bailout of the Chrysler 
Corporation; a mandate to reduce the federal budget 
that does not address what degree of economic "pain" 
the administration wil l  tolerate; an agreement to institute 
Kemp-Roth tax cuts during the coming summer (rather 
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than immediately , as Jack Kemp would prefer) ; and 
some promising initiatives on the energy and environ
mental regulation front .  

However, as our econometric simulation of the im
pact of Volcker 's  interest-rate policy indicates (see EIR, 
Dec. 1 0, 1 980), the economy will turn down sharply 
before the end of the first quarter. Reagan will have a 
much worse problem on his hands than his new Treasury 
secretary, for example, is counting on.  

Bonn floating 
West German Chancellor Schmidt should be ex

plaining to the new White House that the future of the 
Western economies depends on the success of the dra
matic monetary and development initiative he proposed 
two years ago with French President Giscard d' Estaing. 
He should strongly reinforce Rep . Jack Kemp's  input 
on the question of bringing the United States into the 
European Monetary System, and extending this collab
oration into a global development effort that, among 
other things, would boost American exports by about 
$ 1 00 billion per year. 

But the West Germans have put off completing the 
second, credit-issuing phase of the European Monetary 
System until sometime in 1 982. Meanwhile they are 
hoping that a slow fall of American interest rates will 
take pressure off their own currency and reduce capi tal 
outflows . The Bonn chancellory has written off econom
ic growth for the coming year, and is hoping to hang 
on long enough to institute the European Monetary 
Fund in about 1 8  months . Apparently, Chancellor 
Schmidt views West Germany's economic ties to Saudi 
Arabia (see International Credit) as a short-term pallia
tive, rather than as an opening to a much broader 
degree of collaboration on monetary and trade matters , 
in which the United States also has a maj or interest .  

More encouraging is the announcement by Sen . 
James Sasser (D-Tenn . )  and Rep . Bil l  Alexander (D
Ark . )  of legislation-in the form of resolutions in both 
ho uses-to compel the Federal Reserve to give priority 
to credit for the tangible wealth-producing sectors of 
the economy.  The Sasser and Alexander proposals ,  in 
different ways, embody a plan released in December by 
the National Democratic Policy Committee for reform 
of the Federal Reserve System . The plan, in brief, would 
compel the Fed to introduce discount-window partici
pations in loans for tangible goods production instead 
of the present open m arket operations, namely, dump
ing new money supply into the large money markets, 
where it never reaches American producers . 

What the President needs to avoid the Heritage 
Foundation trap, above al l ,  is the right points of 
orientation toward those he ranks among his peers: the 
Congress, the leading American economic constituen
cies, and the leaders of al l ied countries . 
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Ture and Rowland on 
1981 credit squeeze 

The following interview with Treasury Undersecretary for 
Tax Policy designee Dr. Norman Ture was provided to 

EIR by a Washington source. 

Q: What does the Heritage Foundation Project Report 
on the V .S .  Treasury, which you headed, recommend the 
Federal Reserve do with monetary policy? 
A: Our section on monetary policy simply says that 
control of inflation is not located in fiscal, in budget 
actions at all, but in money supply, pure and simple. 
What we must do to reduce inflation lies not in the 
budget, but in credit: we must very, very severely restrict 
credit . The Fed has not done enough . The Fed must do 
more. The Fed' s portfolio of V .S .  Treasury securities is 
larger now than when they began the credit squeeze. We 
should reduce money supply growth to zero for a time if 
necessary . 

I think that the Federal Reserve instead has played a 
substantially passive role, and I think we'll get another 
monetary explosion if the Fed does not hold interest 
rates to where they are. I hope that the secretary of the 
treasury and the President will be able to persuade Mr .  
Volcker: "Let's forget about interest rates, and bring 
monetary expansion under control ."  At this point the 
problem is an absence of monetary authority, rather than 
the active participation of the monetary authority. We've 
had a 20 percent run-up in the money stock since the 
middle of the year: 

Q :  So now interest rates must continue to rise? 
A: I f  you have that kind of expansion of the money 
stock, they will soar . . . .  I f  the Fed can insist on and 
arrange for a very slow rate of growth in money, then we 
might see a decline. 

Q: And if the figures are not so good, rates will be 
headed up? 
A: Sure, if we get any resurgence in the mone§ supply, 
21 percent for the prime rate is going to be the floor, not 
a ceiling. I don't  think there is any natural law that lim
its it . 

Q: What about the danger of a V .S .  dollar crisis? 
A: Our report said that we could care less about what 
happens to the dollar. We j ust get our domestic house in 
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order, deal with inflation here, and the dollar will have to 
take care of itself. Suppose the Fed did announce zero 
growth in the money supply, and collapse credit . The 
dollar would be perceived as very sound. 

Benjamin Rowland. a partner in Salomon Bros. Cor

porate Finance Department close to Lewis Lehrman and 

the Heritage Foundation. told EIR of Volcker 's plans. 

EIR: Does Norman Ture' s appointment mean Ronald 
Reagan will be swayed toward Volcker's monetarism? 
Rowland: It 's not decided. Reagan himself has divided 
loyalties, divided between those who believe in the effi
cacy of Kemp-Roth tax cuts, and those who consider tax 
cuts wildly inflationary , as I do .  

EIR: Wil l  Volcker do what Reagan tells h im to? 
Rowland: No.  I think Volcker will maintain a tight 
money policy, and if he comes under pressure for easing, 
he'll put up a fight and might quit. If challenged, he'd 
rather leave, from the contacts I 've had with him.  

EIR: Do you think Ronald Reagan will challenge him? 
Rowland: Sure. But he is a man of great personal integrity 
and would rather leave office . 

EIR: I f  the President doesn't want a recession, why 
wouldn't he just go ahead and force Volcker out? 
Rowland: I don't think he would . It would obviously be 
very bad to lose such a major, well-respected figure in 
such a time of economic difficulty . I don't imagine it 
would be in anybody's interests to force a figure of 
Volcker's stature out. He won't  be pushed into a corner, 
not without reacting publicly and clearly, and the unde
sirability of that reaction is great enough, I suspect, that 
he won't be pushed into a corner. It would have a very 
bad effect on the markets. 

EIR: What does that mean for interest rates in 1 98 1 ?  
Rowland: They're going t o  b e  high, current levels at 
least . They're going to be volatile , certainly double-digit. 
I don't think we've seen the peaks in the present circum
stances. I wouldn't be surprised if they went up to a prime 
of 24 or 25 perc en t. 

Lewis Lehrman: rates 
cannot come down 
Lewis Lehrman. adviser to the Reagan Transition Team 

and board member of the Heritage Foundation. made the 
following comments in an interview made available by 

Washington sources. 
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Q :  Will the new administration succeed in stabilizing the 
U .S . economy and lowering rates? 
A: My view is that there is a comprehensive program 
needed now, which I outlined in a recent proposal pub
lished by Morgan Stanley, for the U .S .  My role in the 
administration has become very controversial ,  because I 
don't believe that marginal tax cuts are the answer to our 
problems, nor are budgetary cuts sufficient .  It 's my view 
that we need a comprehensive reform of monetary policy, 
domestically and internationally, from the top down, to 
lower monetary growth while cutting fiscal growth, and 
it has to be done promptly . But there are people resisting 
this view more highly placed than I .  

Q :  You mean the Nixon-Ford traditionalists? 
A: Yes. 

Q: What about Jack Kemp? 
A: Jack agress with some things, but he' s a supply-side 
tax cutter . Stockman is a budget-cutter . None of this 
makes sense in the absence of internation\ al  monetary 
reform . The international monetary system is falling 
apart . But unfortunately, the issue of international mon
etary policy is not one that will preoccupy this adminis
tration . 

The U .S .  must organize the international system . 
Step one: we announce the intention to create a convert
ible currency, to peg the dollar to gold. Step two : we 
establish a balanced budget . Step three: we renovate our 
regulatory agencies. Step four: we systematically reform 
our tax structure . Step five: we rebuild our fighting 
forces . 

We then convoke an international monetary confer
ence, in which we elaborate a fixed-exchange rate regime, 
based upon the dollar as a convertible currency . We 
prohibit, by threat of force and by treaty, protectionism . 
We underwrite a world of order. 

Q: But the new administration won' t  do this? 
A: I 'm pessimistic . And then we don't ha ve stabilization.  

Q: What about these record interest rates? 
A: They would stay high. 

Q: How long can we survive with twenty percent interest? 
A: Eight more years . If things do not change during this 
regime, the election of 1 988  will be truly a revolutionary 
one, in the good old American revolutionary sense . The 
coalition building up to a change, which came together 
behind Ronald Reagan, will have fully materialized by 
1 988 ,  a coalition of people who are not prepared to 
accept twenty percent interest rates and seven and a half 
percent unemployment. 
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I think the political divisions in this country will 
become much more radicalized, and we could see real 
social chaos.  There is no such thing now as a left-right 
division .  But the conditions you've observed in England 
right now are a precursor. You've observed the demoli
tion of the Labour Party, the destruction of its vital 
center and the commandeering of the Labour Party 
apparatus by the radical, autarchical national-socialist 
left, led by Foote and Benn . That could not have hap
pened in the absence of eighteen months of agony, 
worklessness, and bankruptcy that came from Margaret 
Thatcher' s  efforts . Mutatis mutandis, in the U . S .  you will 
get similar effects . The Democratic Party will be com
mandeered by those who are prepared to adventure the 
most. The economic crisis makes for different kinds of 
politics .  Then the conservative coalition behind Reagan 
will be pulled in half by the left and the right, forced to 
choose . 

Twenty percent interest rates continuing, workless
ness at the level of seven to eight percent, the loss of 
whole segments of American industry which are unable 
to adapt, like steel and auto, among others , are going to 
change the way Americans think about politics . The rich 
companies will get richer, and the leveraged and declin
ing in dustries will fai l very rapidly . 

Q :  What would this mean for Europe? 
A: I don't think there' s a thing Reagan can do with the 
European Monetary System, except observe these Lilli
putians, like Helmut Schmidt. The Europeans have failed 
in every respect . The EMS has been a clever bit of 
financial chicanery , but of no consequence, all rhetorical 
flourish . . . .  The EMS gold standard angle is an ineffi
cacious application of even the most nominal aspects of 
a gold standard . 

The EMS is doomed without the U .S . ,  without the 
kind of global program I 've outlined . . . .  

Q :  How long can Europe hold out with these levels of 
U.S.  interest rates? 
A: Under these conditions,  Western Europe wil l  remove 
itself from what is left of the Western Alliance, both 
politically and economically . Increasingly, they' ll devel
op economic policy characterized as protectionist. Quo
tas , tariffs, more subsidized industry, more export subsi
dies, and trade arrangements with the Soviet bloc. It 's 
starting already . Europe will be Finlandized . U .S .  power 
in Europe will decline, even more rapidly than over the 
past ten years . 

European monetary arrangements don't mean any
thing . There is now a DM bloc, but not by choice. It's 
like Topsy, it has grown, and it will disintegrate with the 
volatility of the mark. 
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International Credit by Renee Sigerson 

Heritage calls for U.S. autarchy 

The Washington-based foundation advises Reagan to opt out of 

the international monetary system. 

Policy guidelines written by the 
Heritage Foundation for Ronald 
Reagan's V .S .  Treasury Depart
ment transition team propose that 
the Vnited States greatly red uce its 
role in world monetary affairs. 

In particular, the Heritage plan 
would allow the phase-out of  the 
reserve role of the l] .S. dollar. 

The plan also rejects coopera
tion with America' s allies in the 
European Monetary System and 
asks cuts in lending to the Third 
World. 

A lthough President Ronald 
Reagan himself seeks no such re
sult, Beryl Sprinkel , the man in line 
for undersecretary of  the Treasury 
for monetary affairs, is in agree
ment that "there is no need to pay 
any attention to the international 
monetary system or the dollar. Let 
it take care of itself," a Heritage 
source says. "Why should the dol
lar have to be an international cur
rency?" 

The foundation, which official
ly advises the Reagan transition 
team, bills itself as a conservative 
think tank .  Why would a conserva
tive group seek a decline in Ameri
ca's world standing? Essentially be
cause Heritage is the V .S .  subsidi
ary of the British Centre for Policy 
Studies, headed by V .K .  Industry 
Minister Sir Keith Joseph . This 
grouping seeks domination of 
world finance by the City of Lon
don and its continental European 
allies, who have always sought to 
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quash the funding potential for de
velopment represented by the V .S .  
and thus the dollar .  

The Heritage gui delines are 
contained in a secret Heritage Proj 
ect Report on the V .S .  Treasury for 
the Reagan transition team,  written 
by a team headed by Dr. Norman 
Ture, the Washington consultant 
who is in line for undersecretary of 
the Treasury for tax policy .  The 
international monetary section was 
written by Wilson Schmidt, former 
assistant treasury secretary, now 
a professor at Virginia Poly tech . 

According to Schm'idt, "The in
ternational section of the report 
basically says: 'to hell with the 
international markets . '  As Beryl 
Sprinkel intends to present the case 
to Reagan, we should concentrate 
on getting our domestic house in 
order, on cutting money supply at 
home and deflating. If we do this 
right, the dollar will have to take 
care of itself. " 

Sprinkel, currently chief econo
mist at Chicago's Harris Bank, was 
trained under Milton Friedman, 
who works closely with the Heri
tage Foundation. A ccording to 
Schmidt, he and Sprinkel are "close 
collaborators . " 

"In particular, I advocated in 
the report that the V . S .  government 
cease all foreign exchange inter
vention to support the dollar," 
Schmidt said .  " It 's  j ust government 
interference in the markets ."  

The Heritage report also rec-

ommends decimating V .S .  exports, 
and thus the V .S .  balance of trade 
by "shutting down the Export-Im
port Bank.  It is a terrible program, 
a tremendous interference with free 
trade, and the budget-cutters 
should do away with it ." 

The current troubles of the Eu
ropean Monetary System , caused 
by the dollar's gyrations and rock
eting V .S .  interest rates, are 
"not our problem ," according to 
Schmidt. "Let the Europeans take 
care of  themselves . The EMS is an 
artificial mechanism that doesn't 
work anyway; you can't fix ex
change rates ."  

In particular, Schmidt advo
cates that the V .S .  Treasury "im
mediately resume gold sales. V .S .  
gold should be returned to  the pri
vate markets ." If Europe, which 
has monetized gold, objects that 
this destroys the gold reserve base 
of the EMS, "that's their problem ," 
he said. "Let the EMS sell off its 
gold and hold dollars as reserves 
instead. "  

Regarding the Third World, 
Heritage recommends the V .S .  pull 
o ut and allow bankruptcy . "We 
practically recommended a phase
out of the Treasury's Office of the 
Assistant Secretary for Internation
al Affairs (OASIA)," Schmidt said .  
"The Treasury has been worrying 
too much about the Third World. 
Let them fend for themselves . If 
their commodity export prices col
lapse, it's too bad; that' s the free 
market . "  

Except for big debtors like Bra
zil, "V .S .  banks should cut lending 
to the Third World," he said . "And 
the government can 't bail them out 
with Third World policy . If they 
make bad loans, let them pay for it. 
We can deal with the Third World 
defaults on a case-by-case basis . "  
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Foreign E:xchange by David Goldman 

Saudis back up the German mark 

Bonn has launched bilateral diplomatic initiatives in order to 
strengthen its currency. 

Following consultations held in 
Riyadh Jan.  10 and 1 1 , Saudi Ara
bian and German financial officials 
announced that Saudi Arabia will 
purchase over $3 billion worth of  
German government promissory 
notes during 1 98 1 .  

Rumors are circulating through 
international circuits that behind 
the debt-financing deal, a wide ar
ray of economic cooperation ac
cords are also under discussion. Der 
Spiegel, the Frankfurter Rundschau 
and other German sources have re
ported recently that talks to sell the 
Saudis Krauss-M affei ' s  Leopard II 
tank in exchange for oil supplies are 
in an advanced stage of  prepara
tion. 

During 1 98 1 , Germany is ex
pected to post a balance of pay
ments deficit of at least $ 1 8  billion,  
an all-time record. For months, the 
German mark has been under very 
heavy foreign exchange pressure, 
hovering between 1 .95 and 2 .0 1  to 
the dollar. But following the talks 
in Riyadh, a leading �wiss commer
cial bank reported they expected 
the mark to appreciate gradually to 
the 1 .80 level over the year, if U .S .  
interest rates ease. 

Frankfurt sources report that 
the Saudis will pick up an addition
al $1 to $2 billion worth of German 
debt notes consigned to German 
commercial banks, which the gov
ernment has promised to designate 
"marketable abroad." This will 
mean Saudi backup for 201r>ercent 
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of the total German current ac
count deficit. 

The Saudi-German cooperation 
deal has come under public attack 
from left-wing parliamentarians, 
and has also produced alarm in 
Britain's Conservative Party. 

The left-wil;tgers claim that the 
centerpiece of the arrangement is a 
firm commitment by Chancellor 
Schmidt to sell Leopard I I  tanks to 
the Saudis, and that these sales are 
"unconstitutional .  " 

After World War I I ,  occupation 
authorities inserted into the Ger
man constitution a provision bar
ring German arms exports to re
gional "crisis zones ." Bonn offi
cials have countered' by asserting 
that not only have they made no 
formal commitments yet to sell the 
tanks, but in addition,  Saudi Ara
bia is a bastion of stability in the 
Mideast, not a "zone of crisis ." 

British Tories meanwhile have 
signaled from London and Stras
bourg their evaluation that the 
German-Saudi cooperation is  a 
dangerous setback to British efforts 
to implement coordinated mone
tarist credit restraint on Europe's 
economies . 

British Conservative Sir Freder
ick Hatherwood reported from 
Strasbourg this week that the Euro
pean Parliament, the European 
Community 's  delegated assembly , 
will soon vote on a policy paper 
drawn up by his External Economic 
Relations Committee on European 

-Persian Gulf Relations.  The docu
ment contains, along with propos
als for oil-for-technology deals, a 
harsh criticism of France for having 
sold $3 . 5  billion worth of naval 
equipment to Saudi Arabia in 1 9 80, 
in return for oil-supply lines of 
credit. The current German ar
rangement is modeled on those 
French-Saudi deals .  

The criticism voiced in the 
Hatherwood report is that France' s 
decision to "go-it-alone" in finaliz
ing petrodollar deals with the oil 
producers "undermines" the EC' s 
efforts to "coordinate" Euro-Arab 
relations from the top . 

The same day the report was 
announced, a Tory committee rep
resenting 100 British parliamentar
ians announced in London that 
they were asking Prime Minister 
Thatcher to bring Britain into the 
European Monetary System (EMS), 
the currency-gold pooling arrange
ment which the British attempted to 
sabotage at its founding in 1 978-79.  
Britain 's  conservatives are commit
ted to a policy of using the EMS as a 
"central bank" to administer harsh 
credit restraint, and thereby clamp 
down on French-German policies 
of expanded international trade. 

Britain' s  current manipulations 
of EC financial policies, which also 
include a big fight between Britain 
and France over Britain's quota in 
the EC budget, are a maj or reason 
the Germans decided to wrap up a 
deal with the Saudis in the first 
weeks of 1 98 1 .  Last fall ,  EC offi
cials had sounded the Saudis out on 
a $ 1 0  billion loan for the EC as a 
whole to finance oil payments.  Brit
ain's  maneuverings have indefinite
ly delayed this facility ,  so Germany 
and France must use bilateral fi
nancial diplomacy to finance their 
external payments . 
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Domestic Credit by Richard Freeman 

Permanent or temporary? 

Banks get part ownership of Chrysler under the new 
de facto bankruptcy reorganization. 

C hrysler Corporation was put 
through a second limited bankrupt
cy reorganization Jan . 14 .  The rcmr
ganization was worked out at a 
meeting of the three-member U .S .  
Chrysler Loan Guarantee Board , 
the Un ited Autoworkers (UAW), 
Chrysler Corporation,  and Chrys
ler's creditors , and cleared the 
grounds for Chrysler 's  merger with 
other companies .  It is not yet clear 
whether this new agreement wi ll be 
sufficient to salvage Chrysler from 
fu ll-scale bankruptcy and liquida
tion . 

The terms of the agreement in
cl ude: 

1) The $72 million in "sacri
fices" by Chrysler' s suppliers: 

2) Very harsh sacrifices from 
the Chrysler labor force. The U A W 
has agreed to forego for the next 2 1  
months' cost-of-living adj ustments 
and wage increases totaling $622 
million .  UAW President Doug 
Fraser called the agreement "the 
worst economic settlement" he had 
ever negotiated . 

Another $ 1 6 1  million in wage 
cuts was applied to Chrysler' s non
union workers. 

3) The settlement of $ 1  billion 
in debt owed by Chrysler to a con
sortium of 200 banks and insurance 
companies. One-half of this debt 
was paid to the Chrysler creditors at 
the rate of 30 cents on the dollar. 
The other half was converted into 
preferred stock issued to this con
sortium of banks. 
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It is this second  part of the debt 
sett lement that is the key to the 
Chrysler ban kruptcy reorganiza
tion and will help explain what may 
be happening to Chrysler in  the 
days ahead . 

By the terms of  the debt-to
stock conversion plan ,  Chrysler will 
issue approximately 20 million 
shares to this consortium of  ban ks, 
led by Manufacturer' s Hanover , 
Chase Manhattan ,  and Citibank at 
$25 per share . This would make the 
consortium the largest holder of 
preferred stock in Chrysler Corpo
ration,  giving them one-fifth own
ership of  all Chrysler shares out
standing, com mon and preferred, 
which (incl uding the new issuance 
of preferred) will total about 90 
million shares . 

Bank ownership of Chrysler 
would be in violation of the Glass
Steagal Act that specifically pro
hibits banks from owning any in
dustrial corporation . In this aspect 
alone, the Chrysler reorganization 
constitutes a dangerous precedent . 

There is more. While the 20 mil
lion shares of Chrysler preferred 
stock that the banks will hold (if 
Congress approves the agreement) 
are not known immediately to carry 
voting rights, that may be a moot 
point.  

The preferred stock will  appar
ently carry the equivalent of voting 
rights in the form of management 
controls , written into specific cove
nants. In particular, the preferred 

stock issue stipulates, it is believed, 
defin ite accrued dividend levels, as 
well as retained earnings levels, 
working capital levels ,  and other 
performance levels that Chrysler 
must maintain .  

According to one so urce close 
to the Department of Transporta
tion,  "If Chrysler defaults on these 
performance level s then it is possi
ble this banks' consortium may be 
able to have two people on the 
board of directors . "  

Such preferred stock gives 
banks like Man ufacturers Hano
ver, Citibank, and others a clear 
shot at some of the valuable assets 
in the event of Chrysler' S liquida
tion ,  while the arrangement gives 
Chrysler some breathing room . 

Currently, Chrysler has all 40 of 
its production , assembly, and other 
plants on the North American con
tinent shut down. Chrysler shut 
down most of these plants in the 
first week of December and halted 
its rem aining K and J car output on 
Dec. 2 1 -23. 

Chrysler is now living off its car 
inventories . This keeps costs to a 
minimum and brings in new cash 
flow. But Chrysler sti ll owes its sup
pliers $300 mill ion, and this amount 
is growing by $50 million per week. 

The elimination of a large 
amount of Chrysler senior debt 
may clear the way toward a merger. 
It it easier to sel l a company which 
has a lot o f  equity outstanding than 
it is to sel l a company with a lot of 
debt that must be paid off soon by 
the prospecti ve buyer . 

Such a merger could conceiv
ably work . If the Reagan adm inis
tration reduces interest rates, over
rides the tendency that New York 
banks would have for asset-strip
ping Chrysler, and gets the econo
my going, Chrysler will have a slim 
chance of survival . 
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Currency Rates 
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A series of 
EIR Seminars 

The Undeclared War on 
American Banking 

In San Francisco: 
David Goldman, Economics Editor. EIR 
Morgan Moore. Investments Committee. 

California Savings and Loan League 
Thursday. Jan. 29 2:00 p.m. 

Contact: Theodore Andromidas (213) 383-6213 

In Los Angeles 
David Goldman. Economics Editor. EIR 

David Underwood. Chairman. 
Secondary Mortgage Committee. 

California Savings and Loan League 
Friday. Jan. 30 2:00 p.m. 

Contact: Theodore Andromidas (213) 383-6213 

In Dallas: 
David Goldman. Economics Editor. EIR 

Monday. Feb. 9 2:00 p.m. 
Contact: Carol Leebove. (713) 972-1714 

The Middle East: 
A Trillion-Dollar Peace 

Robert Dreyfuss. Mideast Editor. EIR 
Salah Mukhtar. Press Counsellor, 

Iraqi Mission to the United Nations 
Jamil Diab. Honorary Consul-General. 

Kingdom of Jordan 

In Houston: 
Sunday. Feb. 1 2:00p.m. 

Contact: Carol Leebove. (713) 972-1714 
or Geoffrey Hall (313) 964-2575 

Expanding the Baltimore Port 
In Baltimore: 

Speakers: David Goldman, 
Economics Editor. EIR 

U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers representative 

Monday. Jan. 26 2:00 p.m. 
Contact: Larry Freeman (301) 243-0199 
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Science & Technology 

Voyager data offer new concept 
of how Saturn was fonned 
by Dr. John Schoonover, Director of Physics Research, Fusion Energy Foundation 

The data returned to astrophysicists from the Voyager 1 
spacecraft as it flew by the planet Saturn revealed all the 
computational weaknesses of conventional "Newtoni
an" physics and, if it need be shown, also revealed the 
fundamental ontological fallacies in the conventional 
Newtonian model of the universe . On the other hand, 
Saturn's ring system encouraged some astrophysicists 
that their theoretical work on the planets is heading in 
the right direction .  

For about five years, Drs . James B .  Pollock and Allan 
S. Grossman, both· of  Ames Research Center , Dr. Ron
ald Moore of Iowa State University, and Dr. Harold C. 
Graboske of Lawrence Livermore Laboratory have been 
developing a theoretical model for application to both 
Jupiter and Saturn . The model treats the planets as if 
they were low-mass stars . On this hypothesis ,  they have 
been able to determine the broad features of the two 
planets' evolution over the approximately 4 . 5  billion
year history of the solar system . 

Their research has provided tentative answers to a 
number of significant questions. Why does Saturn have 
a ring system? What is the material composing Saturn's 
rings? How did it get where it is? Why does Saturn's  
moon Titan have a nitrogen, methane, and ammonia 
atmosphere? Why do both Jupiter and Saturn radiate 
more energy than they receive from the sun? 

The Saturn ian system is a complex interplay of phys
ical phenomena that in many ways mirror the complexity 
of the whole solar system . By sorting out some of the 
important evolutionary questions concerning the origin 
and development of significant features of that system, it 
may be possible to gain further insight into the history of 
our solar system as a whole. 

Saturn's evolution 
Saturn started out some billions of years ago, ac

cording to Pollock's model, as a tenuous gas cloud 
some hundreds of times the current size of the planet. 
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Just as in the case of the Sun, which formed from much 
larger clouds, in which the Saturn cloud was included, 
the major components were the elements hydrogen and 
helium . As a result of the formation of a gravitational 
instability , whose origin is yet to be explained, this 
cloud began to condense. As it became more and more 
dense, tremendous heat built up at its center, finally 
causing molecules of hydrogen to break down into 
separate atoms. At this point the cloud became hydro
dynamically unstable, and over an extremely short 
period of time, only about one year, the entire cloud 
collapsed to about its present size. 

During that collapse, much of the heat that had 
already been generated, as well as new heat from this 
collapse, was trapped inside the planet. Since then it has 
been seeping out and radiating away, cooling the planet 
over billions of years. 

Following this scenario in detail, Pollock and his 
coworkers have found that they can account quite 
accurately for the heat generated by Jupiter . On the 
other hand, they find that Saturn is radiating more heat 
than they expected from the model . They hope, how
ever, to account for this discrepancy as terrestrial exper
iments more accurately determine the properties of 
hydrogen and helium under the pressure and tempera
ture conditions that exist in the interior of Saturn . 

These data are being developed independently of 
research. on planetary formation due to their importance 
for inertial confinement fusion and the production of 
hydrogen bombs. 

As the Saturnian gas cloud condensed into the 
planet, the large amount of heat radiated, many times 
the current amount, would prevent volatile materials 
such as water vapor, ammonia, and methane present in 
the cloud from condensing . This material would form a 
disc at Saturn's equator rotating with the planet. Pol
lock and his coworkers have determined on the basis of 
the temperatures they would expect to find at different 
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distances from the planet, that water vapor could con
dense into ice in the region now occupied by the rings 
and the inner moons .  

However, i t  would have been too hot for ammonia 
and methane to condense closer than comparable to the 
orbit of the moon of Titan . These results were qualita
tively supported by the evi dence that the ring material 
is largely formed of water ice and that Titan ' s  atmos
phere is ri ch in nitrogen, with some methane as wel l .  
The ni trogen results from the chemical decomposit ion 
by sun light of the ammonia that would original ly have 
dominated the atmosphere .  

Further confirmation of th i s  m odel i s  that  the  satel
l ites outside the region of the rings have progressively 
increasing densities, indicating a smal ler and smaller 
component o f  ice in thei r make up,  with m ore and more 
dense materia ls .  

Structure of ring system 
One question  that im mediately comes to mind is, if 

Saturn and Jupiter underwent s imi lar evo lut ion ,  why 
doesn ' t  J upi ter have a ring system? 

The answer to this i s  not too difficult in light of the 
low-mass star model . It  has been known for a long t ime 
that i f  a moon were to come too close to its planet ,  i t  
wo uld be torn apart by tidal forces s imi lar to those that 
generate the ti des in  the earth 's  seas. Conversely, within 
that region close to the p lanet bounded by the Roche 
l imit ,  no large moon could for m .  Now, Jupiter, being 
m uch larger than Saturn , generated much more heat 
during its early evolution .  As a result ,  the material from 
which a r ing  system cou ld  form cou ld  not condense into 
a ring inside the Roche l imit .  Outside that l imit ,  i t  could 
form into moons .  I n  the Saturn case,  the r ings are inside 
the Roche l imit ,  where moons could not  form .  

There are sti l l  many questions to  be answered . Why, 
for example,  is there such a differenti ated substructure 
in Saturn 's rings? This kind of structure poses severe 
challenges to the s implist ic ,  and wrong,  particle-by
particle interact ion dyn amics that most scientists are 
trained to take as prim ary . The approach embedded i n  
the Pollock model ,  a continuum mechanics based large
ly on hydrodynamics, is closer to an appropriate model 
for this  kind of prob lem . 

Hydrodynamics versus particle dynamics 
The difficulty with the particle dynamics,  introduced 

by Isaac Newton in the 1 7th century ,  i s  that,when there 
are more than two particles interacting,  the dynamical 
problem becomes,  in principle,  insoluble .  In recent 
years , mathem atical physicists have shown that the 
system of  th ree Newtonian particles is capable of  taking 
on arbitrary forms of motion .  Since this is c learly not 
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what occurs in the real un iverse, the Newtonian ap
proach to m echanics m ust be fundamental ly flawed . 

The types of m otions that are becoming more and 
m ore recogn ized as dominant in  the real world largely 
fal l  un der the category of collective, self-organizing 
m ot ions .  These kinds of phenomena can be accessed by 
a theory that takes evolutionary processes that shape 
the nature of lawful  behavior as primary . 

To further clari fy the dist inction expressed above, 
take the pro blem of  explaining the existence of p lanets. 
According to the Newtonian particle approach , planets 
are formed by the fortuitous aggregati on of one bit of  
randomly moving matter after another in to  a l arger and 
larger ball . 

U n fortunately,  no one has yet developed a plausible 
mech anism , so this bit  of  s i l l iness stands as the best 
theory available .  I t  would probably be a fruitful l ine of 
research to consider the form ation of subsidiary hydro
dynamic  s ingul arities in  the extensive gas cloud that 
was the pre-stel lar sun, by the actions generated during 
its own condensation into a star .  I f  i t  could be shown 
that these s ingularities could be the sites of gravitational 
instabi l ities such as the one that led to the formation of 
Saturn in  Pol lock 's  model ,  then we m ight be able to 
explain the current spacing and composit ion of the 
p lanets in a rat ional way. 

The Saturn system provides a microcosm for the 
same sort o f  process on a solar system-wide scale .  This 
is the case since, so far there is no mechanism that 
acco unts fo r the existence o r  the spacing of Saturn ' s  
m oons . 
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Agriculture by Susan B .  Cohen 

David Stockman needs an education 

Before squawking about A griculture 's ' handouts, ' the former 

congressman should look to where his last meal came from. 

champion in protesting to Bergland 
that it  was "bad enough" for the 
government to "s ubsidize" farmers 
who have suffered drought or other 

DaVid A. Stockman, designated 
by President Ronald Reagan to be 
chief of the Office of M anagement 
and Budget (OM B), stated in  his 
confirmation hearings on  Jan . 7 
that, in his view, farm produce price 
supports and subsi dies are "clearly 
obsolete. " 

This statement was not some 
casual aside on M r .  Stockman's 
part, but a reiteration of a view he 
has held since at least 1 978 ,  when he 
wrote a lengthy diatribe against 
farm price-support programs to 
Agriculture Secretary Bergland.  

What makes the apparent views 
of the O M B  director-designate of 
particular significance now is that 
they reflect a misinformed preju
dice concerning agricultural policy 
that is shared by others in even 
more important positions in the 
Reagan cabinet' s advisory circles .  

The Heritage Foundation,  for 
instance, has issued a 365-page pro
posal for the 1 98 2  budget which 
recommends eliminating 84 percent 
of current USDA programs that 
represent nonagricultural activi
ties, in the view of Purdue Universi
ty Professor Don Paarlberg, author 
of the proposal ' s  U SDA section,  
and cutting the budget for the rest 
of the USDA programs by 60 per
cent, from $5 .5  billion to $2.2 bil
lion . 

It is recommended that the price 
support loan program-and,  mind 
yo u, this is a loan program not an 
income transfer program-be re
duced by $ 1 .9 bil l ion, and that lend-
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natural disaster losses ,  but that "the 
principle implicit in your potato 
rescue is that producers must be 
indemnified for nature's  acts of be-

ing by the Farmers H ome Adminis- neficence and bounty as wel l ." 
tration (Fm HA) be halved. But it is precisely the "natural-

In the current atmosphere of ly" volatile fluctuations of market 
budget-cutting and austerity-mon- prices that are an impossible prob
gering, the prej udices and misinfor- lem for the independent owner-op
mation exemplified by Mr. Stock- erator .  In fact, for virtually every 
man's recorded views on agricul- year since 1 948 ,  American farm 
ture can serve to help implement producers have produced at a loss , 
disastrous proposals. The crux of papering over the difference with a 
the prejudice, more readily identi - growing mountain of indebtedness , 
fied as the free market conceit,  is the loans secured against the value of 
assertion that the farm price sup- owner equity, which now threaten 
port programs constitute some sort to sink the entire farm sector in a 
ofa  handout, or "subsidy ." collapse of  production if not out-

As then-Representative Stock- right bankruptcy . 
man put it in his 1 978  letter to "If  farm operators think that 
Bergland threatening congression- they can do better for themselves 
al enactment ofa  "cold-turkey poli- with big spreads," said Stockman, 
cy" for A merican agriculture: " It is "huge machinery investments and 
understandable, i f  not excusable, scientific farming practices than 
when members of Congress from with a l O-acre-plot, a mule, and last 
commodity-growing regions come year' s  Farmers Almanac, then let 
trotting in with dog-eared claims them start assuming the obl iga
and lame justifications for special tions of commercial businessmen
dispensations that will force the cash-flow management, asset struc
taxpayer to absorb the predictable ture optimization,  market oriented 
risks inherent in any line of business \ cropping patterns and futures mar
activity, including farming. But ·· ket hedging ."  
I would certainly hope that the This line of thought is phony as 
USDA could exercise some sem- the proverbial three dollar bill .  The 
blance of leadership by occasional- independent owner-operator has 
ly resisti ng these self-serving, paro- been assuming the full line of 
chial claims . . . .  It i s  about time "commercial business obligations" 
that the department stop playing for years-but there is no sane indi
nursemaid to the proliferating ar- vidual who will claim th at such ob
ray of cry-baby commodity gro ups ligations include the obligation 
in this country ." to continue producing at a loss.  

Stockman dem onstrated a man- Stockman's prescription is, as he 
ner of characteristic detachment seems cynically aware, a program 
from even the m arket reality for for a return to 1 8th century agricul
which he otherwise claims to be a ture in America . 
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Argentina at the brink 
Mark Sonnenblick describes the extent to which a once-developed 
economy has been undercut by monetarism. 

The once-thriving Argentine economic system may suf
fer a spectacular blowout before Economics M i nister 
Jose M artinez de Hoz ends his four-year period of  "eco
nomic reconstruct ion" March 29. But if go od luck ,  good 
weather, and the good graces of his  friend and protector 
David Rockefel ler are stil l  with h im ,  " D r .  Joe" de H oz 
may manage to bequeath Argentina's  new President, 
Gen. Roberto Viola, the ticking economic t ime bomb.  
Either way, things in Argentina are se t  to explode. 

No amount of praise from Rockefel ler or  de H oz' s 
monetarist mentor M i lton Friedman,  such as that lav
ished by Rockefeller during his  November 1 980 tri p  to 
Argentina, can save the house of cards that he has bui l t  
up.  De H oz' s fo ur-year experiment o f  applying monetar
ist nostrums to "reconstruct" an economy suffering from 
decades of inadeq uate investment pol icies offers an ob
ject lesson to those advisers o f  U . S .  President Ronald 
Reagan who recommend that the same failed "anti- infla
t ionary" policies be applied to the United States . 
Through his "pai n and sacrifi ce ,"  de Hoz has reduced 

Figure I 
Net foreign debt 
(b i l l ions of U . S .  dol lars at end of year) 
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i nflation from the 290 percent level of 1 97 5 ,  the year 
before he came to power, to "only" 87 . 6  percent during 
1 980 .  

Over its head in debt 
From the time de Hoz entered o ffice with the M arch 

3 1 ,  1 976 mi l i tary coup unti l  the p resent ,  he has tripled 
the nation 's  fo reign debt. I t  has doubled s ince the 
beginning of 1 979 to an estimated current total of  $25 
to 30  bi l l ion (see Figure I ) . The name de Hoz has such 
a magic r ing in international fin ancial circles that he has 
even been able to sell  bonds of h is  bankrupt country to 
the finicky continental o l igarchy . 

One might think  that this infusion of some $ 1 5  
b i l l ion in foreign capita l during a very few years would 
have launched Argentina  into a spectacular economic 
takeoff. A fter al l ,  A rgentina was one of the few devel
oping nations which had a l i terate and ski l led labor 
force; a mature, d iversi fied industrial base; fertile plains 
com parable to the American Midwest; and near self-

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

1 980 
Source : Banco Central ; end- 1980 figure is an estimate by EI Economisla. Buenos A ires. 
Note: Net foreign debt is total foreign debt m i nus foreign reserves. 
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Figure 2 
Argentine balance of payments 
(billions of current U.S.  dollars) 

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 
Exports (fob) . . . . . . . . . . .  3 .0  3 .9  5 .7 6 .4 7 . 8  7 . 5  
Imports (cit) . . . . . . . . . . .  3 .9  3 .0  4 .2 3 .8 6 . 3  9 .0  
Trade balance . . . . . . . . . .  - 1 .0 +0.9 + 1 . 5  +2 .6  + 1 . 5  - 1 . 5 
Service balance . . . . . . . . .  - 1 .2 -0 .8  - 1 .0 - 1 .4 - 1 .6 -2 . 5  
Net capital inflow . . . . . . .  +0.2 -0.5 + 1 . 5  + 1 . 3 +4.4 + 1 .6 
Reserves changes . . . . . . .  -0 .8  + 1 .2  + 2 .2 +2 .0  +4.4 -2 .5  
Gross foreign debt 
(at end of year) . . . . . . . . .  7 .9  8 .3  9 .7  1 2 . 5  1 9 .0 25 .0 

Source : Banco Central for 1975-79; EI  Economista for 1980, estimated on basis of  Banco Central 
figures for fi rst  nine months.  

sufficiency in energy supplies . It was probably the one 
Third World country that could have put that capital to 
profitable reproductive use with the least trauma. 

Despite all these advantages, the monetarist free
enterprise politics pursued by the "wizard of Hoz" have 
left the country stripped of industrial capacity, with a 
looted agriculture sector, and with a debt vulnerability 
far more serious than even that of neighboring Brazil . 
Rather than strengthening the country's  industrial and 
agricultural base, the national economy has been insert
ed into the "free play" of the Eurodollar market, 
resulting in one of the most spectacular asset-stripping 
operations in the history of world monetarism . 

Endgame 
The endgame of this process is now being played 

out . Argentina is now floating along with some $6 
billion in "hot money" attracted by the 30 to 50 percent 
annual profits to be made by speculation. The "hot 

Figure 3 
Gross manufacturing production 
(billions of constant 1 960 pesos) 
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money" is loaned to Argentina by foreign multination
als, hoary European families, and banks on a one- or 
two-month basis, which means that if the lenders panic 
that the looting game is about to end, then Argentina's 
$7 . 5  billion in foreign-exchange reserves will evaporate 
overnight . Reserves have already fallen by $2 .5  billion 
during 1 980, and would have been drained completely 
had not de Hoz granted more and more prerogatives 
and guarantees to the "hot money" speculators . 

The problem now, however, is that there is no way 
he can guarantee the speculators security after he leaves 
office in March . And this factor makes the situation 
extremely tense and highly volatile. A run could be 
triggered on a moment's notice . 

The "hot money" game depends on domestic peso 
interest rates' being several percentage points per month 
above the rate of peso devaluation. Thus, a speculator 
bringing in dollars is guaranteed by de Hoz, in advance, 
that at the end of a 28 or 35 day "investment ," he will 

1980 
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be able to withdraw his  dol lars along with 30 to 50 
percen t annual net profit  in dol lars .  

But the  game is now being squeezed by the  fact that 
U . S .  Federal Reserve Board chief Paul VoIcker is  
im itating de H oz's  po licies of  squeezing o ff credit 
avai labi l i ty to legit imate industries .  This tight-credit 
policy has led to doubled dol lar interest rates and 
increased borrowing costs for people using do llars ,  for 
good or bad purposes, anywhere in the world . 

On top of this ,  de H oz has sped up Argentina's  peso 
devaluation rate from I percent per m onth to two 
percent,  in return for guaranteeing speculators that they 
will not be ruined by any big "catch-up" devaluation 
before March 29 .  Any sign i ficant move in  the direction 
of a large corrective deval uation would threaten the 
capita l of the "hot money" speculators and make 
govern ment pay more to service its sizable debt.  

But Argentine industrial i sts and farmers who have 
lost their abi l ity to export co mpetitively-th anks to de 
Hoz's system atic overvaluing of the peso-are pressing 
for the peso's value to be halved. I n  fact, the longer 
giant steps in that direction are delayed, the m o re 
Argenti na's tradit ional ly posit ive trade balance becom es 
sharply negative, causing further indebtedness, loss of  
reserves,  and loss  of international credibi l i ty (see Fig ure 
2) .  

With higher dol lar  in terest rates and slightly faster 
devaluations both eroding profi tabi l ity , de Hoz has 
little option but to keep pushing up domestic interest 
rates to prevent the game from collapsing . 

Theoretically, this process could go o n  forever. 
But the ult imate source of the speculative profits has 

been the asset-stripping of  the real economy , and this 
has been looted to the l imit o f  en durance-a fact which 
wil l  be violently signaled by a wave of bankruptcies that 
could rip apart the country 's  capitalist economic fi ber 
at any m oment .  

The authoritat ive Buenos Aires weekly El Econom

isla reports "the total l iabi l ities of businesses l iquidated 
in 1 980 were more than $ 1 . 2 b i l l ion and would be abo ut 
$2 . 5  bi l l ion i f  Sasetru were included ."  (Sasetru, Argen
tina's largest private conglomerate, fi led for bankruptcy 
on New Year's Eve . )  "Natural ly,  one would have to add 
the uncoI Iectable accounts of  the businesses held in  
'bank  clubs' and  other g im micks which disguise their 
bankrupt condition but are insufficient to avoid the 
corresponding economic impact . "  

Each week brings news of the closing of  more 
longstanding ind ustries, ruined by:  

• internal m arkets sapped by decl ining real  wages 
and by de Hoz's  "free trade" policies of  faci l i tating 
com petition from imports to drive down prices; 

• exports m ade uncom petitive and loss-inducing by 
the overvalued peso; 

• a 3 8 .4 percent increase in tax collections last year , 
in real terms 
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Buenos Aires commentary 
The Buenos A ires stock market has suffered drastic 
losses due to the general illiquidity of the economy 
and the much higher profits to be made in speculative 
investments and asset-stripping of industrial enter .. 

prises. Stock market president Julio J. Bardi reflects 
the betrayal felt by those A rgentines who supported 
Ihe 1976 military coup which brought de Hoz into 
power. Statements made to the A rgentine press by 
Bardt are excerpted below. 

In 1976, the Armed Forces ordered an eConom� 
ic plan seeking to stimulate productivity, to reacti
vate the productive apparatus , to reduce budget 
deficits, to encourage productive investments and 
to reverse statizing tendencies. 

However, the economy's global economic 
growth during 1976-80 was low with large yearly 
oscillations. The increase was not even large 
enough to keep up with population .. growth. Thus, 
per capita income felL 

Each Argentine's decreased participation in the 
sum of goods and services is a grave indication of 
backsliding, starting with economic stagnation and 
moving toward social deterioration. The contrac
tive situation is clearly and gravely reflected in 
those companies which attempt public sales of their 
stock .  

A rgentine capitalists have become increasingly 
concerned about Economics Minister de Hoz's poU
cies, which threaten their very livelihood. On Dec. 9, 
representatives from 376 business organizations met 
in Buenos Aires to discuss their consternation. De 
Hoz asked the military to prohibit the meeting, but 
was unsuccessful. 

We reprint excerpts from the meeting's state
ment, called " The Declaration of Buenos A ires. " 

[Current policy] damages profitability, reduces 
workers' wages, shrinks the internal market, func� 
tions as a judge to decide on the survival or disap
pearan ce of producers, banks, and finance compa
nies, thus negating the principle of economic free� 
dom which it claims to support. It imposes ex
change rates out of phase with reality, dismantles 
regional economies, and shows itself impotent to 
stop the flight of foreign exchange and capital and 
the uncontrolled increase in the foreign debt. 
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• interest rates 30 percent over inflation which com
panies must pay each month to refinance their burgeon
ing debts. 

During the last year, the textile business has e l imi
nated 60 percent of its former capacity . Tractors are no 
longer produced in  one of the worl d ' s  richest breadbas
kets . And provi ncial industries such as winemaking and 
winter fruits have been hi t  hard (see Figure 3 ) .  

M o st industria l i sts , however, have sought t o  keep 
operating by slower payments of their b i l l s .  The Till les 

of London reported that $ 1 0  bi l l ion of the $60 bi l l ion in 
private loans in the country are overdue. Other British 
so urces provide lower figures, but Argentine circles 
believe many banks have over 30 percent of their assets 
non performing.  This m akes them lega l ly bankrupt,  and 
the government has moved aggressively to l iquidate 25 
such financial entities during 1 980 .  Rather than purge 
the rotten apples out of the market, as de H oz and his  
Wal l  Street buddies clai m ,  the c los ing of  these banks
which range from over-greedy specu lators to some of 
the m ost respected banks-has only increased the i l l i 
quidity of their  creditors . 

With ban ks  going under in waves starting last 
M arch ,  de Hoz has acted to reassure local peso deposi
tors by providing for FDI C-type insurance covering a l l  
smal l  deposits and 90 percent of large CDs .  The treas ury 
paid out some $3 bi l l ion on such insurance during 1 980,  
but the chain letter of bank col lapses is now gathering 
momentum.  Such treasury disbursements come on top 
of an accelerating budget deficit which now equals 4 . 2  
percent of G N P, thus further fueling inflati on .  Such a n  
insurance pol icy w i l l  n o t  b e  able to withstand the 
coming tidal wave . 

Viola . . .  a new tune? 
The incoming government of Gen . Roberto Vio la  

has tried to offer a ray of hope to domestic producers 
by say ing it intends to "reactivate the economy" from 
its current decl ine .  However, Vio la  has a l so  sa id  he  
intends to preserve the  main  l ines of de Hoz' s pol icies .  
H e now faces a tough choice between pol icies which are 
equal ly unl ikely to revive the corpse of the Argentine 
eco nomy. He can either I )  continue off the cl iff defined 
by de Hoz, j acking up i nterest rates and causing the 
rem ainder of Argentina 's  real eco nomy to be auctioned 
off at scrap value to foreign money operators; or 2) 
reflate the sagging economy by li beral ly giving out the 
credit needed to forestal l  general ized bankruptcy . In the 
ravaged Argentine economy,  this option would lead 
only to a hyperi nflationary b lowout more vio lent than 
the one that preceded the 1 976 mi l itary coup-un less it 
takes place in an extremely supportive international  
environment prepared to put Argenti na 's  current in
debtedness in suspended animation and channel in new 
capital exclusively for productive investment to sustain a 
gen uine eco nomic recovery.  
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, 
MartInez de Hoz : 
a British operative 

by Dolia Pettingell 

The follo wing report on the background of A rgen tine 

economics Minister Jose A lfredo MartIn ez de flo:: was 

first prepa red in A ugust 1 9 78 .  Because oj its continued 

relevan ce to A rgentina today , we reprin t extensive excerpts.  

It would be a m istake to assume that Argentina is  
cu rrently go verned by its armed forces .  Argentina is 
act ual ly largely under the control  of a s ingle individual ,  
a man who was born to be exactly what he i s :  a British 
agent with an aristocratic pedigree . This man is Jose 
Alfredo M artinez de H oz ,  and even though his official 
position  in  the Argentine govern ment is that of  econom
ics  min i ster , h is  behin d-the-scenes activities, decision
making powers, and i nternational  ties show him to be the 
stro ngm an of Argentine pol it ics .  

What has been de Hoz's Brit ish dep loyment? 

Stopping Peron 
Only two decades ago ,  Argentina was the m ost 

advanced country in  the entire developing sector .  In 
spite of the fact that dictator Juan Dom ingo Peron ' s  
1 9 50s ru le  inc luded complicating corporatist features, 
Peron was in fact forced to base h imself on a labor
industry al l iance.  H i s  po licies,  which were explicitly 
anti- British ,  expanded national industry and estab l ished 
a vigorous state sector .  As a result ,  during the early 
1 9 50s , Argentina was among the nine countries of the 
world with the h ighest standard of l iv ing . A t that t ime, 
the Argentine population was the best-educated in Latin 
America, with i l l iteracy rates of practically zero . 

The Brit ish-orchestrated coup against Pero n in 1 955 
was speci fical ly designed to stop this  progress in Argen-
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t ina cold,  and reverse i t .  They instal led one of their 
servile agents in  the Economics M inistry, Raul Prebisch, 
who was to handle the deindustrial ization  of  the econo
my and the destruction of the powerfu l  Peronist state 
sector .  Prebisch tried, but he never completed the 
mo netarist task . 

For the next 20 years, chaos,  anarchy, and faction 
fighting within the armed forces swept the polit ical 
landscape. During those two decades, 1 3  presidents 
passed through the Casa Rosada (or Pink H o use, the 
presidential m ansion) .  M ost of them were mi l i tary men 
who in  one way or another sought to dismantle the 
Argentine economy.  

By 1 976,  it had become apparent that  the only thing 
that had been achieved was to weaken the economy.  
The Argen tine population ,  composed principal ly of  a 
significant white-col lar strata and a large labor force, 
firmly resisted its own destructio n .  Demonstrations 
increased exponential ly ,  from labor str ikes to student 
outbreaks culminating in  a 1 97 5  general strike that 
paralyzed the entire co untry . 

I n  1 976, the British decided to p lay their trump card. 
On March 24 of that year, after six tedious m onths of 
vaci l lation , the armed forces final ly overthrew I sabel 
Peron ' s  chaotic government .  The grey eminence behind 

The Trilateral angle 
Economics Minister Jose Alfredo Martinez de Hoz 
is also the V,idela government's principal foreign 
policy adviser, often executing the country's diplo
macy himself. He is known to favor incorporating 
Argentina into the Trilateral Commission, a 
subgroup of the New York Council on Foreign 
Relations, as that grouping's first Third World 
member . 

On March 26, 1 978, the Buenos Aires daily La 
Opinion, known to reflect the thinking of the armed 
forces (and therefore de Hoz's policy inputs), de
voted page after page to promote the anti develop
ment policies of the Trilateral Commission . 

"Argentine [foreign} policy must have as its 
ultimate objective to beome Latin America's rep
resentative before the Trilateral Commission . . . .  
Argentina would become a very powerful nation as 
soon as, instead of defining its policies according 
to what Brazil is up to, it goes directly to the source 
of power of the Western world, and of the Eastern 
world as well . . . .  The Trilateral Commission runs 
the world with an ecumenical spirit." 
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the mi l itary decis ion was Jose A l fredo M artinez de H oz .  
De H oz i s  the  offspring of one  of the  richest 

o l igarchic fami lies in  Argent ina .  His grandfather was a 
member of the Brit ish Jockey Club ,  whose members 
were primari ly the o l igarchical landowners, the mono
polizers of the cattle industry who thus controlled A rgen
t ina's  principal export for most of the last century. Up 
unti l  the  1 940s , th i s  elite was  the  real power behind the 
s uccession  of figurehead presidents . 

De Hoz's  father continued the fam i ly tradition ,  
becoming president of the  Brit ish-modeled Argentine 
Rural Society, and of  the Association  of Breeders of 
Thoro ughbred Horses . 

Born in  A rgentina in 1 92 5 ,  the current de Hoz spent 
his  early years and adolescence in  England .  He attended 
Eton ,  where members of the Brit ish monarchy are 
schooled along with royal fami ly  retainers;  later he went 
to Oxford U niversity, where he j oined the long line of 
prod ucts of Brit ish l iberal ism . A s  for de H oz' s impec
cable Brit ish accent ,  it dates back to h i s  Brit ish "nan
ny.  " 

Fol lowing thei r stay in  England,  the de Hoz family 
returned to Argent ina ,  where, in  1 949,  Joe was gradu
ated fro m  the U niversity of B uenos A ires Law School 
with a "gold medal . "  From there he transferred to 
H a rvard U niversity, where he received another degree 
from the business school . It is possible that it was 
during this period de Hoz met Henry K iss inger, also a 
student at Harvard, with whom he later developed an 
int imate relationship . 

No one enj oys recounting the "charm" of this ' 
B rit ish product more than the anglophile media .  When 
de Hoz took over the post of Argent ina 's  economic czar 
he  was the subj ect of extraordinary press adulatio n .  " 5 1 ,  
a thin ,  soft-spoken lawyer" said Forbes m agazine, while 
Institutional Investor characterized him as a "ca lm,  p leas
ant-mannered , part-t ime horse breeder , who combines 
an air of English patrician refinement with persuasive 
energy . . .  " 

His public life 
I t  is no  accident that de H oz began his  publ ic  career 

in  1 957 ,  immediately after the 1 95 5  coup d 'etat that 
toppled Peron . De  H oz was at  that point named eco
nomics minister in  the province of  Salta ,  an appoint
ment probably arranged by incoming national Econom
ics M in ister Raul  Prebisch, Argentina ' s  m ost blatant 
proponent o f  the Brit ish " free trade" doctrine s ince the 
1 9th century, and a fervent promoter of making Argen
t ina into a mere "agro-exporter . "  "It was my great 
opportunity ,"  de H oz said after, "to direct the economy 
of  that province as i f  i t  were a laboratory experiment ."  

Two years later, i n  1 959 ,  w i th  the  elect ion of the first 
postwar civil ian government i n  Argentina,  de Hoz was 
out of the administration . "It was then that I became 
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more and more interested in public life, which, once 
entered, is difficult to leave, despite the headaches and 
sacrifices it calls for," de Hoz commented in a 1 978 
interview . 

In the period from 1 955  to 1 976, de Hoz was in and 
out of the governmopt, depending upon who was presi
dent. He was named president of the National Grain 
Association, secretary of Agriculture and Livestock, 
and even occupied the chair of Agrarian Law at the 
University of Buenos Aires and at the Catholic El 
Salvador University . 

With the help of the anglophile press, de Hoz has 
become famous as a "liberal intellectual" who reads 
everything from John Galbraith to Trotsky's History of 
the Russian Revolution. "Few men could match the 
natural tools that Martinez de Hoz brought to the 
task-fluent in English, French , and Spanish and pos
sessing a photographic memory to boot," commented 
Institutional Investor in February 1 978 .  

De Hoz is also a monetarist through and through, a 
fervent devotee of the "free market economy" and an 
enemy of dirigism . Along with Prebisch, he is a promot
er of the thesis that Argentina's manifest destiny is 
exclusively to be an "agro-exporter," with no industry . 
He believes that foreign debt payment is sacrosanct, no 
matter what it does to the standard of living of the 
population .  He agrees with the teachings of Milton 
Friedman, and totally rejects any protectionism for 
national industry. 

The 1976 monetarist coup 
On March 24, 1 976, when the Argentine armed 

forces decided to finally overthrow the " Peronist" gov
ernment of the cultist Lopez Rega, the lover of Peron's  
widow and a longstanding ally of the neofascist oli
garchic Black International, the country was submerged 
in the worst political and economic crisis of its modern 
history . In only one year, from 1 974 to 1 975 ,  total 
industrial production had fallen by 9 percent, and then 
dipped another 5 percent in the first quarter of 1 976.  

For the Argentine population, 1 975 was l ike an 
episode out of Dante's Inferno .  Annual inflation ran at 
600 percent; as much as 80 percent of the budget was 
financed by foreign loans and by printing money at 
home. Foreign debt climbed to $ 10 billion, the third 
highest in Latin America. One month before the coup, 
the country had defaulted on its payments, and only 
had $2 million in reserves in its central bank . Half a 
dozen technocrats tried to put the economy in order; all 
of them failed . 

It is an open secret in Argentina that the military 
was hesitant to take power, not knowing how to handle 
the economic crisis .  

It is perhaps ironic that the man who moved the 
powerful Argentine armed forces into action was the 
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"delicate" Jose Alfredo Martinez de Hoz. 
De Hoz and a group of technocrats from the Inter

national Monetary Fund drew up an economic plan a 
few weeks before the coup d'etat . After presenting it to 
the commander of the three branches of the armed 
forces, de Hoz went to Kenya to participate in a several 
week long safari . the New York Times wrote that "in 
the middle of the safari, he was called by radio to return 
to Argentina, about a week before the coup, so that 
Videla [Commander in Chief of the Army and imminent 
president] could tell him that the armed forces had 
adopted his plan and that they wanted the names of 
those who would carry it out." A few days later, de Hoz 
gave his first national speech on radio and television .  In 
a three-and-a-half-hour discourse, he exhorted the pop
ulation to "sacrifice equally ."  

De Hoz's self-confidence relied significantly on the 
unanimous trust placed in him by the IMF,  the World 
Bank, and the commercial banks who were Argentina's 
creditors, led by Chase Manhattan's  David Rockefeller, 
a personal friend of "Joe." 

De H oz's plan was nothing new.  It was the classic 
I M F  plan, the British neocolonialist clamp imposed 
today on most Third World countries. 

In the case of  Argentina, the main goal was to 
reduce the galloping inflation by attacking its supposed 
"cause," the "excessive" public expenditures . This 
meant laying off as quickly as possible more than 
300,000 public employees, and reducing public services 
to a minimum. This mass of newly unemployed workers 
would be absorbed through "large-scale investments" 
in labor-intensive agricultural projects designed by the 
World Bank, thus eliminating Argentina's highly mech
anized agricultural production.  

Raul Prebisch, 21  years earlier, had presented the 
same "stabilization" plan of laying off thousands of 
public employees. The other aspects of de Hoz's plan 
are also identical to Prebisch's .  Turn the country's 
natural resources l ike oil and minerals over to the 
multinationals; cut import tariffs and state subsidies for 
agricultural exports; eliminate all price controls while 
freezing wages; and impose a strong tax reform that 
penalized medium sized industries. 

Furthermore, to show his appreciation to the inter
national banking community, de Hoz immediately re
versed the nationalization of bank deposits that had 

. banks like Chase Manhattan on the verge of  closing 
their Argentine branches . In exchange for this favor, 
Argentina's international creditors granted de Hoz a 
six-month moratorium on foreign debt, at the end of 
which the economy would supposedly be on the way to 
"recovery . " 

Thus was laid the basis of the solid romance between 
de Hoz and the international banking community which 
remains to this day. 
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World Trade by Mark Sonnenblick 

Cost 

NEW D EALS 

$ 1 90 mn.  

$ 1 50 mn.  

$ 1 37 mn. 

UPDATE 

$2.37 bn. 

$ 1 . 5 bn . 

$ 1  bn.  

$40-$50 
mn. 

Principals 

India from Japan/ 
U.S .  

Mexico from U.S .  

Peru from France 

Afghanistan/U.S .S .R .  

Israel/South Africa 

India from U . K .  

India from France 

Iraq from France 

China from Italy 
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Project/Nature o f  Deal 

Nippon Kokan , Nippon Steel , Kawa
saki Steel, Hitachi Shipbuilding and 
Brown and Root have won order from 
India' s  Oil and Natural Gas Commis
sion to build, transport, and install 
drilling platforms 1 50 ki lometers off
shore Bombay.  

Chrys ler is going ahead with expansion 
plans in Mexico, including Saltillo 
plant to build 27 ,000 four-cylinder en
gines per year. 

Expansion of the Machu Picchu under
ground hydroelectric plant and power 
lines to Cuzco, Peru. French C .G. E.
Alsthom and Empain-Schneider will 
provide on turnkey basis. 

T ASS reports deal for Soviets to supply 
vehicles, consumer goods, seed and fer
til izer to Afghanistan . Trade between 
them increased by 24% in 1 980 to $684 
mn . ,  short of $854 mn. target. 

Deal signed for South Africa to step up 
coal supplies to Israel on generous 
credit terms and will permit 45 mn.  
rand in high-technology investments in 
Israel .  

Indian authorities have announced 
long-contested decision to go ahead 
with deal to obtain Jaguar jets from 
British Aerospace, rather than compet
ing French Mirage 2000s . 

French-Indian deal for bauxite-to-alu
min um complex at Orissa, as described 
in EIR . Sept. 1 6  and Nov. 25 .  

Subsidiaries of  Saint-Gobain Pont-a
Mousson will supply and build exten
sion of Baghdad water system . This 
includes 300,000 tons of ductile iron 
pipe and five pumping stations.  

FIA T hopes to clinch a contract it  has 
been negotiating for two years with 
China for FIAT to design Chinese trac
tors. This would be foot in door for a 
hoped-for $600 mn .  deal for rebuilding 
the Chinese farm equipment industry .  

Financing 

Buyer credit from 
Paribas. 

S .Ar. giving easy 
credits; S .Af. will 
finance invest
ments in Israel 
from Israel Bond 
sales . 

Italy granted 
$ 1  bn .  credit line 
in '78 ,  which has 
not been used. 

Comment 

Most engines 
will be export
ed to U.S .A .  

Contract 
signed . 

Afghanistan 
has increased 
natural gas ex
ports to So
viets .  

Refused to re
veal if arms 
sales and atom 
bomb coopera
tion involved . 

As reported in 
EIR. Dec. 23 .  

Signed. 

Contract being 
negotiated . 

FIAT's project 
goal only half 
that proposed 
in '78 .  
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Business Briefs 

Banking 

Fed makes another 
deregulation move 

In a major departure from traditional 
u . s .  banking policy, the Federal Reserve 
Board voted Jan. 14 to allow U.S. bank
ing organizations and Edge Act corpo
rations to hold investments in foreign 
companies that do business in this coun
try. The Fed made this decision despite 
an extensive body of u . s .  law (the Glass
Steagal Act) which prohibits U.S. banks 
from having equity holdings in nonbank
ing domestic corporations. 

To make the break with traditional 
policy less obvious, the Fed made such 
investment subject to a number of con
ditions. The foreign company must be 
predominantly engaged in business out
side the U.S. or in internationally related 
activities within the country. The direct 
or indirect activities of the foreign com
pany within this country must be either 
banking or closely related to banking. In 
addition, the U.S. banking organizations 
cannot hold more than 25 percent or 
more of the voting stock of the foreign 
company which is doing business in the 
U.S. 

International Credit 

Debt reschedulings 
under way for LDCs 

Turkish and Pakistani officials met with 
creditors this week to work out programs 
for delaying payment on their outstand
ing debt. These are the first publicly an
nounced debt rescheduling operations 
for 1 98 1 ,  a year during which interna
tional banks and financial officials are 
expected to design rescheduling pack
ages for the developing countries worth 
tens of billions of dollars. 

One indication of the volume of 
emergency debt refinancings on the 
agenda for the coming months is the j ust
released projection from the Internation-
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al Monetary Fund (1M F), the agency 
which administers austerity management 
for countries in deficit, that it expects to 
issue $7.8 billion in new loans for the first 
six months of this year. For all of 1 980, 
the I M F  issued $9 billion in loans. 

Morgan Guaranty bank is skeptical 
that I M F  financing would alleviate Third 
World payments problems that much. In 
its latest projections, the bank reports 
that the 1 2  largest non-oil producing 
Third World borrowers will pour no less 
than 50 percent of their total export earn
ings into interest payments and oil im
ports alone over the next 12 months. 

Precious Metals 

Gold bears have 
ulterior motive 

The uptick in short-term U.S. interest 
rates resulted in a sharp decline in the 
gold price during the last two weeks. The 
bullion price fell from $599.25 at the 
London afternoon fixing on Jan. 6 to 
$560.50 at the afternoon fixing on Jan. 
1 6. 

Some financial press comr'nentators 
attributed the drop-off to reports that the 
U.S. was preparing to transfer to Iran 50 
tons of gold which had been frozen when 
the American hostages were seized. 

On Jan. 1 6  President Carter ordered 
Treasury Secretary Miller to arrange the 
transfer of 1 .6 million ounces of gold 
worth $960 million, to the Iranian central 
bank account at the Bank of England. 
Should the hostages be released, the 
Treasury would instruct the Bank of 
England to release this gold to Iran to 
replace an equivalent amount at the Fed
eral Reserve, which has been frozen since 
November 1 979. News of this caused a 
$ I O-per-ounce drop in the gold price on 
the West Coast. 

I ran could be planning to dump some 
of this gold to purchase arms for use in 
its war with Iraq. But Iran might also 
succeed in obtaining gold-collateralized 
loans, as some British sources have sug
gested, so as not to part with its precious 
hoard. 

Most New York gold dealers see ris
ing interest rates and growing fears that 
the Reagan administration will pursue a 
harsh monetarist policy as the most im
portant depressant of the gold market. 
"Everyone' s gotten real bearish," com
mented one New York analyst. 

Some of the people who are talking 
gold down now (for example, the big 
Swiss banks) may be hoping to position 
themselves to buy more gold in the event 
of a financial crisis. Two weeks ago, the 
Financial Times reported that the Swiss 
central bank is considering making a 
large addition to its gold reserves. Re
cently, EIR was informed by a reliable 
gold market source that the Swiss Na
tional Bank definitely would stock up on 
more gold. 

Domestic Credit 

Anti-Volcker efforts 
spark coalitions 

Representatives of farm and auto deal
ers' groups charged at a Jan. 14  joint 
press conference that the Federal Re
serve's high interest-rate policies are 
causing a depression and called on Fed 
Chairman Paul Volcker to resign. Speak
ing at the press conference, held in front 
of the Federal Reserve in Washington, 
were Lawrence Freeman, spokesman for 
the National Democratic Policy Com
mittee (NDPC), Ed Fuchs and Jim Ag
new, both members of the Maryland 
chapter of the American Agriculture 
Movement, and Bill Korins of the Mary
land Auto Dealers Association. 

"I never though I'd be on a picket 
line," said auto dealer Bill Korins. "I'm 
a 40-year-old businessman , but here I 
am." He related how he had to borrow 
money for the first time at exorbitant 
interest rates just to finance normal in
ventory and expansion costs of his Mary
land auto dealership. In the foreground 
as Korins spoke was a 1 98 1  Bonneville 
with a sign reading "Under Volcker it 
costs $40 a week just to finance this car." 
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Meanwhile, labor and business lead
ers met in Pittsburgh Jan .  14 and issued 
the following statement: "At a meeting 
of 22 labor and business leaders in Pitts
burgh this morning, Stan Hoynitski, ex
ecutive director of the Pennsylvania In
dependent Auto Dealers Association, 
was elected to chair an ad hoc committee 
whose purpose is to campaign for lower 
interest rates by reversing the current 
high interest-rate policies of Federal Re
serve Chairman Paul V olcker. 

"The Ad Hoc Committee set tenta
tive plans for a demonstration against 
Volcker's policies that is to be held in 
front of the Federal Reserve Board' s of
fice in Washington , D.C .  in February . 
Plans to mount a nationwide letter-writ
ing and lobbying effort in Congress 
against Volcker' s policies were also dis
cussed. 

"Present at the meeting were mem
bers of the United Auto Workers, United 
Steel Workers, the International Associ
ation of Machinists and Aerospace 
Workers, the Pittsburgh Building and 
Construction Trades Council ,  as well as 
building contractors, new car dealers, 
and independent auto dealers . . . .  " 

Corporate Losses 

International Harvester 
takes a beating 

The International Harvester Corpora
tion, a leading farm machinery manufac
turer, announced last week that it was 
cutting the pay of 26 corporate officers 
by 20 percent and freezing the salaries of 
30,000 white-collar workers for an indef
inite period . Wall Street analysts say that 
the sluggish market for Harvester' s 
products, including farm equipment, 
trucks, and construction equipment, 
could force the company into stringent 
cash conservation measures this year . 
Some even predict that Harvester, bur
dened with interest rates on large short
term borrowings, may have to sell some 
assets to meet its obligations.  Harvester 
posted a loss of $397.3 million last year 
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and is also expecting a loss in the first 
quarter of fiscal year 1 98 1  which ends 
this month . 

Stock Market 

What's behind the Dow 
J ones warnings 

The New York stock exchange is con
cerned that certain major brokerage 
houses expect a sudden decline in the 
Dow Jones average, i f  President Rea
gan's announcement of his economic 
policies doesn't succeed in restoring con
fidence in the economy. 

Stock exchange officials are investi
gating reports that some firms are in
volved in large-scale short selling of 
shares, to prepare for this eventuality . 
While EIR's evaluation is that Reagan is 
intending to get business investment off 
the ground, Editor David Goldman also 
thinks the facts documenting the weak
nesses of the stock market have to be 
taken seriously. 

One official of the New York Ex
change stated in response to rumors that 
a Dow Jones downturn could occur in 
the near future: "This scenario is not a 
rumor . . . .  It is a definite investment 
strategy. There are many people in the 
big firms who share the theory that the 
Dow Jones is headed for a major adj ust
ment on the down side in the near fu
ture . . . .  Now we would certainly antici
pate that if a brokerage believes some
thing is going to happen to the market, 
that they would implement their invest
ment strategy accordingly, which is to 
say, short the market, especially if they 
perceived others had not caught on.  
[Shorts) are at record levels and we antic
ipate them to continue to rise sharply ."  

Short selling has risen from 44 million 
shares outstanding sold short in April to 
a current record high of 82 .66 1 million as 
of Dec. 8. The big runup began in July, 
and has not abated since. One outstand
ing case is chemical shares , where shorts 
outstanding on Union Carbide rose from 
17 ,800 in April to 65 ,824 in December; 
and on DuPont, from 66,476 to 257,743 .  

Briefly 
• JOHN R. OPEL, IBM presi
dent and chief executive officer, 
was elected a Class B director of 
the Federal Reserve Bank of New 
York last week.  Class B Fed direc
tors are elected by member banks 
and are intended to represent the 
business community. 

• JERRY RUBIN, the former 
Yippie and Chicago Seven defend
ant, has been promoted to director 
of business development at the 
brokerage firm John Muir & 
Company, because, he says, of his 
"communications" skills. 

• THE SOVIET Union and a 
West German consortium led by 
Ruhrgas AG will hold a new round 
of talks on the projected multibill
lion-mark natural gas pipeline, ac
cording to Ruhrgas sources . The 
timing of the talks means that an 
agreement defnitely will not be 
signed before the end of February . 

• RENf: MONORY, the French 
finance minister, was named the 
new head of the International 
Monetary Fund's Interim Com
mittee last week . His appointment 
was backed by the German gov
ernment, according to Le Figaro 
columnist Alain Vernay . 

• JOZEF PINKOWSKI, prime 
minister of Poland, paints a grim 
picture for Polish coal because of 
the five-day work week obtained 
by the Solidarity trade union and 
cutbacks in overall investment that 
preclude mine modernization. 
Brownouts are already predicted 
because of lack of coal stocks. Coal 
exports will end altogether. 

• BANK RESERVES have been 
drained by joint action of Paul 
Volcker and New York banks in 
the last month. The Fed has taken 
$ .85  billion in reserves out of the 
banking system, while New York 
banks have built up a position of 
$ 1 .  8 bil lion in excess reserves . For 
banks outside New York the ac
tions have caused an effective $2.6 
bi llion drain in reserves . 
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�ITillSpecialReport 

Moscow faction fight: 
the stakes for the West 
by Rachel Douglas 

The 26th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, which opens 
Feb . 23 in the Kremlin, will be a high point in Soviet politics-as vital to the 
rest of the world as is the makeup of the incoming Reagan administration . 

At stake at the 26th Congress is the Soviet leadership succession.  And not 
since 1952  have the "transition" points for each superpower fallen so close 
together. 

The brawl over Soviet foreign policy, especially, is becoming more intense 
as the 26th Congress approaches . Officially, the congress has to vote up the 
1 98 1 - 1 985  Five Year Plan and set foreign policy guidelines for the half
decade ahead . Both areas are already loaded with contending policy lines. 
Then the congress will elect the Central Committee of the party, the group of 
about 275 party apparat officials, government ministers, military officers, 
regional party leaders , and other party notables who comprise this keystone 
of Communist Party rule. From its membership, the Central Committee will 
re-elect its Politburo or elect a new one. 

Because 1 1  of  the current Politburo's  14 members are more than 65 years 
old, this year' s promotions in the Central Committee-which regional party 
officials assume national responsibilities and which government and military 
men rise or fal l  a notch-determine who will be running the Soviet Union for 
the rest of this century. 

The destabilization faction 
If the powerful machine backing destabilization of the Third World and 
confrontation with the West prevails in Moscow, the path to a peaceful 
future without nuclear war will be very difficult to find.  The alternative 
choice for the congress is a strengthening of the Soviet policy of "war 
avoidance," which has emerged concretely in such initiatives of Soviet 
President and party General Secretary Leonid Brezhnev as his 1 978 econom
ics-centered 25-year cooperation treaty with West Germany or his current 
idea of a Persian Gulf security arrangement, tentatively greeted by several 
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Arab states as an alternative to the explosion of more 
hosti l ities in  the M iddle East . 

The evil that wi l l  come of victories by the Soviet 
"destabi l ization" faction i s  enormous .  It should also be 
very recognizable to Western eyes, because this faction is  
not essential ly a Russ ian or  a communist phenomenon.  
There exists i n  the Soviet Union a networ k  of people who 
have an oligarchical outlook on the wor ld .  They think in 
the terms of geopolitics invented by the mentors of 
Haushofer, the agent of  the European and Brit ish o l igar
chies who wrote H itler's Mein Kampf To them , it  i s  
perfectly acceptable for Soviet actions to result  in  the 
death of mi I l ions of people in  Africa or Lat in America ,  i f  
th is  serves the ir  geopoli t ical a ims .  

These networks are the inside flank of an operation 
that  spans the entire 60 years of Soviet h istory and 

reaches back into the Czarist period :  the operation of 
British and continental European o ligarchies to sabotage 
the development of Russia as an industrial republ ic .  
Today's  agents of this international  faction  descend di 
rectly from the anglophi le enemies of R ussia 's  1 9th
century industrializer Count Sergei Witte and from the 
Bolshevik circles around British agent N i kolai Bukhari n .  
Bukharin tried t o  stop Lenin  a n d  Stal in from carrying 
out what he cal led the "monstrous" industrial ization of 
Soviet Russia .  From this heritage, the Russ ian agents of 
this international "dark ages" faction take the name 
"Bukharinites.  " 

They are international  networks ,  coextensive with the 
controllers of environmentalism and terrorism deployed 
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against leaders of state and industry in the West. I n  the 
U . S . S . R .  they are coordinated by individuals  like Anglo
Russian triple agent Kim Phi l  by, the famous "defector" 
from British intel ligence who i s  now a general in  the 
KGB security organization .  Their infl uence is  danger
ously ampl ified by those Soviet officials from bast ions of 
power l i ke the m i l i tary who,  especial ly in the face of 
confrontationist policies from the Uni ted States, get sold 
on  the o l igarchical perspective for revolut ionary desta
bi lizations ,  even if such o fficials started out s imply as 
Soviet patriots .  

The chief  institutions that  are  instruments of the 
destaqi l ization  faction 's  power are: 

The I nternational Department o f the Central Commit
tee maintains Soviet ties to foreign com m unists and other 
"nonrul ing" parties and fro nts ,  ranging from the British 
Labour Party to the Palestine Liberat ion Organization .  
I t  descends from the  Communist I nternational ,  or  
"Comintern ,"  organization ;  its current chief, Central 
Committee Secretary Boris Ponomarev , worked on the 
Comintern staff from 1 936  until the organization was 
disbanded in  1 94 3 .  From its 1 9.20s sabotage of Lenin ' s  
state-to-state foreign po licy endeavors, when Nikolai 
Bukharin was a top Comintern executive, down to the 
present day, this "Communist Party" track of Soviet 
foreign policy has o ften run counter to Soviet state 
in i t iatives.  Yet it i s  retained by Jhe Pol itburo,  including 
Brezhnev, as a historically legit imate element o f  Soviet 
power . Furthermore, the International  Department 's  
closest patron on the Pol i tburo i s  the powerfu l  Central 
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Committee Secretary Mikhail Suslov, without whose 
machinations Brezhnev himself might never have come 
to power . 

Boris Ponomarev is the most prominent Soviet retail
er of the line that, under capitalism in the West, environ
mentalism is "progressive" and revolutionary. 

The KGB, especially its overseas sections, runs Soviet 
collaboration with Western terror and destabilization 
teams directed by other agencies of the oligarchies . KGB 
General Kim Philby, whose father St.-John Philby was 
one of British intelligence' s biggest field agents in the 
Middle East in the first half of the 20th century, directs 
KGB Middle East activities that reinforce the Islamic 
fundamentalist destabilization of the area. 

The think tanks begin with the Institute of the World 
Economy and International Relations, or I M EMO. This 
is where British intelligence agent Donald Maclean, Kim 
Philby's  colleague, works on shaping Soviet perceptions 
of Europe. I M EMO preaches that unless it becomes 
socialist, the developing sector would be better off with
out foreign capital inputs at all . 

IMEMO was founded after a 1 956 directive from 
Anastas Mikoyan, an Armenian Bolshevik and Soviet 
Politburo member whose son today runs the IMEMO 
spinoff Institute on Latin America . Mikoyan drew on the 
cadre trained by Hungarian communist Eugen Varga, 
an adherent of the British school in communist econom
ics, the school of Bukharin . 

The think tanks advise the Central Committee and 
the Politburo; two top think-tankers, I M EMO Director 
N. InozelJltsev and the U .S .A .-Canada Institute's Geor
gii Arbatov, are alternate members of the Central Com
mittee. But the Politburo is still dominated by the asso
ciates of Brezhnev . Five Politburo members, including 
Prime Minister Nikolai Tikhonov and party Secretaries 
Andrei Kirilenko and Konstantin Chernenko, came up 
through the ranks from the same Dnepr River steel towns 
in the southern Ukraine where Brezhnev managed indus
trial reconstruction after World War I I .  

The war-avoidance efforts of the Soviet Union stem 
from the world outlook of these men . They are "produc
tion men," whose careers hinged on building up the 
Soviet economy after the devastation of the war. Engi
neers by training, not diplomats, their striving to main
tain the security of  the U .S .S .R .  as an industrial nation 
has created an impulse in Soviet foreign policy away 
from the "revolution" or destabilization designs of the 
Bukharinite faction .  

Brezhnev's 1 978 diplomacy with Chancellor Helmut 
Schmidt of West Germany, for instance, was effective 
because Brezhnev took with him to Bonn a "builder 's" 
identity and communicated it to the German population 
by television, with a speech almost entirely about the 
hopeful prospects opened by the industrial development 
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of Siberia .  On the basis of the 1 978 treaty he signed with 
Schmidt, Brezhnev continued to carry on a war-avoid
ance dialogue with Schmidt and with French President 
Valery Giscard d' Estaing throughout the precarious 
years of the Carter administration .  

In this same period, the  creation of a new " Interna
tional Information Department" of the Central Commit
tee, staffed by people who had done the legwork of 
Brezhnev's war-avoidance diplomacy, served to institu
tionalize this tendency in Soviet foreign policy . 

A major weakness of Brezhnev's foreign policy is 
that, despite his overriding of the Philbys and Ponomar
evs on specific issues, the institutional power centers of 
the Bukharinite faction have never been challenged . They 
are in a position to launch wrecking operations through 
KGB and International Department channels and, when 
the time comes, to present Brezhnev's successor with all 
kinds of faits accomplis even if they do not seize the top 
party post directly . 

Why the five-year plan is crucial 
Because the Brezhnev group's  best contributions to 

international stability stem from a "builder's" identity, 
the debate over economic policy at the party congress 
will be just as critical for Soviet world conduct as are 
the foreign policy decisions themselves. 

In the face of slowing growth rates and the food 
shortage aspect of the crisis in Poland, the new five-year 
plan has already been redrafted to favor the consumer 
sector. This Polish shift provides an opening for several 
oligarchist projects directed against the Soviet Union's 
own industry: the downgrading of heavy industry, 
"market economy" reforms, and even the creation of an 
environmentalist movement inside the U .S .S .R .  This 
direction could not be followed through without a 
tremendous fight against the science, heavy industry, 
and military leadership of the Soviet Union, a fight that 
will unfold around the congress and in the following 
months. 

I f  the anti-industry Bukharinites were to prevail in 
economic policy , the Brezhnev machine would lose its 
base and its basis for conducting war-avoidance poli
cies . The profile of British agent Nikolai Bukharin
"radical" on foreign policy and "soft" on industry
would be complete . 

It is in the vital interest of every nation to prevent 
that or any approximation of it from happening behind 
closed doors in Moscow. The most potent antidote 
would be the creation and protection of healthy, sover
eign industrial republics in the West and the Third 
World-which could pull the rug out from under the 
Soviet destabilization faction's claim that confronta
tion with the West is inevitable because the West is col
lapsing . 
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Middle East policy at eye of storm 
Leo n i d  B rezhnev 's  tr ip  to I n dia  i n  ear ly  Decem ber be
came the takeoff p o i n t  fo r a poss ib le  fundamenta l  s h i ft  
i n  Soviet  M i ddle E a s t  pol icy when t h e  S o v i e t  pres ident ,  
spea k i ng to t h e  I nd ian  par l iamen t ,  p r o posed an  i n terna
t ional  agreement  to sec u re sea tran sit  t h rough the Pers i a n  
G u l f. I t  w as an  i m m ediate ,  p ractical  t o p i c  for n egot iat ion  
wi th  the new A m e r ican a d m i n i s trati o n .  I t  a lso meant  
that  M oscow was l o o k i ng for a broader  M iddle  East 
pol icy than i t s  web of a l l i ances with radical  states l i k e  
Libya and Syr ia .  

Then came the sour ing o f  Sov iet  re lat i o n s  w i t h  the 
K h o m e i n i  reg ime in  I ran . Before tho u sa n d s  o f  telev i s i o n  
viewers, l:: l'CSlia ' s  sen ior  c o l u m n i s t  A l exander  B o v i n ,  
k n o wn fo r h i s  perso na l  connect i o n s  to B rezhnev ,  sa id  
that I ran had no revo lut ion  today but  o n ly a "cu l tura l  
revo l u t i o n , "  l i k e  C h i n a ' s , that  was destroy ing  educat io n .  
I n  another appearance,  B o v i n  went  o n  t o  con trad ict the 
main M o scow l ine on  the I ran- I ra q  war b y  s ugges t ing 
that  I ran  drove I raq to l a u n ch i t .  TA S S  i s s ued a bit ing 
p rotest aga i n st A fghan ex i le  demo n strati o n s  permi tted 
i n  front  o f  the Soviet  embassy i n  Teher an . 

I n  t h e  southern Soviet rep ubl ic  o f  Azerbaij a n ,  bor
dering I ra n ,  secu rity o ffic ia l s  bega n t o  cr i t ic ize I s l a m i c  
funda mental i s t  s ubvers ion of  the  So viet U n i o n  b e i n g  
l a u n ched from A fghanis tan and I r an . T h ese warn i ngs ,  
vo iced by the  Azerbaij a n i  K G B  chief  Gen . Ziya Y us i f-

Bre::hllCl' \l 'ilh Pri/J Ie Jfilli.l ler Galldhi  011 Dec. 10.  1 980. 
Bald\.'\  S � g rn ,l 
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Zade a n d  A zerbaij a n ' s  p arty boss  G .  A .  A l iyev,  a former  
K G  B o ffic iaL m a r k ed a spi l l over o f  the M o scow fact ion 
fight in to  the K G B  i tse l f, s ince i t  was  the KGB M i ddle  
East  networ k s  l i n ked to Gen . K im P h i l b y  t h a t  sh aped 
Soviet b a c k i n g  fo r the I s l a m i c  fu n da m e n ta l i s t  destab i l i 
zat i o n  o f  I ra n .  

T h e  excerpted televi s i o n  debate between B o v i n  a n d  
Yevge n i i  Pri m a k o v  draws t h e  m a i n  l i n e  of  d i spute .  " N o 
body w i l l  succeed i n  estab l i s h i ng a soci a l  s t a t u s  quo a n d  
st a b i l i z i n g  the  s i tuat i o n "  i n  A s i a ,  proc lai m s  Pri m a k o v .  
Says Bovi n ,  " o n e  m ust  n o t  fo rget the  poss ib i l i ty  o f  a 

change i n  t h e  s i tuat io n . "  
Yevgen i i  P r i m a k o v ,  a deputy d i rector  o f  I M E M O  for 

m a n y  years ,  n ow heads the I n st i tute o f  Or ienta l  Studies ,  
one  o f  the  few Soviet  th i n k  tan ks  n o t  spawned fro m  
I M E M O .  When B o b o dzhan G afurov,  a respected Soviet 
o riento logis t  who had headed the i n st i tute s i nce 1 963 ,  
d i e d  t w o  years a g o ,  Pri m a k o v  and I M E M O  t o o k  i t  over . 

A lexan der B o vi n  was o n e  o f  the  last  Soviet w r iters to 
s ay in 1 979 t h at the I ra n i a n  m u l l a h s  were t a k i n g  I r a n  
b ac k  to the M iddle  A g e s ,  before the p arty l i n e  was la id  
down t h at I s lam was "the  determ i n i ng facto r  of  t h e  
process o f  c h a n g e , "  as  o n e  I M E M O  e n th us iast  put i t .  I n  
October 1 9 80,  B o vi n  i n ched t o w a r d  renewing h i s  cr i t i 
c i sm when he p u b l ic ly regretted I ra n i a n  Pres i dent Bani
Sadr's  re m a r k  that  the I raq- I r a n  w a r  would not  e n d  unt i l  
I ra q i  Pres ident  S a ddam H usse in  was  overthrow n .  

Last  s u m m e r ,  B o v i n  m ade waves w i t h  a n  art ic le  o n  
p r inc ip les o f  Soviet foreign po licy w h i ch reflected fac-
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tional friction over the viabil ity o f  Brez hnev 's  war-avoid
ance initiatives. Bovin used the h istory of  Lenin 's  diplo
macy in the 1 920s to denounce what he called the "u lti
mative" appro ach that rules out accommodation with 
the West . 

A ' left' option? 
The question of where the Bovin , and Brezhnev, l ine 

wil l  lead if it  prevails is not y et answered . The door has 
been opened for the U . S . S . R .  to come to terms with the 
United States, with France and with its erstwhile al ly 
Iraq on a stabilization plan for the Persian Gulf. 
Whether the Reagan administration  helps hold the door 
open,  by taking up the Persian Gulf  proposals ,  and 
whether M o scow walks through it are other questions .  

The next tack to be expected from the " Philby" 
faction of the KGB is reorientation to a "left" alterna
tive in Iran, staking Soviet power on the communists of 
the Tudeh Party as Iran sinks into c ivi l  war after 
Khomeini . S ince the Tudeh is  as m uch controlled by 
British intelligence as are the mul lahs,  this would h ardly 
end the destabi lization,  yet it is not explicitly excluded 

The public clash 

The dialogue below is Jrom the unusually open argument 
on Soviet television between Moscow analysts Alex� 

" , ander Bovin oJlzvestia and Yevgenii Primakov, director 
. 0J the Institute oj Oriental Studies. The broaticast. on 
. the Dec. 27 edition oj the panel talk show "Studio ,' 

Nine, "  was monitored and translated by the Foreign 
I1roadcast Information Service. 

, Zorin [moderator] : How do you evaluate the present 
stage ofthe Iranian revolution? 

. ,Bovin: To teU you the truth, Valentin Sergeyevich, I 
do not have the heart to speak about the development 
oftl1e revolutionary process in Iran. Iran is now living 

, through a period of what I would call a slump and a 
retreat from revolution. 

Recently Imam Khomeini addressed a group of 
, students. The universities are closed there now and a 
', cultural revolution is in progress. That is, they expel 

,; , all teachers who, as they say, are not quite in the spirit 
of Islam. . . . This is what Khomeini said: It is the 
universities which submitted Iran to the authorities of 
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by Bovin in  h is  com mentary . 
Soviet relations with France wil l  be a sensitive 

indicator of which way the Soviet decision goes . Brezh
nev's war avoidance has leaned heavily on Giscard 
d' Estaing 's  leadership of  continental West European 
rejection of the Carter administration .  But M oscow's  
comm itment to Libya' s  Colonel Qaddafi and his ram
pages in n orthern Africa put the Soviets and the French 
at odds in  a strategic regio n  adj acent to the M i ddle 
East. 

W hen Boris Ponom arev of the Soviet Central Com
mittee International Department was in Paris in  Decem
ber, he reportedly threatened to se�k French communist 
support fo r Giscard's  socialist opponent in the French 
presidential election  this year unless France made its 
foreign po licy less "Atlanticist ,"  or  pro-American .  Yet 
on Dec. 28 a mem ber of  Ponomarev 's  delegation ,  
Izvestia ' s  editor P .  Alekseev (who is also a Central 
Committee member),  published a warm endorsement of 
French foreign policy.  "The attempts to force upon 
France an al ien wil l  from across the Atlantic did not 
succeed," co ncluded A lekseev.  

the superpowers. Do you want to reopen the universl
ties now so that theY can again , become ,a , bastiqn Qf ' ,  
communists who would not let the faithful work and 
learn?This is Ayatollah Khomeini's reasoning. I con� 
sider it difficult to call it a development ofthe revolu: 
tionary process . Maybe the ban op. chess can be seen 
in this light, but I think not. 

Prhnakov : There is an objective side to this .  One 
c�nnot talk only of the subjective featu.reS connecte(i 
to. any words said by the leader. 

' ' 

Bovin : This was not a subjec�ive feature . 

Primakov : Yes, when the universities were closed, it 
happened in a definite situation when t�e Western , 
agencies operated in these universities. . . . I would : . 
just like to introduce a certain correction, because an 
objective situation exists ; This objective, si tuation has 
not lost its very strong anti-iml'erialist charge. I think 
this must be mentioned. 

. 

Bovin : Excuse me, Yevgenii Maksimovich, you are a 
specialist and you should kriow. }3ut one must not 
nurture any soothing illusions either. Of course, it is 
naturally an anti-American course when you call it 
'anti-imperialist. You know very well that the thunder 
and lightning raging against the United States are , 
immediately accompanied by thunder and lightning 
raging against the Soviet Union. 
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Eastern Europe: 
the flank for 
deindustrialization 
It doesn't usually happen in socialist Eastern Europe, but 
early this month, environmentalists in the Polish city of 
Krakow shut down a factory that produced between one
quarter and one-half of Poland's aluminum-an unprec
edented event for socialist Eastern Europe. The chief 
perpetrator was the Mayor of Krakow, who announced 
that the plant was "dangerous to the environment."  

Polish Minister of Metallurgy Zbigniew Szalajda 
ventured to criticize the damage Krakow' s decision will 
do to the Polish economy, but there is much worse in 
store .  

The devastation · of  the Polish economy since last 
summer's strikes and the overthrow of the Edward Gi
erek regime is a story every bit as dramatic as the labor 
turmoil that grabs the headlines. It is a dream come true 
for the scenario-writers of the Club of Rome and other 
think tanks of Malthusian deindustrialization.  They have 
succeeded in opening a flank in the Soviet Union's most 
closely guarded back yard, Eastern Europe. 

The Polish leaders who ousted Gierek in September 
1 980 warned that drastic cutbacks in industrial invest
ment would be enforced. Now they are carrying out this 
plan . 

An 80-member team commissioned by the govern
ment to draft an economic reform program has released 
its preliminary proposals-a blueprint for austerity as 
harsh as International Monetary Fund conditionalities 
and as much a shock to economically stagnant Poland as 
the 1 979 Volcker interest rate hikes were to the United 
States . 

'Market socialism' 
A keystone of the reform is the adjustment of the 

prices Polish enterprises pay for imported raw materials 
to world market levels, reducing government subsidies . 
Each enterprise will then fend for itself: seek financing, 
raise productivity, negotiate with the "free trade union" 
local on wages . . .  and face shutdown i f  it  fails to turn 
a profit in these new circumstances. 

To be appproved by a communist party congress in 
March or April ,  this plan is set for implementation in 
several phases during 1 98 1 .  With it there will be industry 
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cutbacks determined from the top, such as decisions not 
to allocate funds for certain new, large projects in the 
nuclear and steel industries . 

Who are the brains behind this "market socialism"? 
The Polish reform commission worked in consider

able secrecy, but its draft closely reproduces the project 
called "Experience and the Future," or "DiP" for its 
Polish initials . DiP,  exposed by EIR as a front for 
British intelligence and the international "anticapital
ist" and "anticommunist" movement called "solidar
ism ," was an incubator for the post-Gierek leadership. 
Its stars were Stefan Olszowski, now the Politburo 
member directing economics, and Mieczyslaw Rakows
ki , a powerful newspaper editor and party figure. 

Taking its cue from British economists like the 
Polish emigre Wlodimierz Brus of Oxford's All Souls 
College, DiP produced a "small is beautiful" prospectus 
for Poland two years ago .  

The pedigree of the Polish reform can b e  understood 
also from the case of Hungary. The Hungarian experi
ment in market socialism, called the New Economic 
Mechanism,  is less in the headlines because it could be 
put in place without labor unrest-thanks to the pecul
iar makeup of Hungary's economic policy establish
ment . 

Hungary's quiet experiment 
Certain officials of the H ungarian National Bank 

assumed their posts directly from jobs in the financial 
institutions of pre-war Austria and Hungary-banks of  
the continental European oligarchy ! Since they d id  not 
greatly revise their policies, it is  not surprising that 
National Bank director Dr. Janos Fekete has publicly 
offered his "personal opinion" that Hungary should 
join the International Monetary Fund. 

In the meantime, H ungary has announced that its 
currency will  be made convertible over the next few 
years, leading to an adjustment of prices to world 
levels-similar to what Poland's reformers want to do 
in one fell swoop. 

The Hungarian government was reorganized in De
cember: all specialized industry ministries were abol
ished and their functions taken over by a single, smaller 
Ministry of Industry . In Hungary, too , companies are 
now awarded more autonomy to gear toward "profit
able" operations lik� production for export. 

These Poles and H ungarians have cothinkers in the 
Soviet Union who would like to direct the Soviet 
economy in the same way, bringing the entire socialist 
bloc into line with deindustrialization in the rest of the 
world. But the industry, military , and science commu
nity opponents of any such plan are very strong in 
Russia, so that this will be an area of hot di spute among 
Soviet leaders at the party congress they will hold in 
February 1 98 1 .  
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Italy's crisis and the 
American potential 
by Muriel Mirak 

Last week millions of Italians sat aghast in front of their 
television sets as the 1 5-year-old daughter of kidnapped 
Judge Giovanni D'Urso read out delerious mumbo-jum
bo contained in a Red Brigades communique. The 
broadcast, which had been organized by the Yippie-style 
Radical Party , totally undermined the weak-kneed For
lani government and its attempts to take a tough stand 
against terrorist demands for press and media coverage. 
Judge D' Urso was released the following day, the Radi
cals and their Socialist Party (PSI) senior partners pre
dictably cried victory, claiming that their willingness to 
negotiate with the kidnappers and comply with their 
demands had saved D' Urso' s  l ife. 

Immediately after D'Urso's  release, many seasoned 
politicians in Rome began to suspect that the entire 
kidnapping and tug-of-war response had been staged by 
the PSI . The underlying question was what effect these 
developments were to have on the months-long Italian 
political crisis. Would the D' Urso case so seriously un
dermine public institutions as to make way for a military 
takeover? Or would Italian society merely continue its 
downward slide into anarchy until a prolonged Iran style 
devolution made NATO intervention inevitable? These 
questions in turn have become the proper concern of the 
incoming Reagan administration, as well as of Mr. Rea
gan's backers in the powerful Italian-American com
munity .  

Mussolini without arms 
Italy's press has been evaluating the dangers or 

(depending on the viewpoint) the advantages of a 
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NATO-backed military coup over the last months. Even 
the leader of the ruling Christian Democratic party 
(DC), Flaminio Piccoli ,  told journalists "someone" was 
campaigning among military layers in preparation for a 
classical coup attempt. And the someone in question, 
all agreed , was Bettino Craxi, general secretary of the 
small but influential PSI .  Craxi had indeed been 
strengthening his ties with the armed forces through his 
party colleague Defense Minister Lelio Lagorio and his 
close associate Chief of Staff General Torrisi. Word had 
it he had gained considerable political influence over 
the military wing of the Italian secret services , SISMI,  
and i ts  head Santovito . Additionally, arms manufactur
ers in the Brescia steel belt, hurt badly by the Davignon 
plan for reduced steel production, had been courting 
Craxi in the hope that his militarization plans would 
mean new outlets for weapons exports .  

But such calculations turned out to be shortsighted . 
Confidential sources confirmed to EIR that rumors of 
Torrisi' s pro-PSI sympathies had been overstated, and 
that the armed forces as a whole would "hold ." The 
majority of the military officers still look to Giulio 
Andreotti for leadership, in virtue of  his having occu
pied the defense ministry over the years in many DC 
governments. And the Carabinieri, the military police 
essential to a coup scenario,  would preserve their repub
lican loyalties without bending to pressures . 

The fact is, according to Council on Foreign Rela
tions specialist Stanley H offman, that at least one-third 
of Italy ' s  military, reflecting the electorate as a whole, 
votes Communist. A coup attempt would therefore split 
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the military along political lines, leading to outright 
civil war . For this and related reasons, any coup plot 
would have to have the approval, if not the active 
involvement, of NATO's central command in Europe. 

Unraveling social fabric 
If PSI boss Craxi' s  military option is premature, he 

has nonetheless succeeded in pulling apart the threads 
of the country 's  institutional life. In the parliamentary 
debate following Judge D'Urso's release, the govern
ment all but acknowledged defeat in face of the Red 
Brigades onslaught. Prime Minister Forlani, himself a 
captive of rival DC factions who defer to Craxi, made a 
clumsy attempt to legitimize the cowardly compromises 
his coalition had been forced to accept. He claimed that 
the closing of a high-security prison at Asinara and the 
transferral of a top jailed terrorist had occurred inde
pendently of the Red Brigades' demands for j ust those 
measures. As for the press' s acquiescence to terrorist 
demands for coverage of their communiques, Forlani 
pleaded the case that "democracy" and "pluralism" 
required protection of a "free" press. 

Craxi and M arco Pannella of the Radical Party 
answered Forlani's sniveling rationalizations with con
fidence, declaring their method had won out over the 
intransigence shown by the Communist Party and part 
of the DC. The result, as the PCI-controlled daily Paese 

Sera put it, is that Italy now has "two governments" :  
the formal DC-PSI-PSDI-PRI coalition, steered by the 
"parallel" government of the PSI and Radicals, into 
acceptance of the Red Brigades as a de facto component 
of Italian political life. 

Other vital social institutions outside the discredited 
and divided parliament are betraying similar symptoms 
of structural and moral decay . With the sole exception 
of the director, all the magistrates at the Central Penal 
Division in the Justice Ministry signed a call to the 
nation's journalists asking that they print the Red 
Brigades' messages . Jail guards and other prison per
sonnel , according to the Milan daily II Giornate, have 
begun resigning in droves for fear of terrorist attacks 
against them . 

The press itself was hopelessly split, as Radical
Socialist controlled press organs like II M essaggero, 

Secoto X IX, and the PSI daily A vanti printed everything 
the terrorists issued, while all other major papers filled 
their editorial pages with heart-searching inquiries 
whether to publish or not. Splits along the same political 
dividing lines are tearing apart the courts, the trade 
unions, and the police. Not only the institutions but the 
very concept of legality and republican constitutionality 
on which they rest has been ripped to shreds . 

What will Reagan do? 
Perhaps Italy will not fall under the rule of Argen-
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tina-style generals . Perhaps, if the scenario on the lips 
of most Second International think tanks is played out, 
Italy will die a slow agonizing death, joining the long 
list of historical examples of civilizations, once great, 
that regressed into barbarism and nothingness . Such is 
the opinion of political scientist Giovanni Sartori in 
Carriere della Sera. 

If this is the perception being presented to Ronald 
Reagan by his foreign policy advisers, he would do well 
to turn them out of doors at once before they lead him 
into a deadly foreign policy bind. This is not to under
estimate the gravity of Italy's crisis ,  nor to deny that the 
devolution process is under way. But there is a way out. 

Corriere della Sera recently reminded its readers of 
the way de Gaulle imposed order in crisis-ridden France 
with the presidential Fifth Republic. Drawing the par
allel with today's Italy, clearly the only statesman up to 
the task would be the DC's Giulio Andreotti . Provided 
he won over the state industry and bureaucracy as well 
as the PCI-controlled labor movement to an economic 
recovery perspective, he could stabilize the turbulent 
political and social waters consigning terrorist criminals 
and their sponsors to justice. Such a policy option has 
been outlined by Democratic Party economist Lyndon 
LaRouche in his "heavy lira" proposal for a broad
based tax, currency and credit reform, which the Ita lian 
press has been debating on its front pages since an EIR 

seminar publicly presented it over a month ago in 
Rome. 

If the experienced statesman Andreotti is known to 
look favorably on the LaRouche program, his counter
parts in the PCI are rumored to be studying it carefully , 
comparing it to a similar plan one postwar government 
tried unsuccessfully to carry out .  

The question is Mr .  Reagan.  
This is the enigma that Panorama, a widely read 

Italian weekly, scrutinized in its last issue in a feature 
entitled " Reagan's America and Italy ."  Panorama cor
rectly identifies the weight the U .S .  has thrown into the 
balance of Italian politics over the postwar decades, 
recalling John F. Kennedy's go-ahead to the formation 
of the first center-left coalition, and Nixon' s  support for 
the center-right government of Andreotti in 1 972.  
American Presidents, the record shows, have tended 
toward support of the largest party, the Catholic DC.  
But this has  changed, the influential weekly continues, 
particularly as far as Andreotti is concerned . When 
heading up a government that enjoyed first the passive, 
then active, support of the PCI from 1 976 to 1 979, 
Andreotti was applauded by "some American circles" 
for having shown himself capable of "taming the PCI" ;  
some hypothesized a U.S .  acceptance of full government 
privileges for the PCI .  But, Panorama continues, "Sud
denly Andreotti's star faded, first with his lukewarm 
acceptance of the Euromissile decision and then with his 
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tenacious defense of the PCI in the government . "  
Conclusion? Reagan w i l l  definit ively k i l l  a n y  hopes o f  
the anti-PCI veto's being overridden a n d  w i l l  e n d  u p  
embracing Italy's newest strongman, the PSI ' s  Craxi .  

Significantly, Panorama 's scenario,  itself a declara
tion of pol itical intention  on the p art o f  the Social ist 
and oligarchical banking circles that control its editorial 
pol icy, depends on two key factors: Reagan ' s  profiled 
anticommunism and a leading role for the strongly 
con servative Italo-American community in the Reagan 
admi nistration ' s  foreign pol icy posture. Reagan ' s  
choice of am bassador to replace the  pro-Social ist Rich
ard Gardner wi l l  tel l  which way the White H ouse winds 
are blowing . 

The danger is that Reagan wi l l  respond to a hoked
up " Red threat" in  I taly and pursue a pol it ically 
unsophisticated cold diplomatic war against  the PCI 
and labor movement .  I f  that occurs ,  he m ay be  induced 
to abandon the DC and back the unctuous Signor Craxi 
as the most v icious anti -Communist on the scene. Or he 
may fal l  totally into the trap being careful ly laid by the 
Second I nternational  and Jesuits to promote a new 
version of the corrupt center-left coalition ,  with the 
Mont Pelerin Society 's  Fanfani  al l ied to Crax i .  

Both  scenarios depend on Reagan' s being efficiently 
cornered and harnessed with heavy "anticomm unist" 
bl inders. Either scenario would doom Italy .  U nder the 
guise of "fighting the Reds , "  Craxi and/or Fanfani 
would be carrying to complet ion the same pol icy im-

The embassy question 

EIR spoke to three of the contenders for ambassador 
to Italy last week . Frank Stella, a Republican Party 
activist and president of the National Italian�Ameri

can Foundation , believes the U.S .  should help develop 

Italy's Mezzogiornio into "a manufacturing and in
dustrial region comparable to Northern Italy ." Mr. 
Stella believes "nuclear energy is essential to develop
ing Italy's economy." He also thinks countries like 
West Germany, France, Israel and NATO itself 
should provide intelligence and anti-terrorist squads 
to Italy. He strongly opposes negotiating with terror
ists. 
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posed by Carter and his  man in  Rome Gardner .  By 
backing Craxi , Reagan would in  effect be ushering in  a 
lawless political formation which has j ust been handing 
over the state to the Red Brigades ! 

With adequate intel ligence briefings and timely 
overtures to the stable polit icians in the DC l ike An
dreotti , Mr.  Reagan could prove sharper in  the inter
national  arena than the scenario-spinners think ;  deft 
handl ing of the Andreotti option would earn the White 
House the powerful  support of both Paris and Bonn,  on 
behalf  o f  strengthening Europe economically and polit
ical ly .  It would contribute m ore to stabil izing the M ed
iterranean (and by extension the Middle East) than the 
bogus Rapid Deployment Force. Reagan must,  of 
course, be aware o f  the particularly warm relations that 
M r .  A ndreotti enj oys with not only the major  Arab 
nations ,  but ,  through fancy diplomacy involving the 
Vatican and the PCI ,  with the Soviets as wel l .  I f  Reagan 
were to play the An dreotti card ski l l ful ly ,  he would be 
con firming to M oscow that they have a rat ional  and 
forceful statesman to deal with in the White H o use. 

I f  on the other hand the new President fol lows in  
Carter' s reckless footsteps, and acts according to the 
profi le  the Eastern Establ ishment th ink tanks  have 
drawn up o f  him (and of the Italo-American com munity 
which helped elect h im) ,  then a disaster wi l l  ensue in  
I taly . America wi l l  lose i t s  precious M edi terranean al ly 
and unleash a destabi l izat ion of  the European continent 
that only the Red Brigades could find rewarding.  

John Davis Lodge, former Ambassador to Spain 
and Argentina, describes himself as a "geopolitician" 
and close friend of Secretary of State Alexander Haig. 
He thinks "it's safe to assume that the Russians are 
involved in backing Italian terrorism," doesn't  foresee 
any major foreign investment in reconstructing the 
earthquake-ravaged area of Italy until terrorism is 
dealt with, and cites the countries of South America's 
southern cone as models for dealing with terrorism . 

Jeno Paulu�ci, best known for founding a hugely 
successful commercial pizza business, is chairman of 
the National Italian-American Foundation. He says: 
"The earthquake presents us with a tremendous op
portunity for reconstructing the Mezzogiorno. I'm 
going to call together a meeting of the top ten U.S.  
multinational companies and teU them about the ad
vantages of investing there." Paulucci agrees with 
Stella on the questions of nuclear energy and negoti
ating with terrorists. 
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Time bomb for Washington 
Cynthia Rush on the externally choreographed crisis building up 
in Central America, and the u. s. policy choices. 

"A small Cambodia is building up in EI Salvador," wrote 
the French daily Le Matin on Jan. 9. "The tribalization 
of Central America is under way ."  

What has  transpired since Le Matin wrote that accu
rate description, is the internationalization of the Salva
dorean conflict-precisely the process warned against by 
Mexican President Lopez Portillo over a week ago . The 
situation is developing such that by the time Ronald 
Reagan is inaugurated on Jan . 20, he will be confronted 
with a "red-hot situation," as described by a leading 
Jesuit operative recently . The objective is to draw the 
Reagan administration into a political and military com
mitment from which it will be increasingly difficult to 
extricate itself: a "tar baby" scenario. 

According to the Jan. 14 editions of several Mexican 
dailies, troops from the right-wing governments of Hon
duras and Guatemala have entered EI Salvador to aid the 
Christian Democratic junta against the left .  In early 
January, the leftist forces grouped in the Social Democ
racy' s Revolutionary Democratic Front (FDR) an
nounced the launching of a "final offensive" to topple 
junta leader Jose Napoleon Duarte. Now, according to 
the report of a Honduran general quoted in the Mexican 
press, there are 3 ,000 Honduran and 2,000 Guatemalan 
soldiers who have entered EI Salvador to "kill the com
munists ." The cities of Santa Ana and Chalatenango are 
said to be targeted for attack by these troops. 

On Jan. 14 ,  the Carter administration also announced 
that it is resuming previously suspended military aid to 
EI Salvador in light of the left's offensive and the alleged 
discovery of Cuban and Soviet weapons in the region . 
The $5 million aid package includes two helicopters and 
six military advisers, who are already in EI Salvador to 
train troops in the use of equipment. The significance of 
the decision to resume military aid, particularly its impli
cations for the new Reagan administration, cannot be 
underestimated . According to one diplomat quoted in 
the Jan. 13 Washington Post, the granting of military aid 
"could shift the whole emphasis of the thing. [The Sal
vadorean military] have been doing their own jobs up till 
now. But this could make them more and more depen
dent on V .S .  technical advisers . That' s what happened in 
Southeast Asia ." 
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Further evidence of the expansion o f  the conflict is 
seen in the Jan . 1 5  report that five 30-foot boats, manned 
by Nicaraguans, had landed on one of EI Salvador's 
western beaches. Although the left is denying that these 
forces are from Nicaragua, V .S .  ambassador Robert 
White has said that evidence to the contrary "is circum
stantial . . .  but compelling and convincing ."  The V .S .  
"can't stand idly by and watch the guerrilla movement 
receive outside assistance," White added. 

Friendly foes 
As EIR has previously domented, both sides of the 

EI Salvadorean conflagration are being very carefully 
coordinated by the Society of Jesus and its "left" and 
"right" assets in the Socialist International and Chris
tian Democracy . 

The chummy relationship between the leader of the 
social-democratic FDR, Guillermo Vngo, and his "en
emy" heading up the Christian Democratic junta, Jose 
Napoleon Duarte, makes the point very clearly . 

Duarte and Vngo in fact are old friends. They were 
running-mates on the Christian Democratic ticket in 
1 972 for president and vice-president . I t  i s  only recently 
that Vngo abandoned the Christian Democracy and 
"converted" to the Social Democracy to head up the 
FDR's forces . 

Duarte told a Baltimore Sun reporter on Jan. 1 3  that 
he has begun "an offensive for peace," and has issued 
an appeal to the international social-democratic move
ment to name a mediator between the warring parties in 
the civil war. Duarte has offered to go "anywhere in the 
world to open a dialogue, even with the guerrillas ."  

Information made available to EIR by reliable 
sources in Mexico City further proves the orchestrated 
nature of the EI Salvadorean "war." These sources 
report that "Israeli mafia" elements linked to the inter
national drug trade are assisting the Socialist Interna
tional in arming both the "right" and "left" sides in EI 
Salvador. Coordinated out of the Israeli embassy in 
Mexico City, the arms shipments are run through Costa 
Rica, known as the "Switzerland of Central America."  

At the moment, conflicting press reports make i t  
difficult to  discern what the actual situation is on the 
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gro u n d  i n  EI Salvad o r .  The fi rst phase  o f  the left' s 
" fi n a l  offensi ve" anno unced in ear ly  J a n uary was a 
miserable fai l ure,  despite encou ragement by U . S .  am
bassador Robert W hite who excla i med at the t ime that  
"the genie  i s  out o f  the  bott le and no o n e  can p ut i t  
back agai n . "  

Over t h i s  past week , i t  appears that  t h e  F O R  h a s  
made some real gai n � .  There a re reports of guerri l l a  
attack s  i n  as many as  50 cit ies  a n d  some successfu l  
recruitment o f  govern ment troops who h a ve deserted 
the m i l i tary .  By and large, however, the  left ' s  " fi n a l  
offensive" has  m e rely provided the j unta  with  t h e  
p retext fo r accelerating the "tr iba l izat i o n "  p rocess de
scribed by Le Marin .  

A fter the  FOR announced its  o ffens ive ,  the m i l itary 
lau nched a psychological  terror campaign under the 
guise o f  showing the populat ion how to defen d i tse lf  

u.s. radicals prepare 
for a 'new Vietnam' 

The El Salvador civi l  w ar has b eco m e  the major focus 
for U.S .  radicals  to organ ize support for left terrorists 
throughout Central America . On Jan .  1 1 ,  the Com
mittee for Solidarity with the People of El Salvador 
(Cispes) held a conference at the United Methodist 
Building in Washington,  D . C . ,  attended by more than 
1 ,000 people from 300 gro u p s .  The rallying cry of the 
meeting was "Never Again Vietnam" while the theme 
of the speeches was that  U .S .  intervention in El Sal
vador will  become an i ssue that will drive Reagan 
from office as Vietnam forced Ly ndon Johnson to 
step down . 

The informal  spon sor of the meeting was the Insti
tute for Policy Studies ( I PS),  a well- financed outpost 
of the Socia list I nternational  i n  the United States. 
During the 1 969 Weatherman-organized terrorism in 
Chicago, IPS provi ded a bail fund for a rrested rioters. 

FoIlowing the 1 973  coup in Chile,  IPS became the 
em ployer of  Al lende's ambassador to the United 
States , Orlando Letel ier.  Letel ier and I PS organized 
against the Pinochet di ctator s h i p ,  but ended up rein
forcing the " free enterpris e" economics of  its austerity 
regime-compiled by Mi lton Friedman . When Lete
lier was assassinated in Washington several years ago, 
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from expected attac k s .  In  EI Salvador's  second largest 
city, Santa A n a ,  pol ice forces rep orted l y  distr ib uted 
leaflets i nstruct i ng people how to avoid gett ing k i l led  in 
the crossfire .  Parents were .a�vised to take only one 
c h i l d  out o n  the streets with them at  a ti m e .  

W h a t  i s  c lear i s  t h a t  there i s  a real  d i p l o m atic  
o ffens ive o n  to bui ld  u p  support for the left ,  a n d  expand 
the  confl ict  even further .  

T h i s  p a st week the F O R' s  top leader G u i l lermo 
Ungo traveled to M exico as the  first  p h a se o f  h is  
a n n o unced " i ntern atio n a l  d i p l o m atic  offens ive ."  U ngo 
is provocatively see k ing  M ex i c a n  recogn it ion of  terri
tory " l iberated" b y  the F O R  in EI  Salvador .  In an  effort 
to pit L6pez Porti l l o  aga i n st the new Reagan adm inis
trati o n ,  U ngo's  co l league  J ose Rodriq uez Ortiz to ld  the 
M exican press  that  "no o n e  h a s  yet dared to say that  
the  U ni ted States  could cons ider  a n  i ntervent ion with 

IPS demanded U . S. intervention in Chile to arrest the 
suspected murderers, thus driving the dictatorship 
into an even m ore repressive role. 

The Jan .  1 1  meeting is intended to kick off a series 
of followup events, including a possibly violent dis
ruption of the Jan . 20 presidential i nauguration . The 
inauguration rallies coincide with a "National Soli
darity Week" of sympathy with the EI Salvador rebels, 
announced for Jan. 1 8-26 by Cispes . Spokesmen for 
the Salvadorean umbrella insurgent group, the Dem
ocratic Revolutionary Front (FOR) ,  will tour the 
United States . 

The tour will include Chicago, New York,  Wash
ington, Baltimore, Memphis, Kansas City, New Or
leans, Miami, and Chapel Hill, N .C.  Guerrillas oper
ating with the Democratic Revolutionary Front have 
carried o ut brutal acts of terrorism; under cover of 
war- l ike conditions, the guerrillas have implemented 
Pol Pot-style razing of the countryside . 

Groups attending the Jan . I I meeting included: 
the American Friends Service Committee, Workers 
World Party, Socialist Workers Party, antinuclear 
groups, National Council of Churches, National Law
yers Guil d ,  National Organization of Women, Mary
knoll n uns, a representative of the Major Superiors of 
Man, Network, and the Puerto Rican Socialist Party . 

Also attending were the Comm unist Workers Par
ty (CWP), the Communist Party USA, the AFL-CIO, 
the A I  FLO (a Socialist International-controlled labor 
organization), the Anti-Klan Network, the Anti- K lan 
Coalition, and Chutzpah, a radical Jewish group re

ported to be working with the CWP. 
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atomic consequences ." He explained that the FOR is 
asking Mexico "and other friends to help stop such 
grave actions ." Backed by Mexico's  Jesuit-controlled 
left, the FOR is demanding that Mexico halt all oil 
shipments to EI Salvador and break relations with the 
junta . 

High-level operatives in the Socialist International 
also hope that the Jan . 4 assassination attributed to 
rightists by these forces of American Citizens Michael 
Hammer and Mark Pearlman, employees of the Ameri
can Institute for Free Labor Development (AIFLD) 
involved in EI Salvador's land reform program, will 
bolster the left's position enough to make the threat of 
a "communist takeover" a credible one. This is a key 
requirement for escalating the conflict and drawing the 
United States into a Vietnam-style commitment in the 
region. 

Particularly in the wake of the assassinations, ex
perts like Roy Prosterman forsee a process whereby 
thousands of peasants, threatened by the right wing 
with the loss of the land granted them under the reform, 
will join forces with the leftists. At that point, the 
"irreversible process of full scale civil war" will have 
begun and EI Salvador will become the "central preoc
cupation" of the Reagan administration.  

Roy Prosterman 
on El Salvador 

The following are excerpts from an interview, made avail
able to EIR, with Roy Prosterman, an international law 
expert who designed El Salvador's agrarian reform. It was 
given shortly after two A mericans, Mark Pearlman and 
Michael Hammer, both involved in the reform, were gunned 

down in San Salvador, along with Rodolfo Viera, head of 
the Salvadorean Land Reform Institute, the country 's larg
est progovernment peasant union. 

Pearlman and Hammer, proteges of Prosterman, had 
been advising the Salvadorean agrarian reform program in 

ajoint project for the u. s. Agency for International Devel

opment and the A merican Institute for Free Labor Devel
opment, the overseas arm of the A FL-CIO. 

The agrarian program Prosterman directed with Pearl

man and Hammer is modeled on the strategic hamlets 
. 'pacification " policy u. s. forces applied in South Vietnam 
in the 1 960s. Prosterman was a designer of Vietnam 's Civil 
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Operations and Rural Development Support program, key 

to the Operation Phoenix strategy. 

In Vietnam, the policy was "counterinsurgency" to 

create insurgency. Peasants were herded into barbed wire 

compounds with military guards-"strategic hamlets. " Let 

out only to work their fields under armed guard, the 
peasants were given the choice of staying in the de facto 
concentration camps, or escaping to join the opposition . 

The objective of the Salvadorean reform is identical. 

Q :  Who do you think was behind the assassinations? 
A: Both the extremes have a motive; both extremes want 
to end the land reform program. Both the right and the 
left are itching to have civil war and therefore want the 
government to fail .  The method of assassination smacks 
of the extreme right, but it doesn 't make much difference. 

Q :  How will the ki llings effect the political situation in 
EI Salvador? 
A: The right hopes to stall the reform and in the confu
sion reverse it . A wave of re-seizures of the land can be 
expected, and if  this spreads throughout the countryside, 
then we will see a rapid spread of disaffection with law 
and order and with nonrevolutionary means of change . 
There are some 1 50,000 families on the land that could 
be affected . These people will then see the revolutionary 
left as their only source of support . 

The extreme left is perfectly capable of doing an 
abrupt about-face and step forward to define themselves 
as the guarantors of the peasant's right to land. This 
could turn around one million people to shifting to the 
left .  

Then you have a l l  the  ingredients of a full-scale civil 
war. If that happpens, we are not talking about the tragic 
1 0,000 which died last year, but 1 00,000 or more deaths. 
The conflict could draw in countries of the region on 
both sides of the conflict. 

This is the last moment in which that can be fore
stalled. The only action that can stop this is if Mr .  Carter 
and Mr.  Reagan put out a common position supporting 
the Junta in EI Salvador and join their efforts . . . .  

Q :  This seems very unlikely.  What are the prospects 
without it? 
A: Within a very short time-frame, this process could 
accelerate out of  control .  It  does not take all the families 
to be kicked off, just a few thousand families, and the 
lack of confidence will spread . . . .  

This threatens to greet Mr .  Reagan with a by-then 
irreversible process of full-scale civil war in EI Salvador, 
spreading throughout Central America. . . . This will 
become the central preoccupation and diversion of Rea
gan's administration and the center of a polarizing de
bate within the United States . 
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Dope, Incorporated runs arms 
to both sides in Central America 
by Paul Goldstein 

According to highly reliable intelligence reports from 
Mexico City, the Israeli embassy there has been identified 
as one of the prime sources for running guns into both 
the "left" and "right" sides of the increasingly dangerous 
conflict in El Salvador. 

EIR's  sources also pinpointed the number-two man 
in the Israeli embassy as being the key individual respon
sible for coordinating the funneling of guns via Costa 
Rica into El Salvador. 

EIR's  counterintelligence staff is looking further into 
the nature and origins of the massive gun- and drug
running apparatus in Latin America . The profile of  
elements of the Israeli embassy's direct involvement in 
these operations points in the direction of the $200-
billion-a-year international drug cartel, which has been 
named by investigators Dope, Incorporated . 

Centered among the international banks based in 
London, Hong Kong, and New York, Dope, Inc.  has 
offshore components throughout the Caribbean leading 
into Canada and Mexico . It is the determining command 
apparatus for the Israeli elements operating in Mexico . 
The Israeli aspect of  the arms and drug sales ties into a 
group within I srael identified by French journalist 
Jacques Derogy in his book The Israel Connection . The 
political forces represented by Dope, Inc. historically 
overlap in operational capabilities with both the Socialist 
International-run "left" and its "right-wing" counter
parts . They also form the financial and political shock 
troops of the forced population reduction planned by the 
World Bank and International Monetary Fund. 

The Canadian connection 
The Israeli elements in charge of the armaments 

operations are linked to a notorious gun and dope 
runner named David Marcus Katz. Although Katz had 
been identified two years ago as being responsible for 
Latin America gun-running using Mexico as a base of 
operations, Israeli sources have told EIR that Katz . .  js  
still operating in Mexico. Katz used the million-dollar 
arms and narcotics business to funnel money into the 
National Religious Party in Israel , a party now rife with 
corruption scandals. 

Katz is just one component of Dope, Inc . ' s  Latin 
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American capability . Central operational control over 
Latin American, and especially Caribbean , gun and 
drug activity is in Canada. The notorious Bronfmans
the bootleg whisky family of the 1 920s and drug finan
ciers of the 1 970s-and their interlocking financial 
empire based on Seagrams, the major family-owned 
company, provide the Canadian connection.  Through 
the Bronfman nexus, the Canadian component of Dope, 
Inc. has a war room for coordinating these operations 
which is historically tied to Sir William Stephenson 's 
British Special Operations Executive. 

In one of the Bronfman enterprises , Space Research, 
the arms merchant activity is readily identifiable. Space 
Research, a high-technology laboratory involved with 
weaponry, was set up in Highwater, Quebec under the 
auspices

· 
of the Canadian government . At the same 

time, Space Research developed a weapons-testing and 
transshipment point in the Caribbean on the islands of 
Grenada, Barbados, Antigua, and Dominica. Out of 
this center, major shipments of arms-including high
grade weapons-were made to I srael and South Africa 
illegally until 1 977 .  An expose in the Montreal Gazette 
forced the Space Research operatives to limit their 
activity, but the same apparatus is still in place under 
the new regimes in the Caribbean. 

In Mexico, the Bronfnan empire intersects with the 
Domecq/Bacardi liquor interests . The Mexican ambas
sador to Canada, Agustin Barrios Gomez, comes direct
ly from this circle . Also tied to these political networks 
are Foreign Minister Jorge Castaneda and his stepson, 
Andres Rozental; Castaneda's wife comes from a lead
ing Russian emigre-Zionist family with Canadian con
nections.  

Another link is the Bronfman lawyer and controller, 
former Anglo-Canadian Special Operations Executive 
agent Louis Mortimer Bloomfield. During World War 
I I ,  Bloomfield built the Division Five-Counterintelli
gence apparatus of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
and later ran the Permindex corporate entity which ran 
the assassination of President John F. Kennedy . Bloom
field's Mexican contacts are centered around the former 
president of Mexico and leading oligarch Miguel 
Aleman . 
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At the Israeli end of this network is billionaire Saul 
Eisenberg, whose corporate empire extends not only to 
all of Asia, but also into Latin America . Eisenberg runs 
a weapons-development nexus in Israel which is report
edly directly involved in arms merchandising into Latin 
America . He is presently the Israeli consular official in 
Panama City . 

Working with Eisenberg and the Canadian-based 
corporate interface is a group of Israeli generals led by 
Gen . Rehavam Ze'evi . Ze'evi , a .k .a .  "Gandhi," set up 
gun-running operations into Bolivia and Ecuador. 
Ze'evi was the Ecuadorian adviser in 1 977 when the 
apparatus of financing guns for drugs, especially co
caine, was arranged. 

Ze'evi has been identified by French journalist 
Jacques Derogy as a leading figure in the Israeli mafia 
which in the United States operates most significantly 

. in Miami and southern California .  The Central Ameri
can interface is through Costa Rica and Panama. Ze'evi 
is presently the special minister in charge of the police 
and the interior ministry , providing him with complete 
command over the illicit arms and drug operations 
internationally . He came under attack from the Israeli 
Police Inspector General Hertzel Shafir, before Shafir 
was forced to resign by the Interior Minister, National 
Religious Party chief Josef Burg .  

The key Israeli mafia figure Ze'evi works with i s  
Bezalel Mizrahi, one of the godfathers of organized 
crime in Israel . Mizrahi has been definitively linked to 
U.S .  organized crime figure Meyer Lansky. The Federal 
Bureau of Investigation reportedly has a complete dos
sier on the "Israeli Generals' Ring." 

United Fruit-United Brands 
The leading corporation that viewed Central Amer

ica as its private plantation has been United Fruit-now 
the United Brands Corporation-currently run by Saul 
Eisenberg's "Millionaire Club" compatriot Max Fisher. 
Fisher, along with Eisenberg and several other promi
nent financiers, in 1 968 formed a firm called the Israel 
Corporation, which handled the illicit funds from the 
drug and gun-running operations .  Fisher' s United 
Brand's fleet of ships run approximately 30 percent of 
the cocaine out of Latin and Central America . I t  was 
through United Fruit capabilities that the 1 954 Guate
mala coup d'etat was carried out. 

Most importantly, Max Fisher and his associates in 
Canada, I srael, and the United States provide a great 
deal of financing to the Socialist International .  Fisher 
has been a longtime patron of the Socialist International 
trade union, the United Autoworkers (UAW), and 
through the auspices of the UAW and its networks 
many revolutionary groups are being funded. The pay-
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ments are conduited through the Institute for Policy 
Studies , the left-wing Socialist International organiza
tion which has UAW President Doug Fraser on its 
board of trustees . 

The Cuban interface 
Over the last two years, IPS and its multifaceted 

offshoot institutions and networks, including the Trans
national Institute (TNI) in Amsterdam, have become 
part of the Cuban intelligence operations in the Carib
bean and Central America . Phillip Agee's August 1 978 
trip to the Cuban Communist Party youth festival 
consolidated the Cuban intelligence interface. The "lib
eration organizations" including the Antigua Libera
tion Front, New Jewel Movement in Grenada, Guade
loupe Liberation Army, Barbados People's Alliance, 
and Central American liberation organizations, are 
interlocked between IPS-TNI and the Cuban intelli
gence organization, DGI .  

This is how Socialist International gets its arms for 
the "revolutionary movements ."  It is also through IPS 
that Cuban intelligence monitors Central Intelligence 
Agency activity in that region .  Phillip Agee's Counter
spy anti-CIA activity has been instrumental in upgrad
ing the ability of Cuban intelligence in running covert 
action against the United States . Although most of the 
U .S .-based CIA actions actually play into the hands of 
the destabilization effort of the Central American-Car
ibbean region, Agee's activity provides crucial assist
ance in pinpointing Cuban intelligence targets. 

Cuban intelligence's new chief for the Department 
of the Americas, Jesus Montane, has announced a "call 
for armed struggle" in the Caribbean and Central 
American region.  Montane, recently appointed to the 
Cuban intelligence division concerned with the Ameri
cas operation,  is  considered by U .S .  intelligence sources 
to be running terrorist operations inside the United 
States as wel l .  Through I PS and related networks 
operating in the U .S .  and Puerto Rico, Cuban intelli
gence is  presently preparing for a terrorist upsurge. The 
latest bombing at a U .S .  air base in Puerto Rico is 
exemplary of the kind of action that is to be expected. 

IPS's Gar Alperovitz mirrored Montane's armed 
struggle call by stating in Stockholm last summer that, 
as a result of the Puerto Rican "liberation" struggle, 
New York City will be turned into another Paris during 
the Algerian civil war in the early 1 960s . 

At the end of January on the island of Grenada, the 
Socialist International, IPS,  and Cuban-backed libera
tion gro ups will gather to map the further destabiliza
tion of the entire Caribbean . If  the situation in El 
Salvador moves along the path of a bloody civil war, 
the Caribbean will shortly ignite in the same fashion .  
All the operations are now set  in place. 
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The Middle East: an arc of 
crisis or a zone of stability? 
by Robert Dreyfuss 

With the Carter administration era drawing to a merciful 
close on Jan. 20, Ronald Reagan will face a Middle East 
in which the two most troublesome and problematic 
regimes in the region are on the verge of collapse. 
Menachem Begin's Israel and the Iran of Ayatollah 
Ruhollah Khomeini are both living out the last days of 
their existence, with Begin confronting the prospect of 
early elections against a resurgent Labour Party and 
Khomeini likely to be knocked out of power by a military 
coup d'etat in the period ahead . 

Since 1 977,  Carter and Zbigniew Brzezinski have 
pursued a deliberate policy of fostering instability across 
what Brzezinski was fond of calling "the arc of crisis ." In 
May 1 977, with help from Washington, Begin came to 
power in Israel , hailing his long-time friend Brzezinski; 
then in 1 978, Carter and Brzezinski pulled the rug out 
from under the shah and helped the Muslim Brotherhood 
secret society and the Ayatollah Khomeini to come to 
power in Iran . By manipulating both Begin and Kho
meini , the Carter-Brzezinski regime maintained a per
manent state of tension in the area that enabled Washing
ton and London to undermine the Franco-German bloc 
in Western Europe. 

Now, with the departure of Carter, it is fitting that 
both Begin and Khomeini are approaching the end of the 
line. Their efficient removal will permit the Reagan 
administration to clear the decks in the Middle East for 
a policy which veteran observers of the area are calling 
an "arc of stability" approach . 

Last month, during a visit to India, Soviet President 
Leonid Brezhnev issued a proposal for the establishment 
of a neutral Persian Gulf, free of foreign military bases 
and rival navies, and the guarantee of a steady flow of oil 
to customers in the industrial West and key nations of 
the developing world . According to intelligence sources, 
Brezhnev's idea reflects the attitude of some in the lead
ership of the U .S .S .R .  who seek a gentlemen' s agreement 
with the new U.S .  administration on a stability policy for 
the region. Part of that, Iranian sources say, includes a 
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Soviet willingness to cooperate in the elimination of 
Khomeini's mullahs in Iran . 

The most well-publicized effort to dissuade the 
Reagan team from reversing President Carter's Middle 
East policy was Henry Kissinger-though it failed 
miserably. Having left the United States for the Middle 
East amid tremendous media hype-regarding which 
the role of CBS and its chairman William Paley, who 
sponsored and paid for the Kissinger mission, played 
no small part-Kissinger gathered around himself the 
appearance of an official Reagan envoy and fact-finder. 

But, during his voyage, Kissinger was publicly disa
vowed by both Reagan and his designated National 
Security Adviser Richard Allen and then bitterly at
tacked and sn ubbed by the Arab states . 

Jordan's King Hussein flatly refused to receive 
Kissinger in Amman and would not grant him a visa to 
enter the country . Saudi Arabia, though it did not 
cancel the visit, gave its press free reign to insult 
Kissinger and refused to allow him to make any public 
statements while in the country. Only Egypt, Israel, and 
lonely Oman welcomed him . 

Kissinger's policy recommendations, for a U .S .  mil
itary buildup in the region, including bases and a direct 
U .S .  troop presence, were echoed later by Secretary of 
State nominee Alexander Haig, however. Haig's advo
cacy of a sharp increase in U .S .  involvement in the 
Persian Gulf, in direct opposition to Brezhnev's initia
tive, provoked a strong reaction from Reagan loyalists 
and among many on the State Department transition 
group, according to Washington sources . 

Enter the British 
More subtle than Kissinger' s unsuccessful effort to 

steer Reagan onto a Middle East confrontation pattern 
was the deployment of several leading British officials 
into the area . No fewer than five separate major British 
delegations were in the Middle East in the first two 
weeks of January, including the British Foreign Secre-
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tary Lord Carrington, former prime minister Edward 
Heath , the British energy min ister, the British undersec
retary Douglas Hurd, and a mission of the Conservative 
Friends of Israel; together, they visited virtuaUy every 
Arab country and I srael . 

FoUowing Kissinger into Cairo by days , Carrington 
praised PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat and hinted that 
London might support an independent Palestinian state. 

The Carrington remarks, intended to capitalize on 
the impression that Kissinger's truculent pro-NATO 
line reflects Reagan administration policy , signaled a 
last-ditch British effort to salvage their position in the 
Middle East by increasing London's leverage in the 
Arab world.  

But observers report that what the British reaUy fear 
is that the departure of Begin and Khomeini, in combi
nation with renewed signs of a push into the Middle 
East by Paris and Bonn, may provide a crucial impetus 
for Reagan to join with them in taking up the Brezhnev 
offer. 

Israeli elections: new 
regional strategy? 
by Mark Burdman 

Will Israel 's  upcoming election season usher in new 
possibilities of peace and stability in the Middle East? Or 
wiU these elections, on the contrary , initiate the second 
phase of the geopol itical Egypt-Israel axis brought under 
the auspices of the Carter administration's Camp David 
treaty? 

These questions have become of first-order impor
tance during the past days . 

On the one hand, the government of Prime M inister 
Menachim Begin is on its last legs and is likely to cave in 
at any moment to the overwhelming consensus in I srael 
favoring elections in the May-June period at the latest .  

On the other hand, the advent of Reagan's admin
istration raises the potential that the United States can 
look at the Middle East from a relatively fresh perspec
tive, unencumbered by the messy legacy ofthe Carterites . 

The potential ly positive side of the ledger in I srael 
resides in the fact that the Israeli Labour Party , in the 
view of most reputable opinion polls and analysts, could 
win a majority of the seats in a fair election and thus 
could become the first party in I srael ' s  history to rule 
without resorting to Byzantine political deals that drain 
the capability for effective action.  

Given that Labour itself is a mass-based organization 
and will receive a substantial backing from the Histadrut 
national labor confederation, a solid showing in a fair 
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election could give the Labour Party' s  candidate for 
prime min ister, Shimon Peres, the political foundations 
to act boldly, commensurate with I srael 's interests as a 
nation-state, rather than be forced to comply with the 
pressures and the black propaganda from the Zbigniew 
Brzezinskis of the world and certain not-so-kosher Zi
onist organizations abroad. 

The potential of Peres's hooking up with Reagan in 
the United States has so disturbed the British families 
who ruled much of the Middle East for the past 1 50 years 
that they have activated tWO operations against the La
bour Party . 

One involves the City of London' s  top assets inside 
Israel-such as Moshe Dyan, Ezer Weizman, and Ariel 
Sharon-launching both new synthetic "centrist" parties 
and anti-Arab provocations on the West Bank . In com
bination, these actions are aimed at siphoning off La
bour's voter support base and manufacturing a political 
crisis to box in Peres . 

The second centers in Egypt. A certain faction in 
Egypt, personified by Minister of  State for Foreign 
Affairs Butros-Ghali ,  is trying to build a new NATO
extension geopolitical-military pact in the Middle East 
and extending into southern Africa . This Egyptian fac
tion,  all ied to Henry Kissinger and Alexander Haig, is  
trying to foreclose Peres' s  (and Reagan's) options by 
creating a geopolitical fait accompli as I srael ' s  election 
period gets under way . 

The constitutional crisis faction 
The anti-Labour sabotage actions of the Dayan

Weizman-Sharon London-a11ied cabal are right out in 
the open, and were telegraphed in a Jan . 1 1  Sunday 
Times of London feature on I srael, highlighting the 
efforts afoot to deny Labour a working majority . 

On one side of the coin, Weizman has been spear
heading efforts to form a new "centrist" party, with 
Dayan as its suggested head . This party has no natural 
base inside I srael and is a synthetic creation of the same 
sort as the 1 976- 1 977 Democratic Movement for Change 
in I srael , which siphoned off enough votes from Labour 
to help usher in Begin . 

At the time, the DMC was a special  project of the 
Tri lateral Commission elite that brought Carter into 
power. Weizman is also a product of the dope-traffick
ing and banking elites and strategic lunatics that ran 
Carter . 

Weizman was an avid Carter backer during the 
American election campaign . Now, his campaign or
chestrators in I srael claim that he will run a "neoconser
vative" campaign a la Reagan to capture the mood of 
the moment. 

Weizman's main buddy in the U . S .  is Leon Charney, 
a Carter administration confidant whom the I sraeli 
paper Yediot A haronot has labeled a "mobster lawyer ."  
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Another of Weizman's  scenarists is Hebrew Univer
sity Professor Shlomo Aronson, a pro-Dayan strategist 
and associate of the U . S .  RAND Corporation, who 
supports Israel ' s  adoption of a "nuclear option" for its 
mil itary strategy. The RAND Corporation was one 
agency responsible for Carter' s  adoption of the provoc
ative PO-59 "limited nuclear war" doctrine. RAND has 
long foreseen the Middle East as the likely flashpoint 
for this doctrine. 

Weizman's suggestion of Dayan as his party's stan
dard-bearer could create a potent wrecker action.  On 
Jan. I I , the London Observer claimed that Dayan is 
now the "crucial factor" in I srael ' s  elections, especially 
if he chooses to link up with Weizman and former 
Finance Minister Yigal H urvitz, Dayan 's  old Gomrade 
in the "Rafi" 1 960s split-off from Labour. 

On Jan.  1 2 , after resigning from the government, 
H urvitz said he would like to join a Dayan-led 
"centrist" party . According to France's Le Monde of 
Jan . 1 2 , Hurvitz "stressed that such a centrist initiative 
could prevent the Labour Party from obtaining an 
absol ute majority during the next vote ." 

One priority of Dayan and Hurvitz is to prevent any 
territorial concessions on the West Bank, as favored by 
the Labourites' official platform . On this issue, Dayan 
is secret ly collaborating with his old "special opera
tions" buddy, Gen . Ariel Sharon , Begin's  agriculture 
minister and the top backer in Israel of the Gush 
Em unim fundamental ist fanatics . 

Sharon is desperately trying to create a cri sis in 
I sraeli-Arab relations on the West Bank and in Israel 
proper, to undercut Peres' s policy options and, in the 
worst case, to keep Begin in power. 

Sharon has threatened to bring 200,000 people "out 
on the streets" at the first sign of any Labour willingness 
to negotiate on the West Bank .  In a Jan . 7 press 
conference, the Gush Em unim promised to create a 
coali tion of all I srael ' s  pro-annexationist groups "that 
could deny any other party or party coalition the 
majority needed to form a government . "  

N ATO and SATO 
At the same time, a new strategic geometry is being 

erected by the Kissingerians in Egypt, led by M inister 
of State for Foreign Affairs Butros-Ghali ,  a protege of 
ancient feudal families based in I taly. 

During early January , Butros-Ghali made a tour of 
Latin America, intersecting a criss-crossing pattern of 
Israeli arms sales on the continent. According to the 
Egyptian press, the purpose of his trip was to discuss 
creation of a new South Atlantic Treaty Organization 
(SATO), a NATO affil iate extending into Africa and 
with support from South Africa and leading Latin 
American regimes. 

Several top-level Egyptian strategists are also dis-
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cussing the possibil ities of an imminent invasion of 
Libya and other mi litary actions in Africa conforming 
to the exigencies of a new expanded mil itary pact of the 
sort long advocated by Haig and Kissinger . 

Opposition to this global extension of NATO is 
reported to be growing in Egyptian nationalist mi litary 
layers, centered around Vice-President H usni M ubarak.  
I f  this  faction's views prevail ,  Egypt and Israel may be 
able to relate to each other on the basis of mutually 
respected national interests , rather than the geopolitical 
straitj acket defined by Camp David.  

The options for Iran 
after Khomeini 
by Judith Wyer 

At a State Department meeting on u . s .  po licy toward 
I ran in early November, pro-Khomeini specialist Prof. 
Richard Cottam unhappily stated his conclusion that the 
only alternative to the crumbling regime of Ayatollah 
Khomeini is a "centrist mil itary coalition ." 

Sources present at  this  and other meetings conducted 
by the State Department's  Iran working group confirm 
that over the last six months, the Carter administration 
has been pondering the question of how to shore up the 
flagging Khomeini regime. But numerous Iran hands 
now concur with fundamentalist sympathizer Cottam 
that there is  no way to bolster the unpopular government 
of mul lahs that Carter created .  

A statement by President Ronald Reagan in last 
week's U. S. News and World Report indicates that he has 
no intention of following the Carter policy toward I ran . 
Reagan bl untly stated that he favors a "friendly" rela
tionship between I ran and the United States , but only if 
"sensible people" head the government. 

According to intel ligence sources, Paris has become 
the clearinghouse for a plan to oust the Khomeini regime 
by no later than March . The source indicates that Britain, 
I srael ,  I raq, Pakistan and Turkey are cooperating 
through Paris-based channels in plotting a counter-rev
ol ution which will probably see the exiled monarchy 
reinstated . 

Government collapsing 
Iranian sources report that over the past two weeks, 

demonstrations have occurred throughout I ran in sup
port of the monarchy. Last week , for the first time since 
he Was crowned shah, the 2 1 -year-old Reza Pahlavi 
made his  first public call for an uprising against Kho
meini . It  is reported that Reza recently visited Europe 
to more closely coordinate with exile I ranian opposition 
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groups on the overthrow of the mullahs. 
Fearing that Reagan and the French government 

will impose a secular government in Iran, the Carter 
administration is scrambling to arrange a hostage re
lease. The ruling Islamic Republican Party is frantically 
look ing for a way to release the hostages so as to create 
the appearance of a revolutionary victory for Iran . 

An insider with close ties to Iran, however, stated 
that "the IRP is riding a sinking ship; no matter what 
they do, they hurt themselves . . . .  If they give up the 
hostages , there are many in Iran who will say they 
capitulated to the U .S . ,  the 'Great Satan . '  If they don't, 
they are blamed for the economic hardships caused by 
the isolation of Iran thanks to the hostages . 

Carter also hopes that he can lock the incoming 
administration into a complex long-term set of legalistic 
negotiations over Iranian assets frozen in U . S .  banks 
and the wealth of the late shah, and force Reagan to 
accept the mullahs as a legitimate government. 

Numerous intell igence sources now concur that Car
ter, Vance, and Brzezinski ,  on behalf of their policy of 
promoting primitivism in the region, gave the green 
light for the taking of the hostages, whom the hated 
ayatollahs used to boost their factional strength in Iran. 

But Carter 's  gamble wil l '  fai l .  Some of the mullahs 
are reported to already be preparing their exodus from 
Iran . Ayatollah K halkhali ,  known as the "blood judge ,"  
has fled Iran, taking exile in France . 

Reagan and hostages 
The Iranian regime has not concealed its anxiety 

about the Reagan administration. Ahmed Azizi, the 
spokesman for Prime M inister Raj ai ,  attacked Reagan 
last week for his statement that he would not give 
Carter a blank check on the hostage agreement. The 
same day, Berzhad Nabavi, the head of the Parliamen
tary Committee on the Hostage Affair, declared: "It is 
not clear how the negotiations will be conducted with 
the next go\fernment. "  

The pro- Khomeini Christian Science Monitor, which 
has been a conduit for the Carter administration, re
ported on Jan . 1 4  that Carter would l ike to see his  chief 
negotiator on the hostages, Warren Christopher, stay 
on with special responsibilities for the talks under 
Reagan . 

Christopher would find himself quite comfortable 
working under Reagan' s  appointee for Secretary of 
State , Alexander Haig. As EIR has documented, it was 
Haig who played a key role in installing Khomeini 
through the deployment of General Huyser to Iran 
from NATO headquarters in early 1 978 .  Haig, l ike 
Zbigniew Brzezinski and Henry Kissinger, views Kho
meini' s  Iran as an excuse for the cold-war m ilitary 
buildup in the Middle East that he will try to sell to 
Reagan. 
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Libya declares 
war on France 
by Douglas De Groot 

Libyan dictator M uammar Qaddafi threatened on Jan. 
I I  to turn loose his infamous international terrorist 
networks against the French . This was Qaddafi' s  re
sponse to the recent French decision to put a stop to 
Qaddafi's  dreams of spreading his Khomeini-like ideol
ogy all over Africa. 

In a message delivered by Islamic fundamentalist 
demonstrators at the French embassy in Libya and 
broadcast on Libyan radio, Qaddafi, an avowed admirer 
of Nazi dictator Adolf H itler, threatened "an African 
armed struggle with the goal of destroying French' inter
ests in the world if France persists in its interventions on 
the African continent . "  A communique distributed by 
the demonstrators stated that "Al l  the  French attempts 
to get involved in the internal affairs of the African 
continent will be pushed out with unbelievable violence ." 

Qaddafi ' s  tantrum is a direct reaction to the decision 
taken by French president Valery Giscard d' Estaing to 
prevent Qaddafi' s  planned A nschluss of  Africa. 

The sudden reversal in French Africa policy came 
two days after Qaddafi announced on Jan . 6 the formal 
annexation of  neighboring Chad by Libya. On Jan. 8 ,  
Giscard met with h i s  top political and  military advisers 
to organize a strong French intervention into Africa to 
forestall Qaddafi from carrying out his scheme through
out central and western Africa . 

Although such meetings are usually kept secret, a 
public announcement was made afterward saying the 
meeting was held to study "means of increasing the 
security of those African states l inked to France by 
defense agreements . "  On the same day French Foreign 
Minister Jean Fran�ois-Poncet left on a trip to Africa. In 
the Ivory Coast, Fran�is-Poncet said, "The development 
and security of Africa are the two preoccupations of 
France" and pledged to help any country requesting aid 
to counter Qaddafi's destabilizations .  Fran�ois-Poncet 
als«il met with 25 French ambassadors to Africa to map 
out the French policy shift .  A visit to Senegal by French 
M inister of State for Foreign Affairs Olivier Stirn , an
nounced for later this month, is part of the French 
mobilization.  The French have also begun bolstering 
their troop deployments in Africa . 
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The sudden French reversal contrasts sharply with 
France's previous passive reaction to the massive Li
byan airl ift of arms and troops into Chad which began 
in mid-October . The estimated 4,500 troops of Qadda
fi's  mercenary "Islamic Legion ," plus Soviet-supplied 
Libyan tanks, artillery, and aircraft resulted in the 
Libyan takeover of civil war-wracked Chad on Dec. 1 5 .  

During this period, the French foreign ministry only 
issued a mildly-worded statement of concern in the 
week before the takeover of Chad's  capital city, Ndja
mena . The statement did not mention Libya by name. 

However, the Libyan announcement of its annexa
tion of Chad, came only a few hours after the news was 
leaked in France that the French government-controlled 
oil company Elf-Acquitaine, had j ust been granted five 
oil-exploration contracts in Libya . This was interpreted 
as a payoff for French passivity .  

In fact, during the late-November Libyan buildup in 
Chad, Alban Chalandon, president of Elf, was in Libya 
finalizing the deals .  But when the deals were leaked, 
Industry Minister Andre Giraud issued a communique 
saying: "The French government was not consulted on 
the opportunity of concluding an oil agreement between 
Elf and the Libyan government and thus has not given 
its approval . "  Industry Minister Giraud, an advocate of 
dirigist economic policy, has tangled with Chalandon 
before, including last July when Chalandon lost his 
position as president of the ELF holding company. 

A change in Soviet policy away from supporting 
Qaddafi may have provided Giscard the opening to 
again push an activist Africa policy of Arab petrodollars 
and European technology-Giscard's  trialogue concep
tion.  

The Soviets, under the influence of the KGB "desta
bilization faction," had been backing Qaddafi's  policy 
of destroying Africa, seeing this as a way of weakening 
the West. This same KGB faction has been blackmailing 

Qaddafi on Adolf Hitler 

In a radio broadcast from Tripoli , Libya on Jan.  9,  
Libyan strongman Muammar Qaddafi said,  ac
cording to the Jan. 1 1 - 1 2  i ssue of Le Monde, that 
"those who, in studying history, have qualified 
Hitler as 'a crazy dictator who wanted to colonize 
the world' said this because Hitler was beaten . If he 
had won, Nazism would not have been considered 
as a bad thing. 

"It is the all ies who made a bad thing of Nazism 
and have presented it that way ."  
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Giscard , threatening to order the French Communist 
Party to back the Socialist Party presidential candidate, 
which would jeopardize Giscard's  re-election .  

Fran�ois-Poncet's statement in the Ivory Coast,  
before going on the first official French visit  to Angola 
Jan. 1 1 , that France intends to develop economic rela
tions with countries linked to Moscow lends further 
credence to the view that the launching of the French 
anti-Qaddafi campaign may coincide with the Brezhnev 
pro-"trialogue" faction's gaining the initiative over the 
KGB "destabilization group." 

Qaddafi has made no secret of his intentions.  He 
refers to Chad as part of Libya' s "vital living space."  
He intends to use  Chad as the springboard in sub
Saharan Africa to destabilize the rest of central and 
western Africa . In mid-October he called on the nomad
ic Tuaregs to revolt : "I  declare the frontiers of Libya 
open to the sons of the Tuaregs in Mali  and Niger. I 
call on them to revolt, raise their heads and take up 
arms ."  More than a half dozen African countries have 
already either broken relations with Libya or kicked out 
Libyan diplomats. Nigerian officials have charged Li
bya with involvement in late-December cult riots in 
Kano , Nigeria, which resulted in the deaths of thou
sands. As a result of the threat represented by Libya, 
Nigeria has substantially increased its defense budget . 

Fran�ois-Poncet has bluntly stated that France will 
not recognize the Libyan annexation since it was not 
approved by the population . In addition, members of 
the Organization of African Unity-appointed provision
al government in Chad (which Qaddafi claims is allied 
with Libya) have now opposed the annexation.  Chadian 
Vice-President Kamougue called the claim "an impos
sible marriage," and Education Minister Abba Siddick 
said Jan. 9 "that the grand majority of Chadian people 
will reject the satellization of their country by Libya and 
that Libyan troops will  come up against a popular 
armed resistance. All the neighboring countries of Chad 
are now in danger of being destabilized . The most 
threatened in the short term, in my opinion, is Sudan ." 
A French mili tary delegation arrived in Sudan Jan. I I . 

On Jan.  1 2  OAU chairman, Sierre Leone President 
Siaka Stevens,  opened an emergency meeting of 1 2  
African leaders to organize an emergency OAU summit 
to deal with the Libyan annexation of Chad, which 
Sudan President Numeiry had already offered to host. 
On Jan. 14 the Libyan representatives stalked out of the 
discussions, which indicates that they had not been 
successful in preventing the upcoming summit from 
undoing Libya's annexation of its neighbor. 

In the article titled " Nigeria: the plan for disintegration" in th e 
Jan. 1 3  EIR, the party h eaded by O bafemi A wolowo was incor
rectly identified as th e Nigeria People's Party. It should have 
rea d Unity Party of Nigeria. 
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DatelineMexico by Josefina Menendez 

Red bishop, black bishop 

Two bishops, Lefebvre and Mendez A rceo, share the same 
file on the chessboard: terrorism. 

A motley crew descended on 
Mexico in the week after Reagan 
and L6pez Porti llo , meeting at the 
border, began to set things right for 
a change in U .S . -Mexico relations. 

There was David Rockefeller ,  
saying al l  the old things which had 
poisoned relations in the past; a 
"human rights" delegation spread
ing lies in an attempt to make Mexi
co sound as repressive as the shah' s 
Iran; and Ted Heath showed up 
with some Brandt Commission 
baggage in tow. 

But the uninvited guest who has 
caused the greatest furor was Mar
cel Lefebvre, the sch ismatic French 
archbishhop . 

Lefebvre sneaked into the coun
try Jan. 7. He immediately proceed
ed to a small town, Tlaxiaco, in a 
remote Indian area of the southern 
state of Oaxaca, where the local 
priest had been excommunicated 
for following Lefebvre' s  teachings .  

In total defiance of Article 3 3  of 
the Constitution, which forbids for
eign priests the right to say mass, he 
promptly pronounced mass for sev
eral thousand Indians and was 
making preparations to baptize in
fants and perform marriages . 

Then a wave of national indig
nation caught up with him, and the 
Interior Minister, Enrique Olivares 
Santana, warned him that he would 
be expelled if he did not comply 
with the Constitution.  

Lefebvre, at  least temporarily, 
backed off from further masses .  He 
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had achieved his  primary goal of 
polarizing the country . 

But rushing to the defense of the 
most "right-wing" of Church fig
ures was none other than Sergio 
Mendez Arceo, the famed " Red 
Bishop" of Cuernavaca . Mendez 
Arceo argued that any effort to ex
pel Lefebvre would be an "arbitrary 
and exaggerated" act . " I f  it weren't 
for the fact that he is an avowed 
dissident against the Pope," M en
dez Arceo explained, " Lefebvre 
would be just another traditionalist 
among the many who currently ex
ist within the Church ."  

More than an  " I ' ll scratch your 
back and you scratch mine" atti
tude was involved for these sup
posed opposing factions,  both of 
whom want to see a direct political 
role for the Church in defiance of 
the Mexican Consti tution. 

The two bishops are master 
players at the game run at a higher 
level than "left" or "right" : terror
ism . Lefebvre is the direct creation 
of the blackest of Italy' s "black no
bility ,"  the Pallavicini family of 
Rome and Genoa.  I t  is this black 
nobility which has been document
ed in recent studies of the Moro 
kidnapping and related incidents as 
the real control lers and bankrollers 
of international terrorism . 

For his part, M endez Arceo is 
the unabashed defender and "mid
dleman" for almost every incident 
of terrorism which has taken place 
in Mexico over the past decade. 

And he is now sponsoring a top
level planning session for the next 
round of terrorism, to be held in 
Cuernavaca the second week of 
February . The cover of the meeting 
is a " Bertrand Russell Tribunal" on 
"human rights violations" in El 
Salvador. The chief organizing in
stitution on the European side is 
I taly's Lelio Basso Foundation, 
whose founder was at the center of 
the same Sicily-Libya terrorist net
work behind the Bi l lygate scandal . 

M endez Arceo and company 
have attempted to keep the meeting 
under wraps until all details are in 
place; Mexican security authorities 
are orily now picking up the trail . 

M endez Arceo j ust 20 years ago 
was the M arcel Lefebvre of M exico , 
leading crusades against "commu
nist textbooks" being distributed 
by the government and attempting 
to revive the fundamentalist "Cris
tero movement" which fielded a 
bloody uprising against the Mexi
can state in the 1 920s . 

Some of the most notable sup
port for his current Cuernavaca ac
tivities comes from the circles of the 
resident priestess of expatriate Ital
ian black nobility, Princess Beatrice 
of Savoy . 

And in the middle of Lefebvre's  
Oaxaca stay , a M endez Arceo pro
tege named Francisco De la Cruz 
invited Lefebvre to visit De la 
Cruz's  leftist squatters' settlement 
in Mexico City, known as the 
"Campamento Dos de Octubre ." 

De la Cruz, according to rel i
able security-related sources in 
Mexico, has trained up to 40 Mexi
can and Latin American guerrillas 
at the campamento. 

Why the invitation? One of De 
la Cruz' s political bases is the same 
Oaxaca town run by Lefebvre's ex
comm unicated disciple. 
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International Intelligence 

Soviets comment on 
Muslim Brotherhood 

Alexander Bovin,  the Soviet newspaper 
commentator who has criticized the de
cline of Iran under Ayatollah Khomeini, 
has linked Khomeini's policies to the 
clandestine Muslim Brotherhood oper
ating throughout the Middle East . Al
though Soviet writers have noted the 
Brotherhood's activities in Afghanistan 
and Syria, Izvestia's Bovin broke new 
ground by referring to a coordinated 
Brotherhood offensive in Iran and Tur
key as well. 

In a joint interview given by Bovin 
and Central Committee official V.  Ko
bysh to the weekly Literaturnaya Gazeta, 
Kobysh commented on the new U.S .  ad
ministration that Reagan and his advis
ers appear to "see the normalization of 
Soviet-American relations as a top prior
ity. . . .  If Soviet-American relations 
were of a different character, it would be 
easier to feel out a mutually acceptable 
solution" to the Persian Gulf situation. 

Mission to Mexico: 
Rockefeller and Butcher 

David Rockefeller brought his "retire
ment" roadshow into Mexico last week . 
He held court for three days, seeming to 
do everything possible to undermine 
frie'ftdly ties between Ronald Reagan and 
President L6pez Portillo . 

Rockefeller particularly underscored 
his "regret" that Mexico had opted not 
to join either GATT or a U :S .-Mexico
Canada common market. Reagan had 
deliberately avoided both sore points in 
his border meeting with L6pez Portillo 
Jan. 5 ,  and had stressed the need to forget 
past difficulties in relations. 

Rockefeller introduced his successor 
as president of Chase Manhattan Bank, 
Willard Butcher, to Mexico's banking 
elite as well as several government offi
cials. He made a similar trip to Argentina 
and Brazil six weeks ago . 
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At a luncheon in his honor hosted by 
Manuel Espinoza Iglesias of Bancomer, 
Rockefeller claimed that the U .S .  is 
� 'moving out of its recession" because of 
government collaboration with private 
banks. In a press conference, he and 
Butcher insisted that Volcker's high in
terest-rate policies were appropriate and 
that Volcker must remain as Federal Re
serve chief. The high U .S .  rates forced 
M exico to raise i ts rates even higher to 
retain deposits . 

Espinoza Iglesias termed Rockefeller 
"an edifying example. The correctness of 
his thinking on the problems of our econ
omies is a clear light that he has gener
ously been sharing, in the 'midst of a 
problematic world." 

Spate of terror 
bombings hits China 

Press reports from various localities in 
China describe an outbreak of sabotage, 
bombing, drug dealing, "counterrevolu
tionary" leaflets, and other organized 
opposition to the regime. These inci
dents , considered serious enough to be 
condemned in the press, occurred as cur
rent strongman Deng Xiaoping tried to 
assure worried Japanese visitors that 
China is not going through a power 
struggle, and indeed is more stable than 
it has been since the early 1 960s . 

Shanghai's L iberation Daily reports : 
" Recently in Shanghai and other places 
. . .  there are people who wish to plunge 
the nation into chaos and are using the 
methods of the Cultural Revolution to 
engage in incitement and trouble-mak
ing . People are manufacturing bombs, 
have distributed counterrevolutionary 
leaflets opposing the leadership, and 
have formed illegal organizations. Crim
inals are disrupting the economy, engag
ing in bribery, selling state secrets, mur
der, arson, robbery, large-scale gam
bling, rape and gang rape, kidnapping 
and drugs ." A report from the Liaoning 
Daily in M anchuria reports elements 
who are "inciting sabotage and planting 
bombs." 

London Times correspondent David 
Bonovia reports speculation that behind 
the terror bombings may be military cir
cles dissatisfied with Deng's power grab , 
and that soldiers may be among the 
bombers. 

CABA outlines a 
U.S.-Mexico setup 

The Committee Against Brilab and Abs
cam (CABA), a group formed to oppose 
the Justice Department's antilabor en
trapment witchhunt, has warned of the 
appearance of a new FBI scam, "Mex
scam," according to the January issue of 
Th e A merican L abor Beacon newsletter. 

In the new Mexscam operations, 
CABA reports , FBI agents pose as front 
men for wealthy Mexican families and 
impersonate relatives of prominent Mex
ican politicans to gain the confidence of 
their targets . 

A s  with the Abscam cases, the Mex
scam operatives will create paranoia 
about engaging in legitimate business 
relationships with Mexico , the CABA 
statement charges. 

CABA announced that its contacts in 
M exico are competent to check the bona 
fides of any alleged Mexican investor. 
CABA invites anyone with questions 
about potential business deals to write to 
the commitee at: P.O. Box 1 08 1 ,  Trolley 
Station ,  Detroit, Michigan, 4823 1 .  

India launches a 
diplomatic initiative 

The February meeting of the nonaligned 
nations in New Delhi will be shaped by 
Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's  
current dispatch of high-level emissaries 
to each attending nation to lobby for 
proposed talks between Afghanistan and 
Pakistan.  While nonaligned members 
like Singapore intend to use the confer
ence to stiffen anti-Soviet diplomacy, 
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Mrs. Gandhi's effort to defuse the Af
ghan hotspot reflects the proposal of 
Leonid Brezhnev, made during his recent 
visit to India, for negotiations to estab
lish a neutralized zone in the Persian Gulf 
area. 

Pakistan has reversed its former op
position to talks on Afghanistan; China 
remains the major power opposing ne
gotiations. The Pakistani reversal is be
lieved to reflect pressure from Saudi Ara
bia, which subsidizes the government of 
Ziaul Haq. 

India clearly wants the nonaligned 
movement to make economic growth, 
not "Third World radicalism ," its guid
ing principle . The Indian draft declara
tion for the conference specifies "a new, 
rational, equitable, universal monetary 
system which should be consistent with 
liquidity and development needs of the 
developing countries." 

People 's Republic 
challenges EIR 

A Jan . 14  seminar on U.S . -China rela
tions in Washington, D.C. ,  sponsored by 
the Executive Intelligence Review. pro
duced animated debates . Seminar partic
ipants were Dr. Richard Walker, director 
of the Institute of International Studies 
at the University of South Carolina and 
a member of the Asia policy advisory 
group to Ronald Reagan during his pres
idential campaign; Stefan Koczak, pres
ident of the Committee for a Free China 
and a retired 20-year veteran of the U .S .  
Foreign Service; EIR Editor-in-Chief 
Criton Zoakos; and EIR Asia Editor 
Daniel Sneider. 

The discussion period featured a for
mal prepared response to the EIR's  re
cent analyses of China, delivered by Chen 
Hui, executive director for the People's 
Republic at the World Bank . Chen char
acterized EIR's "analytical approach and 
methodology" as "questionable," be
cause it ignores "the Chinese masses and 
their aspirations ."  He then called for the 
Reagan administration to join China in 
a front against the Soviet Union. 
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If  China will undergo instability or 
even chaos as some people-referring to 
EIR-predict, Chen said, wouldn't that 
allow the Russians to withdraw their 
forces along the Sino-Soviet border and 
redeploy them either in the direction of 
the Persian Gulf or directly in Europe? 

In attendance at the seminar were 
representatives of Bendix, Coca-Cola, 
Honeywell ,  IBM,  Control Data, GE, 
GT& E, Mitsui, Fuji  Bank, Dow Chemi
cal, Armco Steel, and other corporations; 
delegates from Singapore, Zaire, Indo
nesia, India, Pakistan, Venezuela, Italy, 
the U .S .S .R . ,  Hungary, Taiwan, and 
South Korea; and officials of the IMF,  
World Bank, U .S .  State Department, 
Defense Department, Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, Commerce, Treasury, and Export
Import Bank, as well as congressional 
staff members. 

Willy Brandt wants 
'social convulsions ' 

U.S .  think-tankers and European social 
democrats say they consider 198 1 a year 
with greater potential than 1 967-68 for 
the destabilization of Western Europe, 
especially West Germany. The Chairman 
of the Socialist International, Willy 
Brandt, is described as "looking toward 
a social convulsion in Europe around 
which to reorganize and re-invigorate 
the Social Democracy for the period 

. ahead." Brandt, who also chairs the West 
German Social Democratic Party and 
leads its left wing, is loyal only to the 
Socialist International, not to SPD 
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, sources 
confirm. Schmidt' s 1 978-80 economic 
development initiatives in tandem with 
French President Giscard have already 
been set back.  

The upcoming retirement of SPD 
parliamentary whip Herbert Wehner is 
expected in these circles to signal an out
right split in the SPD and paralyze the 
government. Wehner has patched over 
differences between the party's environ
mentalist left and the advocates of 
growth and stability, who have thus suc
cumbed to sterile compromises. 

Briefly 

• MCGILL University's Trans
cultural Psychiatric Department 
has come under suspicion for its 
role in recent cult outbreaks in 
Kano State in northern Nigeria.  
Also under suspicion is the Cuban 
Communist Party's Central Com
mittee. 

• THE HAMBURG executive 
board of the Social Democratic 
Party voted 10 to 2 in favor of 
completing the Brockdorf nuclear 
plant. The Jan.  1 1  vote overruled 
SPD M ayor Hans-Ulrich Klose, 
who has vowed to continue to try 
to shut down nuclear energy pro
duction. 

• THE TRILATERAL Commis
sion's  Task Force on the Middle 
East met in Washington Jan . 1 4- 1 5  
i n  a private session at the Cosmos 
Club. Participants included Italy's 
Arrigo Levi; Japan's Ambassador 
Kideharra; and the U .S . ' s  Joseph 
Sisco , a former State Department 
underling of Henry Kissinger' s .  
Subjects discussed include "the re
lationship of the West to the Islam
ic movement" and "the restoration 
of a full geopolitical relationship 
with Iran once the hostages are 
out . "  

• POLAND'S government has 
commissioned a panel of economic 
experts who released a draft eco
nomic reform that reportedly 
would make the zloty convertible 
as a step toward integrating Po
land into the Western monetary 
system . The move is favored by the 
International M onetary Fund. 

• RICHARD FALK will partici
pate in a People's Tribunal,  mod
eled after Bertrand Russel l 's ,  to be 
held in Mexico City on the El Sal
vador situation, unless he is de
terred by officials who recall his 
involvement in similar events fa
voring Khomeini in Iran before 
the shah's fall ,  and in opposition 
to the Marcos government in the 
Philippines. 
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Who's who in the 
new U.S. cabinet 
by Graham Lowry 

The domestic affairs side of the new Reagan cabinet 
looks favorable toward a gearup of U .S .  industry and 
agriculture. The new chiefs at Energy, Interior, Agricul
ture and Labor are capable, progrowth individuals. The 
foreign-policy side of the cabinet-namely, Alexander 
Haig at State-looks unfavorable. 

It is widely argued that a " 1 00 Days" approach to 
mobilizing U .S .  economic recovery would give the ad
ministration a decisive element of active support from 
the constituencies who rallied to dump Jimmy Carter . A 
second argument for the " 1 00 Days" is less public: it 
would spin off into an expansive trade and international 
energy policy, and confine the Henry Kissinger influence 
at Foggy Bottom . 

The past week's  round of Senate confirmation hear
ings generated evidence that Mr. Reagan's  choices for 
the Departments of Labor, Energy and Interior are 
committed to capital-intensive expansion; the hearings 
also gave indications that a growth package would meet 
with strong bipartisan support in Congress . 

At the same time, however, foreign-policy voices 
unmistakably lean toward the crisis--management mis
adventures that dominated the Carter administration.  
The new secretary of state is  justly regarded in sober 
European circles as an antagonist rather than an ally, 
and an open advocate of  U .S .  and NATO provocations 
in such strategic hot spots as the Middle East .  

Comparable views are on record from National Se
curity Adviser Richard Allen, United Nations Ambas-
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sador Jeane Kirkpatrick , and-on the subject of in
creased American mil itary presence in the Middle East
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger . If decision mak
ing were left to this echelon, the administration's inter
national  moves would be a disaster . However, Reagan' s  
highly successful  Jan .  5 meeting with Mexican President 
Jose Lopez Portil lo laid the basis for a dramatic reversal 
of the hostile relations between the two countries and 
showed what the White House can do . The big question 
remains the Treasury, with its powerful interface between 
domestic and foreign policy. 

At con firm ation hearings ,  Agriculture Secretary 
John Block emphasized increased exports and improved 
farm mechanization ,  adding that "history has shown 
that as we help countries develop and industrialize, they 
become more affluent and better customers ." Interior 
Secretary James Watt urged the necessity to develop 
federal lands and water resources . Reagan' s  labor nomi
nee ,  James Donovan , cited obsolete capital goods as the 
main obstacle to U .S .  productivity. And former South 
Carolina governor James Edwards, named to head the 
Department of Energy, supported the development of 
nuclear fusion power and the breeder reactor. Governor 
Edwards told the senators: "Americans are problem
solvers . We should not try to regulate genius.  We should 
turn it loose on the next frontier, whether it be the 
vastness of space, the core of the atom, the surface of the 
moon, or the complexity of meeting the energy needs of 
a growing, thriving, and prosperous nation." 
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DeparlInent of Energy 
A highlight of the confirmation  hear
ings on Energy Secretary-designate 
Gov. James Edwards this past week was 
an agreement stated by the Senate En

. ergy Committee' s chairman,  Republ i 
.• • • .. can James McClure of  Idaho :  "Gover-

nor Edwards, you h ave the primary role 
for the admin istration of a l l  domestic and international 
energy pol icy . . .  leading negotiations  with the In terna
tional Energy Agency [ l EA] and energy aspects of eco
nomic summits . "  

Observers con sidered this a signal of GOP conserva
tives' resolve to reduce the powers of  the new Secretary 
of State, A lexan der H aig . H aig is a strong proponent o f  
the Kissi nger po licy of subordinating U . S .  energy con
siderations to the dictates of the l EA ,  which has attempt
ed to place the oi l  reserves of  20 Western industrial 
nations under supranational control s .  As energy secre
tary, Edwards is  not expected to give U . S .  backing to 
the l EA "resource contro l" schemes. I n stead,  as his 
testimony reveals ,  he is  expected to push for the most 
rapid buildup possible of U . S .  energy potentials ,  both 
nuclear energy and fossi l  fuel development .  

"Given where we are today . . .  I think most Ameri
cans agree that we m ust now emphasize capturing the 
en ormous energy production potential of  our own re
so urces .  It is production of energy fuels ,  not their regu
lation, that wi l l  break the chains of our energy bondage. 
Isn't it time for a clear signal to American p roducers and 
to the worl d that the sleeping giant has awakened and 
that America is  on the move again?" 

Edwards, the former governor of So uth Carolina, has 
carried h i s  strong advocacy of energy development to his  
own state, where he spearheaded the development o f  an 
impressive nuclear energy capabi l i ty including the devel
opment of the famous Barnwel l nuclear fuel reprocessing 
plant-the only one in the country.  (The Barnwell p lant 
was mothbal led by President Carter in  1 977  as part  of  his  
nuclear nonproliferation policy, b ut is  expected to be re
opened under Edwards' s stewardship at the energy de
partment . )  

With ful ly 50 percent of South Carol ina 's  energy 
needs now being fi l led by nuclear-generated electricity, 
the state can fo r the first time ever begin to seriously 
attract industry and busi ness to its borders-a situation 
that was precluded by prohibitively high cost of  energy 
before Edwards took over in 1 974 .  

At the Senate confirmation hearings, the former oral  
surgeo n made no bones about his support for nuclear 
development and his  opposition to the no-growth pol i 
c ies of the en vironmentalist and strict conservationist .  
He testified : " It is within o ur power to un shackle this  
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country, to marshal  its gen ius  for innovation and prob
lem-solving, to regain our  economic vitality and to revi
talize America's strength .  Tom orrow' s  energy menu is  
whatever our ingenuity can make it .  Fusion,  the nuclear 
breeder, and wide-scale use of renewables-each has its 
promise and chal lenges . 

" That is the promise of President Reagan . It is a task 
i n  which I would be humbled and honored to join . . . .  " 

On conservation : " I  rej ect the concept of conserva
tion that focuses on  no-growth policies .  What we need is 
a conservati on approach driven by the market p lace that 
improves the efficiency o f  use while a llowing responsible 
growth i n  our  economy.  The human body uses the least 
amount o f  energy when it i s  asleep , or, in  the extreme 
when i t  i s  dead .  I want Americans to chose their l ife
styles-not have it d ictated to them . I want to see Amer
ica awake, strong, al ive .  I want to see America employed, 
producing and consuming,-growing .  I reject any idea 
of energy conservation that stems from fear of the future.  
I am better off than my forefathers, and I expect Ameri
can chil dren to h ave a better l i fe than we do . I want to 
give them the tools  to do i t  with,  including concepts that 
are only gleams in  t he eye inside a research laboratory 
today. I want to bui ld for the fut ure, not b un ker down in 
a fox hole of  the present . "  

On synfuels : Throughout h is  testimony,  t h e  new en
ergy secretary i ndicated that he would not be m arried to 
the energy pol icies of the Carter administration .  " Each 
program in the department wi l l  be comprehensively re
viewed as to its effectiveness and extent ,  if any,  to which 
the program should be continued ," Edwards stated, 
adding significantly, that he is reserving judgment on  the 
synfuels bill which has already earmarked $20 bi l l ion to 
energy projects over the next three years without as yet 
speci fying wh at technologies will be uti lized . 

DeparlInent of Labor 
Raymond J .  Donovan,  the new secre
tary of  labor ,  is  respected by both b usi
ness and labor as a capable and fai r  
man .  A one-ti me Democrat and New 
Jersey construction  executive, he 
emerged as one of  the top GOP fund
raisers i n  the country-pul l ing in over 

a mi l lion dol lars for the Reagan-Bush campaign, and 
doing i t  i n  a state that had been written off by more 
seasoned Reagan strategists early i n  the race . 

Donovan rose from a $48-a-week laborer to executive 
vice-president of  the Schiavone Construction  Company, 
and knows how to talk to unionists . He grew up i n  the 
o ld  industrial town of Bayonne, N . J . ,  considered becom
ing a priest, and was graduated from Notre Dame Semi
nary in New Orleans with a degree in  phi losophy . 
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A conservative on the issues, Donovan has been 
something of an "independent . "  He campaigned for 
former Senator James B uck ley of New York and has 
strongly supported the National Conservative Polit ical  
Action Committee, an amalgam of Buckleyites and pro
growth conservatives . 

Donovan joined the Reagan effort in  June 1 979, 
became cochairman of the New Jersey campaign effort, 
and chaired the state effort in  the general electio n .  

Donovan is wel l known among unions a n d  b ui lders 
in the Northeast, where his firm , the 2 77th largest con
truction company in the nation ,  carries a lot of clout in 
highway bui lding and other public works jobs .  His pri
mary responsibi l i ty at Schiavone was dealing with 
unions,  such as Local 825  o f  the International  Union of  
Operating Engineers . The president of  the  company is  
the N ew Jersey head of the Associated General Contrac
tors , the union-shop contractors' association . 

"The people in that local and in  al l o f  our locals  in  
New Jersey and New York called me and told me that 
they think he is  a man of his word, a good square
shooting businessman , "  Operating Engineers President 
J .  C. Turner told the press . Teamster President Frank 
Fitzsimmons gave Donovan a warm endorsement .  Rob
ert Georgine, president of the A F L-CIO's  Bui lding and 
Co nstruction Trades Department said that he was en
couraged by reports that Donovan " i s  a very fair ,  honest, 
s incere, strong individual with a great deal of  integrity . "  

A t  h i s  Senate confirmation hearings, Donovan indi
cated that he hopes to carry out the President's mandate 
to get the eco nomy moving agai n .  During the quest ion 
period,  Donovan specifically indicated that economic 
recovery sho uld  not be at the expense of  organized labor 
or American l ivi ng standards; he insisted that on ly recap
ital ization of  U . S .  industry and a rapid upgrading o f  
sk i l led labor c a n  combat inflat ion . " O u r  people work 
hard, they want to improve their fami ly  s ituation ,  the 
future their chi ldren have . . . .  But we are asking them to 
work with machines and equipment that are 20 to 30 
years old ,  and this i s  our problem . . . .  " 

The National Right to Work Association and the 
anti-union Association of  Bui ld ing Contractors both 
testified in favor of Donovan's appointment, expressing 
the hope that he would support their pol icies . 

Labor  Comm ittee member Edward Kennedy has 
launched a protracted senatorial rehash of  " labor rack
eteering" charges stemming from a 1 978  Justice Depart
ment probe of a llegedly i l legal payments by Donovan's  
firm to New Jersey Teamsters and polit icians .  Whi le the 
1 978 charges came to nought and appear gro undless, 
Kennedy has orchestrated a noisy press campaign charg
ing Donovan with the taint of "labor racketeering ,"  
through the work of Kennedy staff assistant Wal ter 
Sheridan , an experienced Justice Department operator 
who ran the original anti-J immy H o ffa campaign of  the 
Senate's McClel lan hearings and also assisted Bobby 
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Kennedy' s harassment camp aign against the Teamsters 
Union . 

On key labor issues the labor secretary designate 
made the fo l lowing comments :  

O n  Davis Bacon , which legi slates prevai l ing wages on 
al l  federally funded proj ects-an issue of v ita l  concern to 
organ ized labor :  Donovan said that  he would continue 
to support the Davis Bacon Act but would consider 
action to tighten admin istrat ion of i t .  

On a lower minimum wage for teenagers: " I  do have 
an open mind ,"  he sa id ,  adding, " I f it co uld be proved to 
my sati sfaction that a yo uth differential  would m ake a 
dent in the prob lem without affecting existing wage 
earners, I wo uld be wi l l ing to try i t . "  

O n  right t o  work laws : M r .  D onovan said he was 
o pposed to repeal ing the section of the Taft- Hartley Law 
that perm its s tates to outlaw the unions or closed shops.  
But he a lso said he probably would not support any 
national right to work legislatio n .  

O n  unemployment compensation payments' expiration : 

Donovan did not respond specifical ly to proposed legis
lation to exten d them , but prom ised to give the matter 
h igh priority,  recal l ing when "unemployment benefits 
kept soup on my father ' s  table ."  

Donovan a l so  outl ined p lans  to upgrade the  training 
component of  federal job programs and to end the 
"adversarial atmosphere" of occupational  health and 
safety regulations .  

As of  Jan .  1 6 , Donovan's  confirmation was  delayed 
by the a l legations  from a Civi letti J ustice Department 
"protected witness . "  

Ralph M .  Picardo ,  a murderer sentenced i n  New 
Jersey to a prison term of 1 7  to 23 years, but later p laced 
under federal custody, charged that D on ovan had made 
payoffs to h im for labor peace with the In ternational 
Brotherhood of Team sters at h is  building firm , accord
ing to the New York Times. 

Although Picardo was first brought under federal 
protection in 1 97 5 ,  his m o st active i nformant s tatu s  has 
been under the Civi letti J ustice Department's pre-Pen
dorf warfare against the Teamsters in  1 978 . 

Department of Interior 
James C .  Watt, Ronald Reagan's  sec
retary of the interior, has caused contin
ual consternation among environmen
tal i sts . I n  his  con firm ation testimony 
before the Senate Energy and Natural 
Resources Committee, Watt renewed 
his attacks on  unnecessary environmen-

tal restrictions on  publ ic lands, call ing for a "reasoned" 
approach to the use of federal land for development of 
untapped energy and water resources , while al lowing 
scope for aesthetic and recreational needs . 
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As interior secretary, Watt has responsibi l i ty for 
overall management of the 700 mi l l ion acres of federally 
owned lands, management of hydroelectric projects, l ive
stock pasturing,  and resource exploitation on publ ic  
lands .  Under intense dispute in  the 1 970s was how m uch 
public land i s  to be permanently set aside to "protect the 
envi ronment" particularly in  the eight Western states
much of whose land is  federally owned . 

Dam ned by the l iberal press as " intolerantly prode
velopment," Watt m ade it clear in  his  test imony to 
Congress that he intends to continue his opposit ion to 
the policies of the Carter In terior Department under 
Ceci l Andrus. "All too often, the federal government 
moves in  a crisis ,  not with the precis ion of a surgeon ' s  
scalpel , but with the  force of  a meat  axe  . . . .  I want  the 
federal and state governments to strike a balance between 
the development and protect ion of  our natural resources .  
We can have reasonable development of  our energy 
reso urces, and preserve our natural environment,  if we 
are given an opportunity to phase i n ,  with proper safe
guards, the expansion being demanded by the natio n . "  

Background o n  the issues 
J ames Watt ctl.n be considered an expert on  the 

questions surrounding his department.  He comes from 
Wyoming, with i t s  rich mining lands ,  grazing ranges, 
and spectacular mountains .  Born in 1 93 8 ,  Watt was 
graduated cum laude from the University of  Wyoming 
College of Commerce, earned a law degree, and in  1 962 
came to Washington as an aide to Sen . Mi lward Simp
son,  the father of  Wyoming's  current Republ ican sena
tor,  Alan Simps�n .  In 1 966, Watt became a secretary to 
the U . S .  Ch amber of Commerce panel studying natural 
reso urces and environmental i ssues. In the N ixon and 
Ford administrations ,  he served as deputy assistant 
secretary in  charge of  water resources-a critical issue 
for the water-scarce Rocky M o untain states-and in 
1 97 5  was named to the Federal Power Commission ,  
which i ntersects water resource management in  hydro
electric energy, in  addition to its concern with oil , coal ,  
and uranium mining.  

I t  was Watt 's  activity as president of  the M o untain 
States Legal Foundation from 1 977 unti l  h is  cabinet 
designation that has upset the environmental ists and 
the Andrus Interior Department .  The foundation was 
set up in  1 977 to legally chal lenge the one-sided assault 
of  environmentalist groups such as the Sierra Club who 
have effectively locked up mi l l ions  of acres of the most 
energy and mineral-rich lands in the natio n .  Exemplary 
of  the fo undat io n ' s  act iv i t ies  was the 1 9 8 0  lawsu i t  
brought against Andrus and  Carter's agriculture secre
tary, Bo b Bergland,  charging that the two had i l legally 
withheld oil  and gas leases on RARE II lands (see page 
60) through bureaucrat ic  "catch-22" p loys .  Watt  
charged in one fundraising speech for the foundation 
that "to achieve the objective of  denuding economic 
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freedom and growth, [the environmentalists] have at
tacked the Achi l les tendon of America' s strength
energy ."  

O n  t h e  federal government's role, Watt  called for 
sound national pol icies to "defuse" defensive states '
rights act ions to develop resources, known i n  the West 
as " the sagebrush rebel l ion . "  "We need multiple use of 
our  entire resource base," he said . " I  don't  see the need 
for massive changes in any of our  laws.  We need a 
balanced perspective . . . .  It �as been the conduct of an 
arrogant Department of  the I nterior that has sparked 
the 'sagebrush rebell ion . '  Federal lands should be trans
ferred to  the publ ic  with common sense, and the DOl 
should have a good-neighbor pol icy with local govern
ment. We must defuse the sagebrush rebel l ion . "  On the 

environmentalists, Watt told the committee: "I think 
there i s  a need to tone down the rhetoric and work for 
compromises that wi l l  be in the publ ic interest .  There 
shouldn't  be extremism on either s ide,  but a coalit ion of  
progress ."  Among the  responses was  Sen . John East' s 
( R-N .C . )  comment that "we can have economic growth 
and we m ust have economic growth .  Otherwise we wi l l  
have no future and no national security .  There i s  the 
mandate and I hope you hold true to what you think 
needs to be done . "  

On Western water resources, S e n .  Peter Domenici 
(R-N . M . )  pointed out at the hearings that Secretary 
A ndrus had stal led water development projects, while 
Sen. M alcolm Wallop (D-Wyo . )  warned that Carter 's  
proposed synthetic fuels program could drain the West's 
existing water resources. "On the average, it now takes 
38 years to complete a [water] p roject , "  Wallop added . 
Watt repl ied that "water resource is the heart of the 
West . We need to develop new financing mechanisms to 
m ake it  happen . "  

Department of State 

A fter days of raucous confirm ation 
hearings on  the nomination of  General 
Alexander H aig ,  the Senate Foreign 
Relations  Committee voted 1 5  to 2 on 
Jan .  1 5  to endorse Haig .  As  H aig's ap
pointment was being cleared,  his ac

tions underscored what h is confirmation test imony had 
indicated-that if  H aig h as his way, foreign policy in  the 
Reagan adm inistrat ion will be b ased on the same dis
credited geopoli tics his  two predecessors and mentors.  
Henry K iss inger and Cyrus Vance p ursued with such 
disastrous resu lts .  

H aig,  who as commander of  the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization was int imately i nvolved in  N ATO 
General H uyser's miss ion to Iran to establish the Kho
meini regime,  i s  now determ ined to embroi l  the Reagan 
administration  in  J immy Carter 's  deal with the Iranian 
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mullahs. Numerous Washington and Wall Street sources 
privately assert that without Haig's go-ahead, the Carter 
administration negotiations with Iran could not have 
ppoceeded as far as they have. Columnists Evans and 
Novak asserted that the Carter White House sent a secret 
cable to U .S .  negotiators in Algeria to inform the Irani
ans that Haig had personally indicated his approval of 
Carter's multi-billion dollar payment to Khomeini .  
Other sources report that Haig will use the State Depart
ment's Iran working group, set up after the hostages 
were seized in November 1 979, as his vehicle to impose 
his Iran policy on the new State Department .  "Haig 
intends to make them into the dominant group in the 
State Department if he has his way," declared a source 
involved in the Carter administration' s Iran negotia
tions. 

It was Haig's  NATO subordinate, General Robert 
Huyser, who was sent to Iran by Zbigniew Brzezinski to 
engineer the January 1 979 military coup that overthrew 
Prime Minister Shah pour Bakhtiar and brought Kho
meini to power . Deputy Commander Huyser, who per
sonally gave the Teheran mob over 1 00,000 automatic 
weapons in one night, was disavowed by Haig, whom 
Iranian military exiles and European intelligence 
sources , among others , nevertheless hold responsible for 
NATO's complicity in the Iran disaster . 

In five days of testimony before the Senate Foreign 
Relations Committee, which began hearings on Haig's 
nomination Jan. 9 ,  the former NATO Supreme Com
mander stated his unequivocal support for the Kissinger
vance policies, including support for the discredited 
"China card" and the Camp David fiasco . On China: 
Despite the consensus among most intelligent 
observers that the People's Republic of China is verging 
on internal political and economic collapse, Haig called 
on the United States to help strengthen China-possibly 
through the sale of military items-and defended it as a 
"stabilizing influence in Asia ."  Haig cited, as evidence 
for this view, China's "punitive actions against Hanoi" 
that followed Vietnam's moves against the Chinese
backed Pol Pot regime in Cambodia-the same Pol Pot 
regime that murdered 3 million Cambodian citizens .  

Haig stated before the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee: "Our relationships with China . . .  should be 
based on our strategic motivations . . . .  Now with respect 
to China's role . . .  I think that strategic relationship has 
increasingly begun to suggest that their concern about 
what they refer to as the search for hegemony by the 
Soviet Union on their border . . .  has given them a 
motivation for a certain stabilizing influence in the area . 
Evidence, with a value judgment, their punitive action 
against Hanoi when Hanoi continued its activities in 
Cambodia ." 

On the Middle East : Haig declared his support for 
the Carter administration's Camp David process, despite 
the fact that it has been a maj or stumbling block to 
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European-led initiatives to resolve the M ideast crisis .  
Haig proposed, as well ,  the establishment of U.S .  mili
tary bases or staging areas in the Persian Gulf, which has 
already been rejected by moderate Arab states . 

In response to questioning from Colorado Democrat 
Gary Hart, Haig said: "Any application of American 
commitment of power must be taken with the greatest 
reservation. And once you do it, you should be aware 
that you have done something that has a prospect of 
succeeding . . . .  Now if a l l  this  is to suggest that I 'm 
recommending an intervention to protect our oi l ,  why, 
it's clearly circumstances where such a recommendation 
might be made. 

"I am very concerned today about the inadequacy of 
our capability . . . .  I think we have a great deal to do to 
correct that capability . That' s some of the military as
pects of it, and I 'm talking about airlift ,  sealift .  I 'm 
talking about staging areas, or basing areas.  And I 'm 
talking about ready forces capable to intervene at  the 
level of capability necessary." 

On Latin America : Haig defended the 1 973  Kissin
ger-backed overthrow of  the Allendo regime in Chile as 
necessary for U .S .  national interests. Through his hard
line statements on Cuba and El Salvador, Haig's testi
mony suggests that he will try to steer Reagan into a 
confrontation with the left-wing guerrilla forces in Cen
tral America. 

In response to a question by Connecticut Senator 
Christopher Dodd, Haig stated: " It would be very diffi
cult for me to support efforts toward the normalization 
of relationships with Cuba just so long as they are 
spawning, instigating, manning, and conducting terror
ist activities in this hemisphere designed to change by 
force legitimate governments . "  

On Africa : In  testimony Jan .  1 4, Haig announced 
that he hoped to make several trips overseas early in the 
Reagan adminstration to include South Africa, an area 
of "vital importance." He described his attitude toward 
the nation of Zimbabwe as one of "watchful waiting," 
noting that Prime Minister Mugabe is an "avowed 
Marxist ." On Angola, Haig said that he was concerned 
about the presence of Cuban "mercenaries" there, noting 
that "that situation is clearly a major factor in consider
ing efforts to improve relationships ."  

On Kissinger : Pressed to  explain whether he has  any 
policy differences with the former secretary of state, Haig 
replied: "I differ on . . .  I differ on . . .  strategic strategy !"  

Informed Washington sources report that Haig i s  
attempting to  put  the State Department under his firm 
control and to bring the Defense Department under his 
influence as wel l .  Some Reagan loyalists are interpreting 
his statement at the Jan.  1 0  session of the confirmation 
hearings that he does not feel bound by the GOP plat
form as a direct challenge to Reagan over control foreign 
policy . Haig is also reportedly pushing to fill the second
level posts at State with old Kissinger hands . 
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Senator Tower on military policy 
In an exclusive interview. the chairman of the Senate A rmed Services 
Committee. a Texas Republican. discusses the issues. 

In this exclusive interview with EIR's  Barbara Dreyfuss,  
Senator John Tower indicates some of his maj or concerns 
about U .S .  military posture, and declares that the first 
priority of the Senate Armed Services Committee will be 
to deal with the manpower and readiness problems con
fronting our armed forces . 

First elected to the U .S .  Senate in 1 96 1 ,  the Texas 
Republican has been a member of the Armed Services 
Committee since 1 965 ,  where he has consistently advo
cated a strong military . 

Before entering the Senate, Tower was a professor of 
government at Midwestern University in Wichita Falls, 
Texas . He received a master's  degree in political science 
from Southern Methodist University and did graduate 
work at the London School of Economics. 

In addition to his Armed Services chairmanship, 
Tower chairs the Senate Republican Policy Committee, 
and thus is a key member of the GOP leadership in the 
Senate. 

* * * 

EIR: Caspar Weinberger has indicated in recent public 
statements that he' s going to defer to the Senate Armed 
Services Committee in policy . 
Tower: Well , number one, I expect to cooperate fully 
with the new secretary of defense. I 've known him well 
and favorably for a long time, and he has shown every 
disposition to consult . So I intend to help in every way I 
can. Defense initiatives, in my view, are nearly due, and 
should come from the administration.  At the same time, 
I think that we [senators] do have a role to play, especially 
those of us who have been involved on a contingent basis 
for many years . 

The most immediate priority is solving our manpow
er and readiness problem, as you've no doubt read about 
our problems with retention,  shortage of experience, and 
untrained noncomission officers . 

EIR: How do you stand on gearing up R&D, especially 
in areas like lasers and beam weapons, and expansion of 
our space programs? 
Tower: I think that research and development are enor-
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mously important and we have to broaden our R&D 
base. We need to look at some programs that probably 
should have increased funding, programs that show 
some promise, particularly with applications in high 
technology . 

EIR: Can you be specific about which programs those 
would be? 
Tower: Right now, I cannot. 

EIR: Some people would like to have a third SALT 
agreement involving voluntary limits on research and 
development . Do you think the Soviets. would accept 
such limits? 
Tower: Oh, that sounds a little like pie in the sky to me. 
I think we first have to advance on the problem of actual 
arms limitation and arms reduction.  That' s a pretty 
difficult aspect to get into when you start talking about 
research and development, technological base and indus
trial base, and that sort of thing. Of course, a lot of 
American defense technology is a spinoff from non
defense technology; the Soviets , of course, dedicate their 
superior resources to military R&D .  

EIR: So we'd have a n  imbalance there? 
Tower: Yes-how do you limit that when the American 
public' s demanding a better detergent and a better tele
vision set, and all that sort of thing? The Soviets don't 
have that kind of consumer demand on their R&D .  

EIR: D o  you think R & D  limitation i s  something we 
should look toward? 
Tower: I don't think it' s practical to think about it right 
now. We had better advance on the larger problems first. 

EIR: What are your thoughts about proposals that both 
the United States and the Soviet Union should limit 
strategic weapons, while allowing an unbridled conven
tional development? 
Tower: I think you have to have adequate strategic 
capability to serve as a deterrent to nuclear attack or 
nuclear blackmail . I think, too, that you've got to main-
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tain a naval capability, certainly, because the maritime 
edge is awfully important to the United States . In  a 
peacetime situation the Navy is your first line of defense, 
your precision instrument of diplomacy; obviously that's 
something you can't forfeit to the Soviet Union.  

In conventional terms we need to make a n umber of 
improvements. I f  you lower the threshold of risk to the 
Soviets, by virtue of either strategic parity or strategic 
inferiority, then you have to have a better conventional 
capability to discourage them from any mil itary-political 
adventures involving deployment of conventional forces . 

EIR: There have been suggestions that NATO play a 
greater role outside its traditional boundaries, particu
larly in the Middle East. Do you think that NATO 
should expand? 
Tower: It's probably not politically practical right now 
to try to initiate any kind of dialogue within NATO on 
expanding the boundaries of NATO. I think that, al
though beyond the boundaries of NATO we cannot act 
as an alliance, we must behave as allies. The requirements 
for a deployment in the Indian Ocean, for example, mean 
that a larger share of the burden will have to be shoul
dered in the Western European theater by our allies. It 
would be impractical to think in terms of  contributions 
of land troops, for example, of NATO troops in other 
parts of the world . 

EIR: Because they wouldn't agree to it ,  you mean? 
Tower: It's not a matter of their not agreeing to it; it 's a 
matter of their being confronted with superior Warsaw 
Pact forces . Obviously you can't denigrate your defense 
capability there . 

EIR: Europe is not too happy with the proposals to 
station medium-range missiles on its territory. 
Tower: That' s a political problem in Western Europe. 
Among defense specialists there, I think you'l l  find sup
port for the modernization of our tactical nuclear forces, 
our theater nuclear forces . 

EIR: Japan has been asked to raise its military budget. 
Tower: They fel l  short of what we had expected them to 
increase to . 

EIR: When Senator Stevens was there last week , he said 
that if they couldn't increase their military budget fur-.. 
ther, they should increase economic aid to Asian nations.  
Tower: I would agree that there' s more they can do in  
extending economic assistance to other countries and 
that wouldn't be so much of a political problem for them, 
I would think, as more military buildUp. There is ,  of 
course, a lingering animus in Japan toward resurgent 
mil itarism, there' s a fear of it .  
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EIR: You could see discussing with them economic 
increases rather than military? 
Tower: No, I could see discussing increases in military 
defenses with them, too; I 'm making the observation that 
increased economic assistance, as it appears to me, would 
pose less of a political problem, an internal political 
problem . 

EIR: The Carter administration has favored actually 
aiding the People' s Republic of China on a military basis. 
What is your view on that? 
Tower: That' s a policy decision that has to be made by 
the incoming administration .  Therefore, I 'm not pre
pared to publicly discuss it .  

EIR: What about the PO-59 policy doctrine of the Car
ter administration,  which accepted the possibility of a 
l imited nuclear war? Would you l ike to re-examine that? 
Tower: Let me simply say that I think the United States 
must possess an urgent, hard-driving ki l l  capability on 
the part of its deterrent. We cannot afford to rely any 
more on the discredited doctrine of "mutually assured 
destruction" [MAD] .  

EIR: So you are looking at  the idea of  l imited nuclear 
conflict? 
Tower: I don't know what you mean by a limited nuclear 
conflict . 

EIR:  Well, where we're not talking about MAD, we're 
talking about a more selective, l imited conflict .  
Tower: Most l ikely, the most limited conflict is one 
that 's  confined to theater nuclear force . I think you avoid 
talking in terms of some kind of limited global exchange; 
then, of course, the question is to what extent can you 
limit it. The best thing is to have the deterrent capability 
so that you don't have to suffer the first strike in the first 
place. And we have no intention of launching the first 
strike, and never will  have . 

EIR: What you're talking about is the capability to 
respond to a first strike? 
Tower: That's correct, an adequate response. A response 
that. discourages the Soviets from testing the idea that a 
nuclear war would be winnable. 

EIR: Do you think we should play a stronger role in 
Latin America, particularly in the question of  military 
aid to El Salvador? 
Tower: Well, avoiding specifics, I think we have to vastly 
improve our relationship with a number of Latin Ameri
can countries . We have to take a more pragmatic ap
proach to political situations in Latin America. 

EIR: Could you define that a l ittle more? 
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Tower: No, here we're getting into foreign policy mat
ters . 

EIR : It's so hard to separate them out. 
Tower: Yes, but you see, that's beyond the pale of my 
responsibility . What we have to  await i s  for the adminis� 
tration to define its foreign policy obj ectives, and then 
try to provide them with the military capability to sustain 
and implement those objectives. 

EIR : One of your staffers said that you view military 
policy from the standpoint of implementation of foreign 
policy, and that a lot of your thinking was shaped when 
you were at the London School of Economics . Do you 
look toward anybody in particular for having shaped 
your thinking? 
Tower: My geopolitical thinking? I think that a lot of it 
was influenced by my studies at the London School and 
a lot of it by experiences I 've had. 

EIR : Do you plan to make any trips abroad fairly soon? 
Tower: I plan to attend a West European defense semi
nar in Munich in February, and I may do a little other 
traveling at that particular time, I would say to get an 
updated feel on the climate of Western Europe. I 've spent 
a great deal of time over there, and I have a: pretty steady 
communication with a number of parliamentarians and 
defense-oriented officials in the NATO countries . 

EIR : Would you stress more communication between 
the new administration and the new Congress and the 
NATO allies than Carter had? 
Tower: Yes, I b.elieve that it is Ronald Reagan 'sintent 
to develop better communications and more regular 
consultation with congressional leadership . And I believe 
he can follow through with that. 

EIR : On the question of Italy , we have picked up rumors 
that there might be a coup in the very near future, and 
the head of the Socialist Party Bettino Craxi might be 
involved; the Communist paper Unita warned of efforts 
to undermine the government this weekend .  Are you 
going to look into this, since it involves a NATO ally? 
Tower: It's something I personally will monitor with 
great interest . It's not in the purview of my committee 
other than to keep informed of what's  going on .  

EIR : Back to  the Middle East-Henry Kissinger has 
made recent proposals during his visit there to station 
armed forces and air capabilities in the Middle East . Do 
you see that as important? 
Tower: I think we have to have a force capability in the 
Middle East, and that encompasses a number of things, 
if not in terms of bases , at least access ,  base access .  
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The libel verdict 
against the IHT 

EIR has just obtained the full official English translation 
of the Nov. 29, 1 980 libel j udgment won in a French 
court of law by Contributing Editor Lyndon H. La
Rouche, Jr. against the International Herald Tribune, an 
English-language, Paris-based joint venture of the New 

York Times and Washington Post. 

Under French j urisprudence, the main defense for a 
charge of libel is the truth of the allegations in question, 
while under U . S .  law, the brunt of the defense can be 
honest motives for printing falsehoods. The International 

Herald Tribune offered no proof of the veracity of its Oct. 
1 3- 1 4  articles on Mr.  LaRouche . Instead, as EIR report
ed Dec. 23 ,  it defended itself by citing other newspaper 
articles containing the same allegations .  

The Oct .  1 3- 1 4  International Herald Tribune articles 
were reprinted from articles by Howard Blum and Paul 
M ontgomery in the New York Times on Oct . 7-8 .  The 
libels coincided with the start of Mr. LaRouche's cam
paign for the Democratic Party' s  1 980 presidential nom
ination . In 1 976, Mr. LaRouche had run a prominent 
campaign for President on the ticket of the U .S .  Labor 
Party, which Blum and Montgomery termed "a cult ." 

Excerpts from the libel verdict follow. Subtitles are in 
the original . 

* * * * * 

By the action of  Gibault, Process Server in Paris ,  on 
the date of Dec. 28, 1 979, Lyndon LaRouche summoned 
before this court Walter Thayer, director of publications 
for the International Herald Tribune and the Internation
al Herald Tribune, S .A . ,  as being liable for damages, to 
answer to the charge of libel against an individual, dealt 
with in Articles 29 paragraphs 1 and 2 , 32 par. 1 , 33  par. 
2, 42 of the law of July 29, 1 88 1 ,  by reason of an article 
written in the English language entitled "U .S .  Labor 
Party : A Cult of Paranoia" which begins with the words: 
"Jim Jones' Peoples Temple," published in No. 30067 of 
the International Herald Tribune dated Oct. 1 3- 14 ,  1 979 
on page 7 .  

The plaintiff demands payment i n  the amount o f  
1 00,000 francs and publication o f  the judgment t o  be 
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pronounced in the columns of  the International Herald 

Tribune, as well as in three daily or weekly papers as 
chosen by the plaintiff at the expense of the accused . . . .  
Full argument was given on both sides, the plaintiff 
being represented by Mr .  Varaut, the accused and the 
International Heald Tribune, S .A .  by Messrs . Montigny 
and Legrez . . . .  The accused moved for his acquittal by 
reason of his honest intentions . . . .  

The main issue 
On the article under consideration,  the plaintiff 

complains of the title: "U .S .  Labor Party: A Cult of 
Paranoia," as well as the following paragraphs: 

"none of whom wanted to be named . Some said that 
they feared for their lives ."  

"Officers of  the party exchange information nearly 
daily with Roy Frankhouser, who calls himself the 
Grand Dragon of the Ku Klux Klan in Pennsylvania 
and who has been active in the U .S .  Nazi Party ." 

"Members of the Labor Party and its  predecessors 
have been arrested on a variety of criminal charges
kidnapping, possession of guns, assault ." 

"A frequently used tactic-particularly when mem
bers are selling the group's  literature or disrupting the 
meetings of other organizations-is to try to incite 
violence through verbal abuse." 

"We find this group every bit as weird as Marxist 
Rev. Jim Jones' Peoples Temple ."  

There is cause to examine if the  incriminated article 
is  of libelous character and, eventually, if the accused 
can legitimately uphold his claim of honest intentions. 

On the libelous character 
The libelous tone is already apparent in the title . I n  

fact, the author associates the name of a political party 
with an object very different from what it should have: 
the cult of a mental illness , paranoia, form of psychosis 
of which the U .S .  Labor Party is thus accused and 
therefore its main sponsor. The latter is alleged to have 
turned the party of which he took control away from its 
normal direction in favor of phantasms from a deranged 
mind. 

The author explains that he bases his article notably 
on interrogations of former members of the Labor 
Party "none of whom wanted to be named .  Some said 
that they feared for their lives ." These remarks clearly 
express the idea that Mr. LaRouche directs an organi
zation which has so many things to hide that he is ready 
to have executed those who would divulge information 
relative to his party, which is libelous. 

This accusation of violence and of dubious activity 
is taken up again in the sentence, "Officers of the party 
exchange information nearly daily with Roy Frank
houser, who calls himself the Grand Dragon of the Ku 
Klux Klan in Pennsylvania and who has been active in 
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the U .S .  Nazi Party ,"  a sentence in which the journalist 
makes a point of close ties between Mr. LaRouche's 
party and organizations that have lent their names to 
ideas of racism and violence, which point causes damage 
to the honor and reputation of a candidate . . . .  

These allegations of violence . . .  are pursued and 
made explicit in the following paragraphs: "Members 
of the Labor Party and its predecessors have been 
arrested on a variety of criminal charges-kidnapping, 
possession of guns, assault";  "A frequently used tactic 
. . .  is to try to incite violence through verbal abuse ." 
These statements are thus equally libelous. 

Several paragraphs later, evoking the psychological 
atmosphere of this party, the author states : "Often 
party officials pick the person that a member is to live 
with ."  In other words, he imputes to the leaders and 
thus to Mr. LaRouche psychological pressure tactics 
such that members of the party are no longer able to act 
according to their free will, thus tending to present the 
political party as a "sect ," with all the pejorative 
connotations that can be linked with this term. 

On the honest intentions 
The accused, who did not offer to prove the veracity 

of the defamatory facts, limits himself to maintaining 
that he acted with honest intentions, informing his 
readers of what other journalists had written on the 
subject. Not only have the articles exhibited by the 
accused appeared for the most part in newspapers 
belonging to the same press agency as the International 

Herald Tribune, but also and especially it is not enough 
that other agencies publish the same defamatory infor
mation to establish the honest intentions of he who 
continues these allegations. In effect, Mr. Thayer had 
the duty, as any publisher of a newspaper, to act with 
prudence and objectivity and thus to verify the state
ments that he allowed to be printed . 

Mr .  LaRouche is free not to pursue all those respon
sible for defamation without that excusing or justifying 
the work of this director of publications .  

Finally, if this article was written on the occasion of 
the beginning of the American electoral campaign, Mr. 
Thayer cannot justify his attitude by the existence of a 
polemic between Mr.  LaRouche in the electoral cam
paign; on the contrary, he presents his newspapers and 
those of the press organization to which he belongs as 
impartial and seeking only to inform their readers . 

The accused has therefore not established that he 
acted with honest intentions, and it is appropriate to 
pass sentence . . . .  

Mr.  LaRouche suffered, because of the defamation 
of which Mr .  Thayer is guilty, a prejudice which shall 
be compensated by the allocation of the sum of 5 ,000 
French francs, and the publications, in abstract, of this 
decision in two newspapers . . . .  
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Right meets left in support 
of postindustrial urban policy 
by Lonnie Wolfe 

Peter Hall, former chairman of the socialist British Fa
bian Society, has announced that he supports the propos
als of the President's Commission on a National Agenda 
for the 80s, a set of proposals geared to establish a 
"post-industrial" concept for federal urban assistance 
and economic policy in general . 

The commission, set up in 1 979 under the direction of 
Council on Foreign Relations member Hedley Donovan, 
contains prominent representation from the social-dem
ocratic leadership of the U .S .  labor movement, including 
AFL-CIO President Lane Kirkland.  

The commission plans to formally release i ts  proposal 
at a Washington, D.C.  press conference later this week. 
Sources on the commission report that the urban policy 
recommendations will be "substantially the same" as 
those in the "leaked" draft report. 

The commission's proposal received an unqualified 
endorsement from the London Economist, which praised 
the commission for having the courage to state that 
industrial-based urban society in America is finished. 
George Sternlieb, one of the leading urbanologists in the 
United States, also endorsed the commission's proposals, 
calling for "the decamping of urban populations in the 
Northeast and Midwest ." 

Sternlieb is working on a parallel track with the 
Washington-based Heritage Foundation, a think tank 
linked to the Thatcher government in Britain . The foun
dation has attempted to foist on the Reagan administra
tion proposals for transition to a post-industrial Ameri
ca; Fabian Peter Hall openly collaborates with them . 

The new Housing and Urban Development chief, 
Samuel Pierce, has rejected the Heritage approach of 
federal intervention to force elimination of rent controls 
or encourage migration . However, Reagan himself has 
strongly endorsed Peter Hall's pet "free enterprise zone" 
proposal. 

Hall, who is a member of the Fabian Society executive 
committee along with Labour Party leftist Tony Wedge
wood-Benn , normally works out of the University of 
Reading in England. That school is noted for i ts  connec
tions to the London-based Tavistock Institute of Human 
Relations, which spawned the "post-industrial" move
ment in the 1 960s. 
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Hall came t o  this country t o  help push such plans . H e  
i s  working with the Washington-based Heritage Foun
dation ,  the "right-wing" think tank that works closely 
with M argaret Thatcher's Tory government in Britain .  
The Heritage Foundation advocates repeal of the federal 
Davis-Bacon statutes and imposition of right-to-work 
laws to crush the U .S .  organized labor movement . 

The foundation is the leading proponent of Hall's 
enterprise zone proposal in the United States . Heritage 
policy analyst Stuart Butler , a Scottish-trained academic 
and a British citizen, boasted recently that he plans to 
exploit Heritage channels of influence in the incoming 
Reagan administration to promote the Fabian Peter 
Hall, whom he referred to as "one of the greatest urban 
thinkers . " 

"I am perfectly happy working with the Heritage 
Foundation and groups like that," Hall told a reporter. 
"We are living in a period of acute crisis .  There is no 
longer any real point in maintaining the phony ideologi
cal distinctions between left and right economic ideas. 
The way I see things there is a real convergence between 
the quite left-wing Fabian types and the so-called new 
right. Both groups unite around their hatred o f bureauc
racy, their support for local control, and local initiative ."  

"It  is really a question of understanding the roots of 
these ideas ," Hall continued. "Look how many members 
of the M ont Pelerin Society (the monetarist cult which 
includes such people as Milton Friedman-ed.) were 
members of the Fabian Society . How are such transfor
mations possible . I t  is really only because they are cur
rents of the same liberal economic thought, like Adam 
Smith and Karl Marx ."  

"We must face facts,"  Hall stated. "True Fabians 
must look to the new right to push through some of our 
more radical ideas. It is a real irony that M aggie Thatcher 
and Ronald Reagan may wind up taking us fairly far 
down the road toward a post-industrial society, despite 
the fact that we Fabians invented the term." 

Stuart Butler of the Heritage Foundation expressed a 
similar idea recently, stating that the foundation will use 
the Reagan "right-wing administration to impose left
wing policies ."  
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Hall described his vision of the transformation in 
stark terms:  "There are two Americas. One is the 1 9th 
century heavy industrial based society . The other is the 
growing post-industrial society, in  some cases built on 
the shards of the old America. It is the conflict between 
the two worlds which will produ�e the crisis and social 
cataclysm of the next decade. The two worlds cannot 
co-exist . In the end the post-industriill world must crush 
and obliterate the other one." 

The industries of the industrial revolution-auto, 
basic steel, etc .-have reached the "end of the road," 
said Hall .  H all calls ,  for example, for "the dismantling 
of the West German �conomic miracle ."  Industry was 
rebuilt in Germany after the war on "the false premise 
that industrial growth could go on forever . Industrial 
growth in Germany is finished and the country will 
undergo a planned collapse." The most farsighted mem
bers of West German Social Democracy , like former 
chancellor Willy Brandt, understand this, Hall  says .  

Toward this end,  Hal l  played a key role in a recent 
study of cities in the Ruhr industrial region in Germany 
funded by the U .S .  German Marshall Fund, which 
targets for deindustrialization such cities as the steel 
center, Dortmund. 

There is this idea, especially among the working 
class in Germany and in the United States that produc
tion and industrial progress will solve everything, Hall 
said .  "This idea will die hard, but it will die. It will be 
killed ." 

"The problem is the grouping in the German Social 
Democracy and the British Labour Party and the Dem
ocratic Party in this country tied to the labor movement. 
The labor movement is the main roadblock to the post
industrial idea," said H all .  They will make alliances to 
prevent the scrapping of heavy industry. Their power to 
hold back progress must be broken ." 

George Sternlieb: 'Americans 
should replace the wetbacks' 

The following interview is with George Sternlieb, professor 
of urban studies at Rutgers University in New Jersey, and 

a principal adviser to the urban policy task force chaired by 
Mayor Pete Wilson of San Diego, Calif. , which drafted the 

recent transition team report to President Reagan on 

housing and urban policy. Sternlieb 's work was consulted 
extensively by the Carter administration 's President 's 

. Commission on a National Agendafor the '80s. 

EIR: Dr. Sternlieb , what is your opinion of the Agenda 
80 report? 
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Sternlieb: It's a very important report-not because 
anything is going to happen immediately, but because it 
opens up a discussion.  It will have a liberating influence. 
From the viewpoint of cities like New York, it is the best 
thing that can happen . One of the main problems New 
York has had is the overwhelming presence of people 
who cannot support themselves. If the cities can decamp 
themselves of these people, it will open up the possibility 
of remaking the central cities on a new basis. 

EIR: Do you mean a city based on recreation? 
Sternlieb: This is the post-industrial era .  The city of 
Manhattan and its colonies are flourishing. Jerry Heinz 
is building there. But the immigrants need to go where 
the blue-collar j obs are, and they're not here. 

EIR: Do you really expect Midwestern industrial towns 
to be able to make that kind of transition? 
Sternlieb: No. Certain cities are not going to make it in 
the post-industrial era. Youngstown [Ohio] is going to 
have to die, and the faster it dies, by so much will the 
human agony accompanying the tragedy decrease. There 
are very real questions about the city of Detroit and what 
purpose it serves. A few years ago , Detroit had a popu
lation of 2 million; now it has 1 .2 million, and even that 
is too much. It is going to have to shrink some more. 
This is a case in which less is more. Detroit won't 
disappear altogether-there will still be a major banking 
center, the new Renaissance Center of hotels and conven
tion centers, but the big industrial plants are a thing of 
the past. Detroit doesn ' t  have the jobs for its population 
and it won't have jobs for them . 

Now, the bill we are proposing , that is, what the 
report recommendations say, is that welfare should be 
nationalized, so a recipient can pick up his check any
where in the country . This will greatly facilitate labor 
mobility. 

EIR: Do you think the Republicans will go along with 
that? 
Sternlieb: You should remember that this national wel
fare proposal came out of the Republican Party , out of 
[Milton] Friedman, and was supported by [Daniel] Moy
nihan but defeated by the Democrats . There is still a long 
and thorny trail ahead of this proposal, but that is the 
way we are going to move. 

EIR: To your knowledge, who in the Reagan adminis
tration would favor it? 
Sternlieb: I would assume that Martin Anderson is very 
favorable toward this idea . 

EIR: But you're talking about shutting down the entire 
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Machine- tool production in the Northeast: basic industry 
under fire. 

industrial heartland,  which is the basis of our  economic 
and mi litary strength ! 
Sternlieb : You have to be realistic .  This is the post
industrial era.  There are certain ci ties that will  participate 
in the post-industrial era and those that won' t .  There is  a 
very real question as to what function ,  if any, the old 
industrial towns have. Cities l ike Scranton [Pennsylva
nia] , Wilkes-B arre [Pennsylvania ] ,  Newark [New Jer
sey] ,  and Youngstown are all going to have to disappear. 
On the other hand, M anhattan wi l l  be glorious . Upper 
M ichigan Avenue [Chicago ' s  hotel and bo utique center] 
will be glorious; the rest of Chicago will be shitty . The 
post-industrial era is happening .  B lue-co l lar employment 
is  down . Jobs that used to be in  central cit ies are now in 
Taiwan or Hong Kong.  That's a good thing.  The prob
lem is what do you do with a l l  the redundant people .  

I t ' s  my guess that you cannot reconstruct the U nited 
States of the 1 950s or 1 9 60s.  We are on  the verge o f  a 
massive worldwide revo lution in production techniques .  
We have a worldwide problem of a redundant labor 
force. Even in paper-shuffling, the age of bu lk  employ
ment is  over . The only jobs remaining wi l l  be those for 
the trained and talented-lawyers , accountants,  and con
sultants . 

EIR :  But we wi l l  st i l l  have to have some industrial  
employment . 
Sternlieb : As far as the United States is concerned, the 
residual blue-col lar employment, l ike construction ,  wi l l  
be in the Southwest. 

EIR : You say the main problem is redundant laborers; 
does that mean you advocate reducing the population? 
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Sternlieb : It wi l l  ult imately be necessary to have zero- or 
negative population-growth . We are al ready below zero
growth in  Europe, European Russia ,  and the Uni ted 
States; the problem is  that most of the world i s  st i l l  
growing.  Mexico,  at its current rate of growth, wil l  
eventual ly reach a h undred mil l ion people, when they 
cari't support ha lf  the people they have now.  I think it ' s 
interes ting that in the three Third World co untries with 
the fastest-growing G N P-Mexico, Brazi l ,  and Colom
bia-the amount of b lue-co l lar employment has not 
grown at  al l . 

E I R : To sum up ,  what do you think the report means 
for the new admi nistration? 
Sternlieb : The key issue the admin istration i s  going to 
have to face is  whether the U nited States is  really New 
York City in disguise-whether this country is l iving 
beyond its means .  What does the U nited States do so 
well as  to j usti fy its standard of l iv ing? We have to 
optimize o ur use of populatio n .  The cost of reinventing 
the industrial  city is too great. That doesn ' t  mean you 
don't  use the enterprise zones,  but  we have to realize that 
that is j ust a rowboat trying to tow the Q ueen M ary . 
Rather than trying to save doomed industrial centers, it 
would be much more efficient to relocate people to where 
we are bringing in  wetbacks because there i sn ' t  enough 
cheap l abor .  

The austerity thrust 

From an article in the latest issue of the L ondon Econo
mist :  

"Cities are not  permanent ,"  says the report of  a presiden
tial  commission on  a N ational Agenda for the ' 80s,  in  a 
sentence that should sound orthodox for a society as 
restless and open to change as those 200-year-you ng 
U nited States . Yet the suggestion that the federal gov
ernment should not stand in  the way o f  the drift of 
industry and people from A merica ' s  grimier northern 
industria l  heart land to the booming states of the South 
and the West has been greeted as i f  i t  meant the end of 
l ife as Americans know i t .  . . .  

The commission . . .  wants to national ise the welfare 
system because it is only when welfare payments are 
equal all o ver the country that the poor and the unem
p loyed in the labour force will become truly mobi le . . . .  

The lesson for the nastier northern cities is  that there 
is no alternative to disgorging m any of their present 
inhabitants if they are ever to compete as attractive 
s l immed-down service centers for the new surrounding 
rural industries . 
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Energy Insider by William Engdahl 

The Carolina minerals battle 
goes into federal court 
On Jan . 1 2 , V .S .  Federal District Judge Woodrow W .  
Jones heard the case o f  the Southern Appalachian M ul
tiple Vse Council et al. v .  Bergland, Secretary of Agri
culture .  The case, heard in Asheville, North Carolina, 
was continued to Jan . 24, at which time a decision will be 
handed down that could affect hundreds of thousands, if 
not millions, of acres of mineral and forest resources 
under the jurisdiction of the V .S .  Forest Service of the 
Department of Agriculture . 

This legal action is presently the major challenge 
before the courts against a process implemented in 1 977 
by then-Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland .  The pro
cess, known as RARE II, is the second phase of a 
Roadless Areas Review and Evaluation process begun in 
the early 1 970s .  Two other major challenges, in Califor
nia and in Wyoming, were both decided against the 
agriculture secretary . V nder the no-growth policies of 
the Carter administration, the RARE II  process was the 
umbrella under which some 1 0 .8  million acres of forest 
lands have been withdrawn from traditional "multiple
use," while their suitability for permanent "pristine" 
status was presumably being studied by the government. 

I have covered earlier aspects of this particular North 
Carolina case (EIR, Nov. 1 1 , 1 980) because of the impor
tance of what is at stake. The fact that the case has come 
into court one year after suit was filed, and more than 
three years after development was halted by the RARE 
II  process, makes it worthwhile to review the substance 
of what's at stake.  

Regardless of the outcome of the decision on Jan . 24 
(both sides are expected to appeal), the case underscores 
one of the most important policy questions which incom
ing Agriculture Secretary John Block must address . 

In 1 977,  a remarkably persistent geologist Jack B .  
Brettler, ran smack into RARE I I .  I say persistent, 
because it has been principally through his sustained 
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efforts that the case last Monday in the V .S .  District 
Court in Asheville took place. 

Arguing on behalf of the secretary of agriculture was 
a young attorney from Civiletti ' s  Justice Department 
who seemed to have a close relationship with the two 
representatives from the virulently antigrowth Sierra 
Club, arguing on behalf of the wilderness process as 
"friend of the court ."  The Sierra Club has been one of 
the prime movers and architects of the entire RARE II 
process, whose seeds were actually sown under the ten ure 
of Nixon Interior Secretary Kleppe in the early 1 970s and 
continued under Carter' s tenure by Cecil Andrus . 

Resources at stake 
In 1 977,  Jack Brettler filed for routine permission 

for a prospecting permit on behalf of Appalachian 
Properties, Inc. for mining of olivine in a 33 1 -acre 
portion of the Nantahala National Forest of North 
Carolina .  Brettler says the area contains the largest 
reserves in the East of the mineral olivine, which is 
necessary in steel-making and making linings for high
temperature furnaces . 

This started what a representative from the Sierra 
group called the "loudest" protest in the nation against 
the controversial RARE II process .  Brettler spurred 
other groups into action, including representatives of 
the area's substantial forest products industry-which 
for years had purchased timber from the nearby for
ests-the V .S .  Farm Bureau, and conservationist 
groups .  

Since the RARE II withdrawals, most lumbermen 
were now forced to go as far away as Mississippi, at five 
times greater transportation cost, according to the 
estimate of one leading industry representative, John 
Veach, former national president of the Forest Products 
Associa ti on .  
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In presenting its argument against the government 
land lockup , the principal attorney for the develop
mentalists and conservationists, Hamilton Horton I I I ,  
asked for a mandatory injunction to  stop the i l legal 
lockup. Horton argued that Congress had explicitly 
reserved for itself the authority to determine what 
should or should not be called wilderness areas . It, in 
fact, had listed 16 specific areas east of the Mississippi 
( I 00th meridian) to be designated wilderness, and an
other 17  specific areas on which the President and his 
Department of Agriculture had a five-year deadline to 
determine and recommend as appropriate for possible 
wilderness. 

That deadline, under terms of  the Eastern Wilder
ness Act of 1 975 ,  had expired on Jan . 5, 1 980. As 
Horton argued persuasively, one such area in North 
Carolina, in the Craggy Mountain National Forest, had 
not even today been presented to Congress for classifi
cation, while Bergland's office seemed to ignore the 
explicit Eastern Wilderness statute and impose his own 
criteria to stop development of some of the nation's  
richest energy and mineral, as well as forest and grazing 
lands. 

In the narrowest sense, at issue before the court is a 
de facto wilderness designation arbitrarily imposed, in 
flagrant violation of specific law, on lands estimated by 
the government's U .S .  Geological Survey (USGS) to 
contain immense mineral resources . The area in North 
Carolina' s Pisgah National Forest alone contains 
enough uranium to fuel 10 to 1 5  I ,OOD-megawatt nucle
ar plants for their entire 30-year life .  This is the energy 
equivalent of more than 4.65 billion barrels of oil. The 
olivine resources are estimated to be the richest source 
in the entire eastern U .S .  

Last spring, USGS further cited the area stretching 
along much of this "wilderness" study area, the Appa
lachian Overthrust belt that runs down from New York 
State to Georgia, as containing substantial and largely 
unexplored oil and gas reserves similar to those of the 
vast Rocky Mountain Overthrust that is the source of 
much recent activity . 

AMOCO applied for leases on some 229,000 acres 
in July 1 979 to explore for needed oil and gas. To date, 
despite the positive recommendation of the local Forest 
Service director ,  Bergland' s office in Washington,  as 
well as the Department of Interior, has sat on the 
application. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
is presently sitting on at least 200 applications for oil  
and gas leases in North Carolina alone, more than 
450,000 acres. In addition, because of RARE II, they 
are holding up further leases on untold oil and gas 
reserves in Georgia, Virginia, and Tennessee . One 
spokesman referred to this as a " lockup of the entire 
National Forest system in the Eastern United S tates ." 

In a response-made available to me through a 
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constituent-to an inquiry from North Carolina Sen . 
Jesse Helms, the BLM last month replied that these oil 
and gas lease applications accumulating over the past 
two years have "preliminary status report almost com
plete ."  And then? " [T]his office [BLM-ed. ]  will re
quest title and environmental reports from the Forest 
Service ."  And then? Assuming the applications are in 
order, "the case files are transmitted to Denver for 
clearance by the oil and gas investigative task force."  
This latter body is a witchhunt apparatus set up last 
year primarily to hinder noncompetitive leasing for oil 
and gas by Interior Secretary Andrus and the Justice 
Department (see EIR, March 25 ,  1 9 80) . 

Of course, as the BLM explained to the senator, this 
is not the "final step ."  Before that could happen, the 
USGS must make a "known geological structure 
check" (KGS).  If there is found to be a KGS, the lease 
application must be rejected as noncompetitive . When 
do they expect this all to be complete? "We estimate 
that these offers will be processed by mid- 1 982 ."  That 
is, merely four years after they were filed ! 

The 37 steps 
Let me draw the point out a little further . I have 

been given an official flow chart titled " Mineral Leasing 
on Acquired Land" for merely the Eastern Region of 
the Bureau of Land Management and the U .S .  Forest 
Service . The document, which in reduced form is more 
than two feet long, is subtitled, "simplified sequence of 
interactions [sic] . "  Under this "simplified sequence," an 
applicant for mineral exploration rights, even if wilder
ness was not involved, would have to successfully com
plete an interlocked series of  no fewer than 37 steps, 
including application for prospecting permit, environ
mental assessment, submission of exploration plan, 
issuance of "OK to 'start exploration" and so on .  By 
now, we are at step 1 3  of 37, with no end in sight-and 
an actual lease has not even been issued. 

To expedite out of this morass, Jack Brettler, 
through the offices of Rep . Lamar Gudger, assembled 
representatives of all government-state, local, and 
federal-agencies involved in review process at his 
proposed exploration site. Some 1 3  different agencies 
were present,  from the Forest Service, the Conservation 
Division of the USGS, the Department of Interior Fish 
and Wildlife division, the State of North Carolina 
Department of  Cultural Resources (to make sure it did 
not interfere with any ancient Indian burial grounds), 
etc . 

Most geologists do not share the remarkable tenac
ity of Brettler. And even he expressed doubt that this 
insane morass can be reversed before a tiny minority of 
self-appointed defenders of some pristine state of nature 
succeed in destroying the opportunity for this nation to 
survive . 
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Heritage wants 
to slash the USDA 
Detailed recommendations for curbing 
the resources of the u . s .  Department of 
Agriculture are contained in the 365-
page study written by the Washington
based Heritage Foundation for the Rea
gan transition team. The study, titled 
"Agenda for Progress," specifies $3 . 3  
billion in cuts from the department's 
budget on the grounds that the alloca
tions are going into "nonagricultural" 
activities. 

Author Don Paarlberg of Purdue 
University defines as "nonagricultural" 
activities : I) payments to compensate 
producers for market prices below the 
costs of production; 2) the commodity 
program, termed too high at $50,000 per 
farmer; 3) dairy price supports, to be cut 
from 80 percent to 75  percent of parity; 
4) guarantees for new loans for farm 
ownership, operation,  and emergencies; 
and 5) crop insurance subsidies and dis
aster payments .  

Paarlberg also recommends that 
Commodity Credit Corporation interest 
rates be hiked and loan limits be cut in 
half to reduce availability of credit. 

States prepare for 
transport deregulation 
On Jan. 7 ,  the U .S .  Department of Agri
culture convened a two-day meeting of 
state agriculture department representa
tives to discuss how agriculture must ad
just to the passage of the Rail Policy Act 
of 1 980 deregulating railroatls. 

Dr. Robert Tosoerud, associate di
rector of the USDA's Office ofTranspor
tation, an organizer of the conference, 
told EIR that in many rural areas, no 
transportation service will be available. 
But, he said, "The law is the law, and 
what we are trying to do is to discuss with 
the various state agriculture departments 
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how they will have to adj ust to these new 
regulations ." The problems will center 
on rail abandonments, increased costs in 
or loss of, service, and fluctuating rates . 
Many elevators will be forced out of 
business altogether. 

At the annual meeting of the Country 
Elevator '  Council of the National Grain 
and Feed Association in December, one 
Iowa elevator operator called dereg "the 
biggest joke played on country elevators 
in the next ten years ."  Elevators and 
shippers will be left at the mercy of the 
railroads for scheduling and rates . 

To counter this, the USDA is piloting 
a program to allow farm and b usiness 
interests to form cooperatives to take 
possession of abandoned rail lines. 

Civiletti protecting 
cocaine runner? 
Evidence emerged Jan . 12 that former 
Attorney General Benj amin Civiletti at
tempted to use his powers to protect the 
leader of a group running cocaine into 
the United States . According to Assis
tant Attorney General Daniel Guthrie of 
Dallas, Civiletti , along with Abscam co
ordinator Irving Nathan, Charles Car
roll, and Ann Hoffman, intervened per
sonally to put "tremendous pressure" on 
Guthrie to transfer the prosecution of 
alleged cocaine smuggler Sam Weisgal 
out of Dallas to Baltimore, where, be
cause of the Weisgal family's local clout, 
a "sweetheart" plea bargain followed by 
a super-light sentence could be assured. 
Weisgal 's father, Fred Weisgal, was a 
leading civil liberties lawyer in Baltimore 
and currently heads the American Law 
Division ofthe Israeli Ministry of Justice. 

Guthrie refused to move the case, and 
found it necessary to resign in protest. 
Weisgal pleaded guilty in Dallas, where 
he CQuid get up to eight years in prison . 
The Justice Department's Office of 
Professional Responsibility is now inves
tigating the entire case. 

Nevertheless, an editorial in the Jan . 
1 2  Washington Post admonished Reagan 
appointee William French Smith not to 

indulge in GOP cronyism, but to emulate 
the outstanding impartiality of Benjamin 
Civiletti . 

Volcker and Block address 
Farm Bureau meet 
Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker 
delivered one of the featured speeches to 
the annual convention of the American 
Farm Bureau Federation Jan . 1 2  in the 
New Orleans superdome. Surprisingly, 
Volcker's speech, another of the now
standard demands for sacrifice, was re
ceived politely by the 7,000 attendees. 

Vo1cker had followed an impromptu 
appearance by Agriculture Secretary
designate John Block, who during his 
confirmation hearings a week ago ex
pressed concern about the Volcker poli
cy. "Nothing can be done that is legal ," 
Block said, "that can return 20 percent !" 

Sources at the four-day meeting of 
the largest American farm organization 
reported that bumper stickers that read 
"Twenty Percent Is  I llegal" were being 
snapped up eagerly in the corridors. A 
number of state Farm Bureaus, including 
Alabama, have passed resolutions de
manding a reversal of the Volcker policy . 

Northeast drought : 
a planned emergency 
A scandal may erupt around the Dela
ware River Basin Commission, which has 
announced a "drought emergency" for 
the four-state area of New York, New 
Jersey, Delaware, and Pennsylvania. 
M andatory water limitations will  be im
posed on residential and industrial users, 
and the amount of water taken from the 
Delaware watershed by New York City 
will be reduced. 

The New York City water system is 
designed to weather five years of 
drought; the reason the city's reservoirs 
lack water after only seven months of a 
dry spell is that Mayor Ed Koch agreed 
to release one-quarter of the city's stor-
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age capacity, 1 3 5  billion gallons into the 
Delaware River and New York State 
rivers to maintain stream flow and con
serve fish life.  

The release was ordered by the River 
Master, an Interior Department official 
who is mandated by the 1 954 Supreme 
Court decree settling water disputes 
among the Delaware Valley states to sus
tain water flow in the river. The River 
Master demanded that New York City 
supply the water, because the Army 
Corps of Engineers' longstanding plan 
to develop the basin's water resources 
had not been implemented . 

Since 1 960, the Corps plan has been 
undercut by the commission and by en
vironmentalists. The commission itself 
was set up in 1 96 1  by a $ 1 1 3 ,000 grant 
from the Ford Foundation and Laurence 
Rockefeller's Resources for the Future 
organization. 

In 1 978,  Mayor Koch played an es
pecially dirty role by slashing the New 
York City Board of Water Supply budget 
40 percent and throwing the Department 
of Water Supply into the city' s Environ
mental Protection Agency. Koch then 
agreed with the commission to reduce the 
city's intake of basin water from the Su
preme Court-mandated 800 million gal
lons per day. 

Kissinger dismissed 
as Roving Ambassador 
Henry Kissinger, who has represented 
himself in innumerable o fficial capaci
ties over the years, has finally been dis
missed as Roving ambassador. The ob
scure principality of Roving announced 
last week that it would not renew Kissin
ger's appointment, for which Henry re
ceived $200,000 a year and all the cheese 
he could eat, because of "severe econom
ic difficulties affiicting the realm." 

European diplomatic sources report 
that the Roving decision was as much 
political as economic, although Henry's 
salary and skyrocketing cheese prices 
were important considerations. 

They emphasized that the real rea-
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sons for Kissinger's dismissal stem from 
a series of strange and disturbing inci
dents in Roving which resulted from dip
lomatic maneuvers Henry made for his 
various governments: knocking down 
the lines for the cablecar to the Roving 
casino, which occurred during an abor
tive attempt by British NATO troops, 
bearing a treaty signed by Kissinger, to 
set up a Roving Euromissile site; cancel
ing Roving's daily barrel of o il from 
Saudi Arabia, negotiated by Kissinger as 
payment for having his socks washed in 
Riyadh; and the disappearance of all of 
the towels and engraved silverware from 
the Hotel Emperor, some of which later 
turned up at a pool-side cocktail party 
given by Kissinger in Rome. 

Challenges to U A W 
antinuclear stand 
An impromptu demonstration by pro
nuclear members of the International 
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers 
marred attempts by social democrat Wil
liam Winpisinger, president of the Inter
national Association of Machinists 
(lAM), and United Auto Worker (UAW) 
environmentalists to railroad a group of 
antinuclear resolutions through a trade
union conference on energy held this 
month in Pittsburgh . 

According to the UAW's newsletter, 
on the opening night of the National 
Labor Conference for Safe Energy and 
Employment, sponsored by nine major 
trade unions,  some 1 00 electricians from 
a nearby local of the  IBEW broke into 
the hall and noisily denounced the con
ference. Their placards proclaimed: 
"Anti-Nukes are Kooks" and "Electri
cians Support Nuclear Power." 

The boisterous intervention caused 
much confusion and embarrassment in 
the meeting and forced its sponsors to 
tone down several resolutions attacking 
nuclear energy up for adoption by the 
conference. Contrary to the express in
tent of the environmentalists present, a 
resolution was adopted which demanded 
that no worker lose his job because of a 
threat to the nuclear industry . 

Briefly 
• JOHN CONYERS of Michi
gan, chairm an of the House Judi
ciary Committee' s subcommittee 
on crime, and Anti-Defamation 
League Factfinder Division head 
Irwin Suall have launched a pro
vocative set of national hearings 
on an alleged "conspiracy against 
minorities ." The two advocate 
Justice Department takeover of lo
cal law-enforcement powers. 

• MARGARET THATCHER 
will visit the U .S .  in February to 
convince President Reagan to im
plement major austerity programs. 

• RONALD REAGAN states in 
an interview in the Jan. 19 u. s. 
News and World Report that 
"There is reason to believe that 
government mandates have had 
something to do with troubles in 
the auto industry. If  so, govern
ment has two responsibilities; the 
first is to bail out, or help bail out, 
a company that's suffered because 
of that. The second is to do away 
with the mandates and the regu
lations that caused the trouble in 
the first place ." 

• THE PRESIDENT'S Com
mission for a National Agenda 
for the ' 80s will propose to place 
congressmen under tight central
ized control by the official leader
ships of the political parties, as in 
the British parliamentary system . 
The intent is to reduce constituen

i CY accountability. Says a commis
sion staff member, " Interest 
groups won't compromise for the 
good of the order. Institutions like 
Congress are fragmented and in
capable of the hard choices that 
have to be made if the economic 
pie is smaller." 

• EIGHT GOVERNORS from 
the Midwest denounced high in
terest rates at a meeting called by 
Michigan's Governor Milliken . 
IThe governors also called for tax 
and deprec�ation allowances to 
stimulate research and develop
ment. The proposals will be pre
sented to the states' congressional 
delegations for action.  
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Facts Behind Terror by Jeffrey Steinberg 

Yellow alert on U.S. terrorism 

The Socialist International and its allies 
have chosen the targets. 

The recent firebombing of U .S .  
National Guard planes in  Puerto 
Rico can be traced directly to pre
vious actions by Carter Attorney 
General Benjamin Civiletti, who, in 
a 1 979 deal with Fidel Castro, re
leased four unrepentant Puerto Ri
can terrorists . This set off an imme
diate wave of assassinations of U .S .  
military personnel on the island; the 
same terrorists who carried out 
these "hits" now claim responsibili
ty for the aircraft bombings . 

During 1 980, waves of clearly 
organized murders hit U .S .  cities: 
Miami, Atlanta, Buffalo ,  and 
KKK-communist shootouts in 
Greensboro, N .C .  In every case the 
Justice Department' s Community 
Relations Service was on the scene 
in advance. 

Behind the scenes in the United 
States there is a "yellow alert" Oa
gainst a suspected wider outbreak 
of terrorism in the weeks ahead.  
The list of targets of Communist 
Workers Party and Yippie violence 
include one well-known state offi
cial, and former Democratic presi
dential candidate Lyndon H. La
Rouche, Jr .  

But security agencies are get
ting information from undercover 
sources indicating something much 
bigger and nastier is afoot. The gut
ter groups' control has been traced 
to the European cabal of socialists 
and "black nobility" feudalists who 
have terrorized Italy 

The Eurosocialists' and feudal
ists' "assets" in America include the 
very highly placed assassination 
ring known as "Permindex. "  Per-
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mindex killed John F. Kennedy, 
tried to kill Charles de Gaulle, and 
commanded coverup capabilities 
from the Warren Commission on 
down . When New Orleans D .A .  
J im Garrison went after Perm index 
in the JFK assassination,  he was 
crushed with the help of Johnson's  
radical leftist attorney general, 
Ramsey Clark . 

While not speculating openly 
about Ronald Reagan's  security, 
specialists are taking precautions. 
The Paris socialist-terrorist news
paper Liberation recently published 
a picture of Reagan with a target
mark on his head. This is, after all, 
the way some international factions 
contest American elections-and 
try to change the results afterwards . 

Investigative Leads, the counter
terror division of EIR, has just re
leased an alert and dossier on the 
new " Permindex" threat . The dos
sier's principle is that the way to 
neutralize a possible assassination 
attack on a highly protected Presi
dent is "to place a public finger 
directly on the only organized ca
pability adequate to conduct such a 
high-level political assassination ."  

In the continuing investigation 
into the JFK killing by current as
sassination target , Lyndon La
Rouche, his associates have secured 
original private records of a now
defunct Permindex branch in 
Rome, the Centro Mondiale Com
merciale. These documents tie Per
mindex head Major Louis Bloom
field, attorney to the Bronfman 
family, directly into the Italian 

"black nobility" centered in Genoa 
and Venice. The documents also 
corroborate key features of Garri
son' s 1 963 probe, including his sus
picions of elements of J. Edgar 
Hoover's FBI .  

Prominent in Permindex since 
its 1 957 beginnings is Roy Marcus 
Cohn, attorney for the late Carlo 
Gambino and Studio 54, who has 
been linked to incitement to kill 
LaRouche in the New York news
sheet Our Town, another Cohn 
client .  Cohn was Rasputin to Sen . 
Joe McCarthy in the early 1 950s, 
and a darling of  J. Edgar Hoover. 
By similar channels today, Permin
dex and its socialist backers have 
infiltrated conservative think tanks 
tendering advice to Ronald Rea
gan. 

The Eurosocialists, the feudal
ists and London Special Operations 
Executive, and their KGB agents
of-influence in Moscow around 
British triple agent General Kim 
Philby took a humiliating moral 
defeat with the Reagan landslide. 
The danger is that desperate to iso
late and paralyze the President with 
urban riots and terrorism in his 
"first 1 00 days" -with an assassi
nation contingency plan if that 
fails. 

Right now, intelligence and se
curity ci rcles internation�l1y are ad
vising priority surveillance of two 
groups' operations in the United 
States: Cuban intelligence service 
(DGI) connections to socialist ren
egade "CIA agent" Philip Agee; 
and the Armenian Secret Army 
(ASA) connection to the KGB.  

The bigger problems are Per
mindex; the "Heritage Foundation 
syndrome" around Reagan; and 
the Community Relations Service 
of the Carter-Civiletti Justice De
partment .  
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